1300 W. St. Germain Street
St. Cloud, MN 56301
Tel. 320.650.2500 Fax 320.650.2501
Board of Trustees Meeting
Tuesday, July 19, 2016, 6:00 p.m.
Mississippi Community Room
Agenda
Public Open Forum—Total time: 10 minutes, each person limited to two minutes, speakers must address library
related topics not already on the agenda, board members will not interact with public speaker (concerns are referred
to management for follow-up), and all parties are expected to display appropriate behavior.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Call to Order
Adoption/Amendment of Agenda
Approval of Minutes from May 17, 2016, Meeting (Requested action – Approve )
Public Open Forum
Financials
5.1 Bills (emailed) and Addendum (on table) (Requested action – Approve)
5.2 Financial Reports (emailed) (Requested action – Accept )
6. Consent Agenda
6.1 2017 GRRL Board Meeting/Work Session Schedule
6.2 Other
7. Communications
7.1 GRRL 2015 Annual Report (on table)
7.2 Other
8. Staff Reports
8.1 Executive Director’s Report
8.2 Management Reports – Including Second Quarter Strategic Plan Progress
8.3 Building Reports
8.4 Second Quarter Statistics
8.5 Human Resources Reports
8.6 Other
9. Committee Reports
9.1 Finance Committee (verbal)
9.2 Personnel Committee (verbal)
9.3 Other
10. Unfinished Business
10.1 2017 Budget Recommendation and Discussion (Requested action – Approve)
10.2 Senior Library Aide Report
10.3 Circulation Limits Analysis

6:00
6:01
6:02
6:03
6:07
6:10
6:13
6:16

6:25

6:30

10.4 GRRL Library Assessment Plan (Please bring your Assessment Plan document from June.)
10.4.1 Plan Proposal (Requested action – Approve)
10.4.2 Library Branch Agreement Revisions (Requested action – Approve)
10.4.3 Library Branch Non-Compliance Process Policy – New (Requested action – Approve)
10.4.4 Library Development Policy Revisions (Requested action – Approve)
10.5 Other
11. New Business
6:55
11.1 Collective Bargaining Units Wage Reopener w/Attorney Frank Madden – Closed Session
11.2 Open Hours Adjustments Report
11.3 Other
12. Board Open Forum
7:25
13. Next Meeting: August 16, 2016, Board work session at 6:00 p.m.
September 20, 2016, Board regular session at 6:00 p.m.
14. Adjournment
7:30

GREAT RIVER REGIONAL LIBRARY
BOARD OF TRUSTEES MINUTES
May 17, 2016
A regular session of the Great River Regional Library (GRRL) Board of Trustees was called to order on
Tuesday evening, May 17, 2016, at 6:01 p.m. in the St. Cloud Public Library Mississippi Room with
President Dave Kircher presiding.
Members Present:
Wayne Bauernschmitt
Bernice Berns
Jeff Bertram
Dan Bravinder
Mark Bromenschenkel
Spencer Buerkle
Laura Hayes
Dave Kircher
Rachel Leonard
Michael Potter
Jim Shovelain
Randy Winscher

Members Excused:
Mary Eberley
Dan Rea
Cindy Rohde

GRRL Staff Present:
Brandi Canter
Julie Henne
Aron Murphy
Karen Pundsack
Jay Roos
Julie Schmitz
Rachel Thomas
Jami Trenam
Patricia Waletzko

Staff Excused:
Ryan McCormick

ADOPTION/AMENDMENT OF AGENDA
Jeff Bertram made a motion to adopt the agenda as presented. Seconded by Rachel Leonard, the motion
carried unanimously.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Rachel Leonard made a motion to approve the March 15, 2016, Board meeting and April 19, 2016, Board
special session minutes as presented. Seconded by Randy Winscher, the motion carried unanimously.
PUBLIC OPEN FORUM
There were no speakers for the public open forum.
FINANCIAL REPORTS
Bills
Bernice Berns moved to approve the list of bills for payment and the list of bills addendum. Laura Hayes
seconded the motion which carried unanimously.
Financial Reports
Jim Shovelain moved to accept the financial reports. Mark Bromenschenkel seconded the motion which
carried unanimously.
Auditor’s Report
Michael Bosl, BerganKDV Audit Manager, reviewed with the Board the December 31, 2015, Financial
Statements and Communications letter resulting from GRRL’s audit in early March. He stated there were
no material weaknesses and GRRL was given a “clean opinion” which is the best that can be received.
Michael also complimented Accounting Coordinator Aron Murphy and the GRRL staff for their
preparations and a smooth audit.
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Following the presentation, Board members asked questions which were answered by Michael Bosl. Dave
Kircher thanked the GRRL staff for their work on the audit.
Spencer Buerkle made a motion to accept the auditor’s report as presented. Seconded by Rachel Leonard,
the motion carried unanimously.
Annual Review of Unassigned Fund Balance
Aron Murphy explained the GRRL unassigned fund balance is what remains after calculating all accounting
entries on an accrual basis. He pointed out there is approximately 5.74 months in reserve, reviewed
calculations and answered questions.
Michael Potter made a motion to approve the annual review of the unassigned fund balance as
presented. Seconded by Dan Bravinder, the motion carried unanimously.
CONSENT AGENDA
There were no consent agenda items presented.
COMMUNICATIONS
Summer Reading Program Appeal Letter
Associate Director – Public Relations Julie Henne presented the Summer Reading Program appeal letter
which was sent to 800+ businesses in the region along with a poster for publicity.
STAFF REPORTS
Executive Director’s Report
Management Reports
Executive Director Karen Pundsack added the following comments to the Executive Director and
management reports:
• First quarter strategic plan progress is included in the Executive Director and management
reports;
• Staff meetings on the budget process concluded on Monday, May 16 with 60-70 total staff
members attending;
• A statewide library card registration proposal will be discussed at the next meeting of the 12
regional library directors;
• There may be an Arts & Cultural Heritage Fund decrease for fiscal year 2017; and
• Thank you to Michael Potter and Wayne Bauernschmitt as well as Friends of the Library members
for attending Library Legislative Day in April.
Building Reports
There were no additional comments on the building reports.
First Quarter Statistics
Karen Pundsack reviewed the new format of statistics for the first quarter of 2016 which are tied to the
strategic plan. She pointed out some comparisons, explained how the numbers may be affected and
expressed concern about resident borrower numbers. GRRL will work to change the trend through greater
marketing and website presence among other things. Also mentioned were the launch of GRRL’s new
website and catalog within the next few months.
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Patron Services Supervisor Rachel Thomas provided information regarding school visits, the sharing of
databases with students and their online registration. More services of this type are planned to be done
by the new librarian focusing on outreach.
Discussion also took place regarding decreased circulation, what may be impacting it and ideas for future
increase. Patron Services Supervisor Brandi Canter added comments about program pool funds being
beneficial for outreach and thanked the Board for providing additional funds through the regional Patron
Services Department reorganization.
Human Resources Reports
There were no additional comments on the human resources reports.
COMMITTEE REPORTS
Finance Committee
Spencer Buerkle reported the Finance Committee reviewed a new quarterly financial report with Aron
Murphy. They also looked at the preliminary GRRL 2017 budget that will go to the full Board in July.
Personnel Committee
Rachel Leonard reported the Personnel Committee took action on two items at their meeting:
• Approval of the Executive Director Transition Plan Policy with a minor language revision; and
• Approval of the Internship Program Policy which will allow GRRL to offer paid or unpaid
internships based on position needs.
Jim Shovelain made a motion to approve the Personnel Committee report and policies as presented.
Seconded by Wayne Bauernschmitt, the motion carried unanimously.
Fund Development Committee
Bernice Berns reported the Fund Development Committee met for the first time on April 27. Members
attending were Julie Henne, Karen Pundsack, Bernice Berns, Dan Rea and Mary Eberley. They talked about
fund development history and challenges, evaluation of policies, current and replacement software, an
event for regional Friends of the Library groups and Board member financial participation.
Julie Henne stated three (3) GRRL staff members will be joining the Committee at their next meeting.
Karen Pundsack mentioned that Public Relations Specialist John Pepper also attended on April 27.
Union Negotiations Committee
Spencer Buerkle reported the Union Negotiations Committee meetings have concluded as the Library
Services Coordinator unit and General unit have both accepted contracts.
UNFINISHED BUSINESS
Collective Bargaining Agreement Ratification – Library Services Coordinator Unit
Michael Potter made a motion to approve the Library Services Coordinator Unit Collective Bargaining
Agreement effective through December 31, 2017, as presented. Seconded by Mark Bromenschenkel, the
motion carried unanimously.
Collective Bargaining Agreement Ratification – General Unit
Spencer Buerkle made a motion to approve the General Unit Collective Bargaining Agreement effective
through December 31, 2017, as presented. Seconded by Rachel Leonard, the motion carried unanimously.
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NEW BUSINESS
Circulation Services Policy Revision
Karen Pundsack presented the Circulation Services policy revision which provides needed clarification of
GRRL’s use of the Minnesota Revenue Recapture Act process due to a change in credit reporting laws. She
informed the Board that Unique National Collections, the library’s collection agency, will discontinue
credit reporting patron accounts for outstanding fines/fees over $25 as of June 2016. Patrons will
continue to receive overdue notices and letters for unpaid balances. GRRL will also continue to use the
Minnesota Revenue Recapture Act process.
Randy Winscher made a motion to approve the Circulation Services policy revision as presented.
Seconded by Mark Bromenschenkel, the motion carried unanimously.
RLBSS FY2017 Application
Karen Pundsack presented the state Regional Library Basic System Support (RLBSS) fiscal year 2017
application which was completed based on the estimated dollars to be received by GRRL. If the expected
amount differs by more than 10 percent, an amended application will be filed.
Bernice Berns made a motion to approve the RLBSS application as presented. Seconded by Jeff Bertram,
the motion carried unanimously.
BOARD OPEN FORUM
Jim Shovelain wished all a happy Memorial Day.
Randy Winscher talked about the DVD theft issue in Morrison County and expressed a desire to have the
Board consider a GRRL policy revision related to checkout limitations.
NEXT MEETINGS
The Great River Regional Library Board of Trustees announced the following meetings to be held in the St.
Cloud Public Library Mississippi Room:
Finance Committee – Tuesday, July 19, 2016 at 5:00 p.m.
Personnel Committee – Tuesday, July 19, 2016 at 5:30 p.m.
Board of Trustees work session – Tuesday, June 21, 2016 at 6:00 p.m.
Board of Trustees regular session – Tuesday, July 19, 2016 at 6:00 p.m.
ADJOURNMENT
Mark Bromenschenkel made a motion to adjourn the meeting at 7:14 p.m. Seconded by Laura Hayes, the
motion carried unanimously.

_________________________________
Dave Kircher, President
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1300 St. Germain Street West
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301
Tel. 320.650.2500 Fax 320.650.2501

Board of Trustees & Committees
Meeting Schedule 2017
The scheduled dates are (the third Tuesday of the designated month):

January 17 – Annual Meeting
February 21 – Work Session
March 21
April 18 – Work Session
May 16
June 20 –Work Session
July 18
August 15 – Work Session
September 19
October 17 – Work Session
November 21
December 19 – Work Session

July 19, 2016

Item 8.1

Executive Director’s Report
Strategic Plan Updates
Library Assessment Plan
The Library Assessment Committee developed a final plan which includes new policies for minimum
level of service, alternative services, clarifications to the new libraries process, and recommendations for
extended open hours. The draft plan was presented at the June GRRL work session for board review and
discussion.
Finance Committee
The 2017 GRRL budget was prepared using the new base budget process. The preliminary fiscal year
2017 budget was presented to the newly formed GRRL Finance Committee at their May meeting. Staff
meetings were held throughout the region to explain the new process. A total of 66 staff members
attended the five sessions.
Process Improvement
The Leadership Support Team (LST) conducted a staff survey to prioritize processes in need of
improvement and identify any new areas. Social media, Patron Overdue/Fine/Billing Notices, and Patron
Registration were identified as the top three processes to address. A social media team is in
development. Associate Director –Public Relations Julie Henne, Public Relations Specialist John Pepper,
Patron Services Specialist Beth Ringsmuth Stolpman and I have met twice to analyze current social
media practices and future opportunities. Public Services Team will be reviewing Overdue/Fine/Billing
Notices and Patron Registration processes in the coming months.
Community Awareness
In May, Library Services Coordinator (LSC) John Hannon and I spent time on the Albany radio station,
KASM 1150AM, talking about library services. LSC Carla Asfeld and I attended the Kimball Friends of the
Library meeting. This group is newly revitalized and interested in advocating for library services in their
community. We discussed the Library Assessment Plan and its potential impacts. In June, LSC Nancy
Potter and I also spoke about library services on the Long Prairie radio station, KEYL 1400AM. LSC
Wanda Erickson and I presented library activity information to the Upsala City Council.
Patron Services Reorganization
Implementation on this reorganization is well under way. I’m happy to report Brandi Canter accepted
the new role of Lead Patron Services Supervisor on Monday, May 23. As part of the change, Patron
Services Supervisor Rachel Thomas has taken on supervision of the Paynesville and Belgrade libraries in
addition to the other 10 libraries she oversees. We will monitor this transition throughout the year to
ensure workloads remain balanced and Library Services Coordinators continue to receive the support
they need.
Patron Services Specialist Beth Ringsmuth Stolpman also assumed new responsibilities. These include
being the formal first point of contact on all patron service issues, program policy, Arts & Cultural
Heritage Legacy grant management, and collection agency and hold notice services. She is also serving
with Brandi as co-chair for the Public Services Team. The team has begun holding monthly meetings
again to tackle several patron services projects that have been on hold, including patron registration and
billing notices improvements.
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All libraries received additional funds to expand local outreach in their communities. The increase has
been greatly appreciated by Library Services Coordinators. Many have already begun to use the funds to
expand their local library presence.
An additional Patron Services Librarian position has been posted. This position will be responsible for
expanding outreach services regionally.
Council of Regional Public Library Systems Administrators (CRPLSA)
On May 26, I attended the CRPLSA online meeting. We discussed the Arts & Cultural Heritage
Amendment statewide initiative Once Upon a Reader. We are nearly completed with the fiscal year
2017 program. The group voted to complete an evaluation of the project before committing future
funds to continuing the program. GRRL will be hosting trunk shows with illustrator Derek Anderson for
the book Ten Pigs: An Epic Bath Adventure in September. Books will be distributed to all children
enrolled in Head Start in our region as well.
CRPLSA is also sponsoring a library advocacy initiative called “Minnesota Loves Libraries.” GRRL’s
Graphic Designer Bernadette Stephenson is part of the subcommittee working on the design elements
for this initiative. The goal is to have materials prepared for display at the September Minnesota Library
Association conference.
Central Minnesota Libraries Exchange (CMLE)
This year I have been serving as the public librarian appointee to the multi-type library system Central
Minnesota Libraries Exchange board. This is a seat shared between GRRL and East Central Regional
Library. As part of this appointment, I have served as chair of the search committee for a new executive
director for CMLE. Executive Director Patricia Post will be retiring at the end of August. The search
committee met several times throughout May and June to develop a search process and interview
candidates. The CMLE Board met on July 7 to approve a finalist and an offer is being made.
Highlighted Executive Director Activities Since May Board Meeting
• May 13 – CMLE Executive Director Search Committee meeting
• May 16 –Staff meeting, Rockford, Kimball Friends of the Library
• May 17 – GRRL supervisor training (Generations in the Workplace/Employees Leaves of
Absence) CMLE Board meeting, GRRL Board meeting
• May 18 – St. Cloud Public Library (SCPL) Active Threat training session
• May 19 - New GRRL Board member orientation, SCPL Active Threat training session
• May 23 – Wilder Center Early Childhood Forum
• May 24 – On air 1150AM KASM with LSC John Hannon
• May 25 – Leadership Support Team meeting
• May 26 – CRPLSA online meeting
• June 2 – CMLE Executive Director Search Committee meeting
• June 3 – CRPLSA subcommittee – Library Strategies/Once Upon a Reader
• June 6 –On air 1400AM KEYL with LSC Nancy Potter, Upsala City Council meeting with LSC
Wanda Erickson
• June 7 – St. Cloud Chamber Business After Hours at Stearns History Museum
• June 8 – Forum of Executive Women – Topic “Leading through Change”
• June 9 – St. Cloud Chamber Government Affairs Legislative Wrap Up
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June 13 – CMLE Executive Director candidate telephone interview
June 15 – CMLE Executive Director candidate telephone interview and CMLE Board meeting
June 21 – 1:1 Orientation meeting with LSC Sarah Seeley, GRRL Board work session
June 23 – CMLE Executive Director candidate telephone interviews
June 29 – Leadership Support Team Meeting, CMLE Executive Director in-person interview
June 30 – CMLE Executive Director in-person interview
July 5 – CRPLSA subcommittee – Library Strategies/Once Upon a Reader
July 7 – CMLE Board special meeting
July 12 – Minnesota Library Association Legislative Forum
July 14 – On air 1150AM KASM with LSC John Hannon
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Management Reports
Brandi Canter
Lead Patron Services Supervisor

I’ve been in this position for about six weeks now, and I’m getting a better sense of what my new duties
include. Mostly it’s meetings, either formally or informally, to keep people apprised of progress, check on
details, or give heads up for something coming up or down the pike. I’m enjoying the challenge of learning
to navigate the Project Manager software, coming up with new ways to organize my to-do list and thinking
more Big Picture thoughts.
Strategic Plan Progress
Reviewing Program Schedules and Open Hours
As presented separately under item 11.2 Open Hours Adjustment Report, the St. Michael and Grey Eagle
branches are changing open hours in September. In addition, Delano and Big Lake will likely be changing
open hours within the next six months. Changes to open hours are based on community needs, business
flow and patron traffic. In addition, the Patron Services Specialist and Patron Services Supervisors are
developing tools to help analyze local program schedules and attendance.
Community Technology Resources
As part of the local action plan, we are asking each library to research community technology programs,
services and resources by the end of the year. Once the information is collected, it is added to local staff
web pages so that it can be accessed by local and regional staff to assist patrons looking for community
resources. Six branches have completed this task so far with many more actively working on the community
survey.
Computer-based Literacy Services
Patron Services (PS) Librarians provided 21 hours of individualized technology instruction in the second
quarter of 2016, down from 38 hours for the first quarter. This sharp decline is largely due to a number of
open positions in the St. Cloud Patron Services Department, resulting in the need for our PS Librarians to
spend more time covering the public service desks. However, our PS Librarians still worked with patrons
throughout the region – Annandale, Buffalo, Cokato, Little Falls, Long Prairie, Rockford, St. Cloud, and Waite
Park – with eReaders, basic email, smart phones, MS Word and the Ancestry database.
Target Audience Engagement
Nearly all GRRL locations have identified their target audience for expanded programming, outreach and
services in 2017. Public Services staff continue to explore new avenues for connecting with their local
communities and experimenting with new and innovative programs to build local library services that
better meet community needs and wants. Some examples include:
• Outreach at the Cinco de Mayo Festival in Long Prairie, Business Expos in Cokato and Rockford, and
Chambers of Commerce throughout the region,
• Programming such as expanding adult offerings in Grey Eagle, Tech Tips in Paynesville,
Crafternoons in Delano, Family Story Time in Becker and library camps in Eagle Bend, Staples and
Waite Park.
• Connecting with individual organizations like Gold n’ Plump in Cold Spring, the Holdingford
Historical Society, the Pullman Place for Active Seniors in Elk River, etc.
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Training on topics such as building relationships with Spanish-speaking families, expanding teen
services through active and passive programming, developing STEM programs for school-age kids,
and active and innovative engagement with local communities.

Regional Initiatives and Programs
Compiled by Brandi Canter, LPSS, and Beth Ringsmuth Stolpman, Patron Services Specialist
Read Down Your Fines (RDYF)
We held another RDYF week from June 20th to 25th. We had 124 juvenile patrons participate in 23 branches,
and they read down $546.60 in fines on their accounts. This came out to an average of $4.41 per reader.
We will have our next RDYF event in December.
Since starting the project in 2013, we have waived just over $4,500, and the average per account is just
under $5. We greatly appreciate the Board’s support of this project – by waiving some fines for juvenile
accounts we help young readers keep their accounts in good standing so they can continue using the
library. This project also creates enormous good will among our library supporters.
Summer Reading Program
The Summer Reading Program for kids of all ages began on Monday, June 13 and runs through Saturday,
August 13. This year's theme is Read for the Win to help celebrate the 2016 Olympic games. All branches
are offering additional activities and events for kids, including celebration events with magicians Robert
Halbrook and Nathan Stockwell. GRRL offers programs for three age groups – an early literacy program for
ages 0-5, a school age program for 3-12 and a program for teens going into 6th-12th grades. One new
addition this year is an online registration option for teens. Anecdotally, this has been a popular option for
teens to get started with the program and then turn in their completed reading logs at the library later. All
programs encourage reading and other literacy activities throughout the summer.
Arts & Cultural Heritage Programming
State Library Services has not yet released documents for regional libraries to apply for fiscal year 2017 Arts
& Cultural Heritage (a.k.a. Legacy) funds and is not expected to until this fall. For this reason, the current
fiscal year (2016) is slowly winding down, with some regional programming extending into September and
October to cover the gap between fiscal years. These upcoming fall programs include musician/storyteller
Bill Jamerson, musicians Steve Sklar and Johnna Morrow, storyteller Zaraawar Mistry, artist Jennifer
Anfinson, author Chad Lewis, author/appraiser Mark Moran and GRRL's Once Upon a Reader Trunk Shows
with author/illustrator Derek Anderson.
Changes to Patron Notifications
The Public Services Team (PST) is recommending a number of changes with how we notify patrons of items
on hold, items overdue and billing amounts. First, we edited the wording on all these notifications to make
them easier to understand. We added information about checkout limits, fines and fees. We recommended
extending the amount of time before a person is sent to collections after having accrued $25 or more in
unpaid fines or fees. This was a 14-day period; it will be extended to 21 days.
Additionally, PST recommends GRRL reduce the billing threshold for patrons. Beginning in July, we will drop
the amount a patron must have in fines/fees to receive a paper bill from us. This amount will slowly drop
from the current $15, reducing every week or so by $1 or $0.50, depending on the number of patrons
impacted. Because many of these accounts have old balances that patrons don’t even know about,
dropping the billing threshold creates a significant amount of work for our front line staff. We anticipate
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lots of calls regarding these accounts, so we want to limit the number of patrons impacted to
approximately 1,500 per batch.
It will cost us about $0.62 for each bill we send. Cumulatively, it will cost about $7,800 to drop the billing
threshold down to $10. However, these accounts have balances totaling almost $150,000. While we don’t
expect to receive payment for all of these accounts, we do think we’ll more than cover our expenses.
Patron Services, Accounting and Information Technology will monitor our progress to make sure that we
are moving forward at pace that is manageable for front line staff and budget neutral or positive overall.
Julie Henne
Associate Director – Public Relations
Strategic Plan Progress
Friends Meet Friends (FMF) Event
The 2016 FMF event is scheduled for Thursday, September 22. The event will be held in the St. Cloud Public
Library’s Mississippi Room from 6:00 - 8:00 p.m. with a social hour starting at 5:30 p.m. The St. Cloud
Friends of the Library will be sponsoring the desserts/refreshments for the event. Sue Hall is the scheduled
speaker. Sue is the Director and Lead Consultant for Library Strategies. She has over 20 years consulting
experience with libraries and library organizations and has designed and facilitated strategic and
development planning processes across the country. She is also a frequent speaker at national and state
conferences.
Centralized E-mail List
Based on feedback from GRRL staff, the Public Services Team recently updated the library card application
form. A new check box was added on the form for adult patrons (age 18+) to opt in to receive library news
via e-mail. While this component of the process is not active yet, we are asking all branch libraries to save
any applications that indicate the patron wants to receive library news for input into the e-mail list at a
later date. Once this component is live, we will also ask patrons who are renewing their cards if they would
like to receive library news via e-mail, and then can add them to the list at that time. The email distribution
list will be used to send library information such as news, strategic initiatives and program information to
interested users while being mindful of data practices laws.
Impact Survey
The Impact Survey is an online tool designed specifically for public libraries that want to better understand
their communities and how people use the public technology resources and services. We used the survey
tool back in April 2014 and are repeating the survey for the month of July 2016. The survey will be used to
evaluate and improve our services. Results will be reflected in upcoming reports.
Summer Reading Program (SRP) Appeal
Donations for the 2016 Summer Reading appeal continue to trickle in. As of July 6, we have received
$7,178.59 (monetary & in-kind). The 2016 Summer Reading Program Appeal was mailed to over 884 local
businesses throughout the region. Recipients were informed about the purpose and value of the SRP and
invited to make a donation to the library. A poster was also sent for placement in their establishment to
show support for the GRRL Summer Reading Program! Updates on the 2016 SRP Appeal will be reflected in
upcoming reports.
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Annual Report
The Public Relations Department has been busy creating the 2015 GRRL Annual Report. Its theme is
Changing for Tomorrow. 2015 was the last year of our three-year strategic plan and highlights the hard
work, dedication and accomplishments of the GRRL Staff. The annual report will be distributed to various
GRRL stakeholders throughout the region. Among this group of stakeholders are local elected officials, such
as our state representatives and senators as well as those who are known library supporters.
Ryan McCormick
Patron Services Supervisor
Hiring
Pat Grelson recently resigned as the Library Services Coordinator in Waite Park. I am happy to announce
that Michelle Goebel, formerly a Circulation Assistant, has been hired as her replacement. In other
personnel news, Kelly Groth, formerly a Circulation Aide, has been hired as a Library Associate; Kathryn
Nevala and Gregg Hermerding are our new Library Assistants in Buffalo; Madelyn Schmidt joins us as an
Aide in Becker; and Emma Wing and Rebekah Phifer are our two new Summer Reading Program Aides.
Welcome and congratulations to all!
The hiring process for our new Patron Services Librarian position continues. Our initial recruitment efforts
yielded a smaller pool of qualified candidates, and we were unable to make an offer to any of those
candidates. As such, we have re-opened the pool and are currently collecting more applications.
Glumly, I announce the impending departure of Patron Services Coordinator Sandy Toland. Sandy has made
many contributions to both the St. Cloud Library and broader, regional efforts and will be missed. We are
currently in the process of recruiting for her position as well.
Finally, we also bid adieu to Custodian Mark O’Riley at the end of the month. After many years of hard work
and dedicated service, Mark is retiring from his position at the St. Cloud Library. Thanks for all you’ve done
Mark!
Think Tank
These are busy times for the Think Tank. Among other endeavors, we are working on Alzheimer’s
Awareness Month initiatives for November, Common Read collaborations with St. Cloud State, potential
grant opportunities for programming next summer and deciding on Winter Reading Program themes and
promotional activities for Library Card Sign-Up Month in September.
Albany
An absolute kudos to Library Services Coordinator John Hannon and the staff in Albany for visiting or
hosting every K-6th grade class in Albany, Avon and Holy Family Elementary Schools. They promoted the
Summer Reading Program and library use in general to hundreds of children. Way to go!
Swanville
Kudos as well to Cindy Bruggenthies and staff in Little Falls/Swanville. After years of steady decline, library
usage is up in Swanville. Regional support from the Public Relations and Collection Development
Departments was also key to this increase.
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Jay Roos
Associate Director – Information Technology

Strategic Plan Progress
Public Web Site
The redesigned public web site launched on June 23rd. The design of the home page in particular is about
featuring our collection. The new site follows a responsive design pattern that allows it to be viewed on
almost any size device with little to no zooming or side-scrolling required. The need for a responsive site is
identified under goal 2 of the Access service priority in our strategic plan. We’ve also implemented secure
web communication (HTTPS) to ensure our patrons’ privacy when viewing the site.
As might be expected, the new design has its fans and also detractors. The web redesign workgroup
continues to evaluate the feedback and make adjustments to ensure the best possible patron experience.
New Catalog Search
As part of the new web site launch, our new VuFind-based catalog became our primary library catalog
search interface. The new catalog project is goal 2 in our strategic plan under the Access service priority.
The new site made good use of the advanced search capabilities and has many links directly to popular
searches that patrons will be interested in.
As with the web site, we continue to receive and evaluate feedback for further enhancement. Recent
developments include filtering searches by location and improving error message language related to
requesting items. Our classic catalog remains available for any patrons who aren’t ready to make the move
to the new catalog.
Public Internet Station Image and Computer Replacement
As part of strategic plan priority: operational excellence, our scheduled replacement of public internet
computers is under way. While over 70 computers are scheduled for replacement, we also have over 120
computers that will be reloaded with new software. To date 13 computers have been replaced, 60 have
been reloaded and 9 libraries are completely up to date.
Our new Windows Enterprise image utilizes best practices for security, updates and deployment. We expect
to see better efficiency for Information Technology staff, consistency from one computer to the next and
expect the changes to allow us to be more responsive to any need for modification to deployed computers.
Julie Schmitz
Associate Director – Human Resources
Strategic Plan Progress
Training New Staff
To date, 20 employees have completed Day One orientation in St. Cloud and are in the process of
completing the on-line orientation. Three employees will be in the mentorship program due to promotions.
Training employees is identified in Goal 1 of the Exceptional Service Organizational Priority.
Teams and Workgroups
Elizabeth Proell, Human Resources Generalist, is developing training programs on leading teams and project
management to assist employees in our various work groups. Developing a new team and workgroup
structure is identified in Goal 1 of the Operational Excellence Organizational Priority.
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Training
Associate Director – Human Resources Julie Schmitz completed a Public Sector Human Resource
Management Certificate Program through Minnesota Counties Intergovernmental Trust in June. This was a
six-day program spread out over three months on topics including labor relations, collective bargaining
agreements, employee benefits, recruitment, classification and compensation systems and managing
organizational change.
Safety and Wellness
After completing active threat training in St. Cloud in May, and the recent bomb threat incident in June, we
are reviewing our Safety and Procedure Manuals to assure staff are trained and can find needed
information quickly in the event of an emergency.
Our wellness challenge is continuing with several employees who have already completed the entire Great
River Trail by “walking the miles” to each of our 32 branches. The challenge will be wrapping up in the next
few weeks with prizes awarded to participants.
Payroll and Benefits
After completing required reporting for the Affordable Care Act (ACA) in ADP, we are looking at some tools
from Corporate Health Systems (CHS) that would allow us to do the reporting on our own at no additional
cost. We are also working with CHS to make amendments to our HRA plan in order to comply with ACA
requirements and non-discrimination testing.
Rachel Thomas
Patron Services Supervisor
Class Visits, Summer Reading Program and Outreach
Before school lets out for the summer, staff across the region are busy presenting Summer Reading
Program (SRP) information to classes. One example comes from Pierz where Library Services Coordinator
(LSC) Grace Heschke always invites the classes to visit the library so kids know where it is located and
become familiar with the space and collection. In May. they had 1st, 2nd and 3rd graders for story times,
tours, and they received SRP information. And, 5th graders visited for a tour, a talk about the history of
libraries, and they participated in a small scavenger hunt. In total, the library had 472 kids visit the library
during the month of May!
Summer Reading Program has been going very well this year. One example comes from Upsala where
Wanda Erickson reports they had Bruce the Bug Guy visit on the first day of SRP, and 114 kids attended!
Libraries are working on doing more outreach related to their target audience. I attended the Cinco de
Mayo Festival in Long Prairie with LSC Nancy Potter. The festival drew 550 people and seemed to be a good
mix of those that were and were not familiar with the library. Another outreach example comes from St.
Michael where LSC Marla Scherber recently attended the Senior Expo where staff gathered information
from participants about the type of programming they are interested in attending. The library staff learned
participants are interested in: technology, arts & crafts, historical presentations and musical performances.
They plan to use this information when planning future programs.
Parkinson Friendly Community
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The National Parkinson Foundation of Minnesota is working on making St. Cloud Parkinson Friendly. I
attended a training session on Parkinson awareness to learn more about this movement. I received good
information that I will pass on to our St. Cloud library staff so we are better prepared to be a welcoming
environment for those living with Parkinson’s.
Personnel
The St. Cloud Circulation Department has a few new faces. Kelly Travis and Noelle MacMillan joined GRRL
as circulation assistants in June. Welcome to Great River Regional Library Kelly, and Noelle! Alexandria
Kelton joined the Circulation Department as a circulation assistant in July; she came to us from the
Technical Services Department. Welcome to Circulation, Alex!
Jami Trenam
Associate Director – Collection Development
Strategic Plan Progress
Refine weeding practices through process improvement
The Condition Workgroup presented their recommended guidelines for weeding vs. mending criteria to the
Weeding Process Improvement Workgroup in May. These staff-developed guidelines will be launched in
July and are intended as a tool to empower all staff at all levels to recommend weeding of materials from
the collection due to the item’s physical condition. This change will eliminate the need for these “easy
weeds” to pass through multiple checks before being removed from the collection. As part of the
implementation, workgroup members will host small group meetings throughout the region to discuss the
changes. Training kits with hands-on examples of materials will be available as well.
Develop schedule to maintain and update web content monthly
The New, Best and Fun Workgroup is finalizing recommendations regarding maintenance of existing lists.
The group is also working on ways to make the content development a collaborative effort amongst
interested staff. The group should wrap up their work by August 31st.
Work with Public Relations to promote GRRL licensed databases at least quarterly
Learning Express Library and Lynda.com were highlighted in the May-August event guide. The Question of
the Month program continues to highlight databases for staff through an interactive training. ProQuest
Newsstand Complete, Learning Express Library, and Chilton’s were featured in April, May, and June.
In conjunction with LSCs: analyze circulation patterns and collections at all libraries; develop a collection
maintenance plan for each library
In quarter 2, I began to analyze general circulation patterns for the region and each library including a
review of what percentage of circulation is attributed to patron requests in each library. I specifically honed
in on the DVD collection to evaluate changes made to the distribution of DVDs last year. I also visited with
Cold Spring/Richmond Library Services Coordinator Jason Kirchoff to analyze circulation patterns. The
information gleaned from this research will help inform how new materials may be distributed differently
in the future and will also help develop mechanisms to refresh collections in libraries that have a lower
percentage of circulation attributed to patron requests.
A region-wide schedule for collection maintenance is being developed and implemented in collectionHQ
(cHQ), a subscription service GRRL uses to manage library materials. cHQ allows me to input the schedule in
the software which will generate emails to notify staff what reports to run and when, an improvement from
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our old-fashioned calendar system. The schedule is going live in July. This will establish a region-wide
schedule which can then be adapted to drill down to library specific needs in the future.
Recruitment
The past few months have been full of staffing transitions in Collection Development. In June, we welcomed
Sara Kirk to the Distribution/Collection Development team as a full-time driver. Sara transferred in from the
Circulation Department and has been a great fit with the team so far. Recruitment efforts continue for
vacancies in the Distribution and Technical Services Aide positions. Resignations have been received for
Technical Services and Collection Development Clerk positions, and the staffing evaluation process is
underway for these vacancies.
Interlibrary Loan Delivery
The local interlibrary loan delivery switch began on Friday, July 1st. We began recruiting for a part-time
driver for this route in April, but we have yet to hire a candidate as the recruitment process has been a
challenge. In the meantime, Susan Pekarek, Distribution Coordinator, as well as Sara Asfeld, Collection
Development Assistant, have been instrumental in making this transition as smooth as possible, and I
extend my sincere thanks for their efforts.
Collection Maintenance Training and Evaluation
From time to time, I have the opportunity to visit with staff 1:1 in their local libraries for training which
always proves to be a rewarding experience. In May and June, I conducted collection maintenance training
for new staff in Staples, Royalton and Buffalo.
In addition to providing training for staff, Collection Development Librarian Amy Schrank and I attended a
forum for Minnesota users of cHQ which was a great opportunity to share best practices with other
libraries in the state. In June, a representative from cHQ also provided a strategic performance review for
me and the Collection Development Librarians. cHQ analyzed the performance of the items selected
between October 2014 and September 2015, and I was pleased to learn our collection performed better
statistically than the average cHQ libraries in North America, United Kingdom, and Australia!
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Building Reports
Brandi Canter
Lead Patron Services Supervisor

Cold Spring
In June, Lead Patron Services Supervisor Brandi Canter attended a Planning Commission meeting where
the Cold Spring Friends of the Library presented ideas and aspirations for a new or renovated library.
The Commission indicated they are continuing their process of soliciting feedback from each of the
tenants of the current facility and hope to have some recommendations by late summer or fall.
Major road and utility work in front of the library has slowed business somewhat, but the city has done
a commendable job ensuring that staff and patrons continue to be able to access the building.
Delano
A major road construction project is slated to begin in July and run through the end of summer. Access
to the library may be significantly impaired at times, but the city and staff are working closely to keep
things moving as well as possible.
Monticello
Inspections on the leaking windows revealed the need for extensive repair and recaulking. The city
council approved funding to fix the windows, and repairs were slated to start in late June. After major
rainstorms moved through the area on July 6, staff reported that we still had leaks coming in through
the windows.
Richmond
The window in the staff area is leaking again, in spite of the city’s efforts to fix the outer seal last year.
GRRL and city staff have been in contact regarding the issue, and the city is working to find a contractor
to do the repairs.
Rockford
The Minnesota Counties Intergovernmental Trust (MCIT) safety audit was completed in April and
returned two recommendations regarding the facility. The first recommendation is to “reduce the risks
from malicious drops” posed by the open top on the internal book drop. The second recommendation is
to consult with a fire marshal regarding the fire exit. The current fire exit is a non-handicap accessible
access that leads to a small, dark room instead of directly outside. GRRL local and regional staff have
shared these recommendations with the Rockford City Administrator on three occasions in May and
June. To date, we have not received any response.
On more positive news, the city of Rockford is working on a major road and utility project on the streets
around the library. However, the city has done an excellent job of maintaining some access to the library
and other buildings for patrons and staff, as can be seen by virtually no reduction in circulation levels for
June. Both Theresa Jacobs, the Library Services Coordinator, and Brandi Canter, Lead Patron Services
Supervisor, have thanked the city administrator for the city’s efforts to maintain access to the library.
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Ryan McCormick
Patron Services Supervisor

St. Cloud
In June, Patron Services Supervisor Rachel Thomas and I met with the city of St. Cloud to present our
budget for 2017. Some aspects of the budget are dependent on the terms of GRRL’s lease with the city,
and this lease is still under review. We hope to see some further movement with the new lease soon.
One area in which progress is already evident is the replacement of the AV equipment in the Bremer,
Mississippi and Children’s Programming Rooms. This equipment was badly outdated and we are thrilled
to have updated replacements.
Other noteworthy building activity in St. Cloud includes the painting of the crosswalk out front. Done by
a local artist, the crosswalk now adds a splash of color to the entrance and, hopefully, will help patrons
better recognize when they have left the sidewalk and entered the drive-up area.
The granite planter near the entry has also become a community garden, thanks in part to staff from St.
Cloud State University. The planter is now a no-smoking area as well, which should help reduce loitering
near the entrance.
Rachel Thomas
Patron Services Supervisor
St. Cloud
A bomb threat was called in to the St. Cloud library on Saturday, June 18th. Staff handled the situation
well, and we debriefed a few days later. Helpful suggestions were made by staff. Associate Director –
Human Resources Julie Schmitz and I have been working on ways to implement these suggestions into
our procedures and Safety Manuals with assistance from Public Relations, the Safety and Wellness Team
and the Building group.
Royalton
During heavy rain falls in June, a leak was detected in an area on the roof above the library, near the
fiction collection. The water was noticed and cleaned up quickly, so there was no damage to furnishings
or the collection. Repairs were made that same week, and the damaged ceiling tiles were removed. As
of the beginning of July, replacement ceiling tiles are on order and should be arriving soon.
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Second Quarter Update
2016-2020 GRRL Strategic Plan Statistical Targets
Library usage targets identified to measure strategic plan progress

Online Catalog Requests

Number of items requested online

Website usage

Number of times griver.org pages were viewed

Chat reference sessions

Number of questions answered through chat

Digital Library Users

Number of borrowers registered for Digital Library

Digital Library Checkouts

Number of e-books and e-audiobooks borrowed

Database Unique Pageviews

Number of times griver.org/databases
was viewed by unique users

Resident Borrower Numbers

Number of residents with active library card

Program attendance

Number of people attending library programs

2016 Qtr 2
Cumulative

2015 Qtr 2
Cumulative

2016 Target

396,989

406,930

600,000

1,149,064

1,316,414

2,500,000

456

584

1,100

26,896

22,946

37,000

104,775

94,239

194,000

19,150

19,897

35,000

111,930

116,109

114,005

40,552

36,010

75,500

Most categories are on track to meet 2016 targets. Yellow categories are below trend to meet 2016 target.
Other strategic plan library usage targets will be reported annually. This will include information transactions, Express
Checkout utilization, Book-a-Librarian sessions, Summer Reading Program participation, delivery services to borrowers
and door count.
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Second Quarter Strategic Plan Statistical Targets
Most categories are on track to meet 2017 targets. With updates to the website and catalog, we hope to see patrons use
these services more. We will look for measurable progress in Quarters 3 & 4 for online catalog requests, website usage,
chat reference sessions and database unique pageviews. Borrower numbers continue to decline, but at a slower pace
than the previous two years from 4.4 to 3.7 percent.
Leadership Support Team (LST) analyzed statistical trends at the May and June meetings. Below is a summary of LST
observations about borrower numbers:
Borrower Numbers
Borrower numbers are difficult to track and analyze because the numbers are shifting on a daily and hourly basis.
Approximately 20 percent of expiring cards were held by people who had checked out only once or not at all. Of the
resident borrowers who expire in May and have not yet renewed: 10.3 percent never checked anything out, 9.3 percent
only checked out on their registration date and never again. Borrower numbers are declining because more library cards
are expiring than new borrowers are being registered. Approximately 2/3 of expiring cards had no fines balance due or
lost items.
We are taking the following actions:
•
•
•

Continue to focus on registering more new borrowers.
A process for regularly contacting patrons who opt-in to the service about library information is being
developed.
Public Services Team is working to improve the library card registration and the billing/overdues/fines
processes.
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April 2016 Circulation Statistics

+

+

+
+

+
+
+

+
+

Location
Albany
Annandale
Becker
Belgrade
Big Lake
Buffalo
Clearwater
Cokato
Cold Spring
Delano
Eagle Bend
Elk River
Foley
Grey Eagle
Howard Lake
Kimball
Little Falls
Long Prairie
Melrose
Monticello
Paynesville
Pierz
Richmond
Rockford
Royalton
Saint Cloud
Saint Michael
Sauk Centre
Staples
Swanville
Upsala
Waite Park
Total

Month
Total
4,985
3,406
4,841
1,082
6,951
14,837
3,037
4,919
6,167
10,550
1,974
21,278
4,857
1,780
4,144
1,918
9,325
4,535
7,361
15,832
4,121
2,969
1,234
5,288
1,380
69,889
13,960
6,702
6,091
584
3,416
9,950
259,363

CKO
Sessions
1,022
801
792
213
1,023
2,824
515
746
1,151
1,554
315
3,345
759
294
642
341
1,936
995
653
2,572
581
480
283
855
366
10,881
2,384
983
1,048
140
551
1,830
42,875

Circ/Hour
Apr 2016
32
31
38
12
61
73
35
41
43
63
24
104
32
20
34
22
51
30
69
87
31
30
14
41
17
278
77
49
41
7
38
78
58

Circ/Hour
Apr 2015
37
31
42
19
60
85
34
36
43
64
25
114
33
22
31
27
56
31
73
85
30
28
18
40
19
272
75
59
46
6
44
83
61

+ Digital
16,135
+ Indicates an increase in monthly circulation total over last year.

CPH %
Change
-12.6%
0.8%
-9.4%
-36.8%
1.8%
-13.3%
2.4%
12.9%
0.0%
-2.0%
-5.2%
-8.7%
-3.1%
-7.8%
9.4%
-17.2%
-9.4%
-1.7%
-4.2%
1.4%
2.9%
5.3%
-20.1%
1.8%
-12.4%
2.5%
2.9%
-15.8%
-9.2%
27.2%
-13.4%
-5.9%
-5.7%

YTD 2016
19,655
12,631
19,651
4,823
26,463
60,488
10,874
19,945
25,599
41,934
7,963
86,645
18,269
6,945
15,350
7,072
38,678
19,089
32,100
61,789
16,058
10,786
4,782
21,327
6,043
275,427
54,160
30,105
25,283
2,039
13,450
39,737
1,035,160

YTD 2015
22,989
13,791
21,979
6,304
25,308
66,363
11,394
18,675
26,061
43,799
8,046
91,537
20,218
6,326
14,852
8,277
42,410
17,638
32,343
61,100
15,933
11,267
6,790
21,301
6,230
270,700
54,310
32,066
26,326
2,049
13,611
41,248
1,061,241

%
Change
YTD
-14.5%
-8.4%
-10.6%
-23.5%
4.6%
-8.9%
-4.6%
6.8%
-1.8%
-4.3%
-1.0%
-5.3%
-9.6%
9.8%
3.4%
-14.6%
-8.8%
8.2%
-0.8%
1.1%
0.8%
-4.3%
-29.6%
0.1%
-3.0%
1.7%
-0.3%
-6.1%
-4.0%
-0.5%
-1.2%
-3.7%
-2.5%

72,051

63,055

14.3%
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May 2016 Circulation Statistics

+

+

+

+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+

+

Location
Albany
Annandale
Becker
Belgrade
Big Lake
Buffalo
Clearwater
Cokato
Cold Spring
Delano
Eagle Bend
Elk River
Foley
Grey Eagle
Howard Lake
Kimball
Little Falls
Long Prairie
Melrose
Monticello
Paynesville
Pierz
Richmond
Rockford
Royalton
Saint Cloud
Saint Michael
Sauk Centre
Staples
Swanville
Upsala
Waite Park
Total

Month
Total
5,635
3,664
4,761
867
5,903
13,925
2,904
4,375
6,242
9,466
1,762
20,107
4,617
1,547
3,493
1,505
8,949
4,387
8,112
14,498
4,183
2,815
1,326
5,109
1,298
66,843
14,248
7,046
6,002
887
2,891
9,315
248,682

CKO
Sessions
1,133
836
815
197
914
2,630
494
717
1,206
1,369
290
3,077
575
243
600
269
1,804
941
600
2,343
593
584
283
790
286
10,388
2,426
984
1,035
246
441
1,791
40,900

Circ/Hour
May 2016
36
34
37
11
55
69
34
37
44
56
20
101
31
19
30
19
49
30
79
81
33
31
16
39
16
271
79
53
41
11
36
75
55

Circ/Hour
May 2015
39
37
40
19
52
80
36
38
46
63
22
112
31
21
33
23
54
32
57
87
33
34
21
39
16
273
72
56
43
9
37
79
59

+ Digital
15,783
+ Indicates an increase in monthly circulation total over last year.

CPH %
Change
-7.4%
-7.4%
-7.0%
-43.2%
5.6%
-13.5%
-5.4%
-0.6%
-5.3%
-11.1%
-6.2%
-10.4%
1.7%
-7.5%
-10.0%
-18.5%
-9.1%
-7.1%
37.2%
-7.4%
-1.0%
-10.3%
-22.1%
1.4%
-1.6%
-1.0%
9.4%
-5.6%
-4.9%
27.6%
-2.8%
-5.5%
-5.6%

YTD 2016
25,290
16,295
24,412
5,690
32,366
74,413
13,778
24,320
31,841
51,400
9,725
106,752
22,886
8,492
18,843
8,577
47,627
23,476
40,212
76,287
20,241
13,601
6,108
26,436
7,341
342,270
68,408
37,151
31,285
2,926
16,341
49,052
1,283,842

YTD 2015
28,802
17,710
26,776
7,927
31,004
81,656
14,463
23,040
32,512
53,818
9,687
113,306
24,667
8,019
18,701
10,077
51,983
22,201
38,083
76,234
20,126
14,475
8,430
26,106
7,532
336,299
66,895
39,140
32,335
2,744
16,734
50,705
1,312,187

% Change
YTD
-12.2%
-8.0%
-8.8%
-28.2%
4.4%
-8.9%
-4.7%
5.6%
-2.1%
-4.5%
0.4%
-5.8%
-7.2%
5.9%
0.8%
-14.9%
-8.4%
5.7%
5.6%
0.1%
0.6%
-6.0%
-27.5%
1.3%
-2.5%
1.8%
2.3%
-5.1%
-3.2%
6.6%
-2.3%
-3.3%
-2.2%

88,583

78,742

12.9%
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June 2016 Circulation Statistics

+

+

+

+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+

+

Location
Albany
Annandale
Becker
Belgrade
Big Lake
Buffalo
Clearwater
Cokato
Cold Spring
Delano
Eagle Bend
Elk River
Foley
Grey Eagle
Howard Lake
Kimball
Little Falls
Long Prairie
Melrose
Monticello
Paynesville
Pierz
Richmond
Rockford
Royalton
Saint Cloud
Saint Michael
Sauk Centre
Staples
Swanville
Upsala
Waite Park
Total

Month
Total
7,749
4,307
6,972
1,482
7,449
16,966
3,138
5,448
7,391
12,613
1,778
27,390
5,151
1,663
4,384
2,440
10,772
5,827
8,804
18,623
4,545
3,770
2,024
6,619
1,464
80,172
18,161
8,965
7,468
802
3,361
10,892
308,590

CKO
Sessions
1,574
1,062
1,153
278
1,166
3,238
607
969
1,480
1,981
311
4,453
758
282
763
481
2,169
1,168
793
3,028
702
739
408
1,039
340
12,721
3,270
1,176
1,209
185
543
2,224
52,270

Circ/Hour
June 2016
48
41
54
17
67
81
36
45
50
72
21
130
34
20
36
28
57
38
80
100
33
36
24
48
16
311
96
64
48
9
39
83
69

Circ/Hour
June 2015
52
47
50
22
63
90
40
54
59
77
18
140
34
20
33
26
60
36
68
95
32
50
24
51
23
315
94
59
46
9
37
84
74

+ Digital
16,192
+ Indicates an increase in monthly circulation total over last year.

CPH %
Change
-7.6%
-14.0%
7.1%
-23.2%
5.5%
-9.8%
-10.1%
-17.3%
-15.2%
-5.8%
21.0%
-6.7%
2.1%
-4.0%
8.3%
9.3%
-4.7%
5.1%
18.4%
4.4%
4.4%
-27.1%
-0.8%
-6.0%
-32.3%
-1.3%
2.4%
8.0%
5.6%
-3.7%
4.5%
-0.8%
-7.0%

YTD 2016
33,039
20,602
31,384
7,172
39,815
91,379
16,916
29,768
39,232
64,013
11,503
134,142
28,037
10,155
23,227
11,017
58,399
29,303
49,016
94,910
24,786
17,371
8,132
33,055
8,805
422,442
86,569
46,116
38,753
3,728
19,702
59,944
1,592,432

YTD 2015
37,237
22,905
33,489
9,726
38,064
100,648
17,874
29,629
41,174
67,514
11,351
142,670
29,744
9,792
22,784
12,362
63,288
27,819
45,452
94,271
24,417
19,296
10,567
33,098
9,485
417,563
84,533
47,324
39,410
3,488
19,912
61,767
1,628,653

%
Change
YTD
-11.3%
-10.1%
-6.3%
-26.3%
4.6%
-9.2%
-5.4%
0.5%
-4.7%
-5.2%
1.3%
-6.0%
-5.7%
3.7%
1.9%
-10.9%
-7.7%
5.3%
7.8%
0.7%
1.5%
-10.0%
-23.0%
-0.1%
-7.2%
1.2%
2.4%
-2.6%
-1.7%
6.9%
-1.1%
-3.0%
-2.2%

104,775

94,239

11.2%
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Second Quarter Circulation Statistics
The year started with Quarter 1 circulation statistics showing a projected decline of about 5 percent below 2015
Circulation. The second quarter is showing a slowing of this decline to about 2 percent.
Circulation in 12 libraries has increased over prior year levels. GRRL has not seen this many libraries with an increase in
YTD circulation activity for several years. The largest total increase to date is at the St. Cloud Public Library. It is the first
time this library has seen an increase in circulation since late 2011.
While a range of factors can impact circulation activity, libraries showing increases have some factors in common. Staff
in several libraries have spent significant time on their collections weeding, shifting and marketing materials. Some
library services coordinators in these libraries have stepped up community outreach efforts and are also seeing a boost
in program attendance. Regional weeding and collection management changes seem to also have influenced these
gains.
The libraries experiencing the largest percentage declines in circulation to date have unique factors impacting their
usage. Regular patrons who have moved, particularly homeschoolers and daycares, are a common reason for a down
turn. In Pierz, circulation increased significantly in 2015 – 14 percent. When compared with 2014 statistics, this library is
still showing a long-term trend of increased circulation. Another cause impacting 2016 circulation at the local level is
major road construction projects in Buffalo, Cold Spring and Rockford.
LST analyzed statistical trends at the May and June meetings. Below is a summary of LST observations about circulation:
Circulation
Circulation measures how well the collection is serving patrons in each library. 1st Quarter circulation analysis showed a
possible correlation between increased circulation and pilot libraries for the Senior Library Aide. Changes in how DVDs
were handled in the St. Cloud Public Library seem to have strongly impacted circulation, both positively and negatively,
in other libraries. Circulation trends for specific areas of the collection, like DVDs, are unique to each library. Circulation
is impacted by seasonal trends.
We are taking the following actions:
•
•
•

Collection Development, as part of the 2016 Strategic Plan initiatives, will be working with each Library Services
Coordinator to develop collection maintenance plans.
Continue to observe how circulation fluctuates in libraries with Senior Library Aides.
Increased marketing: newspaper, radio and direct mail.

Great River Regional Library
Staff Recognition Report - 2016 Quarter 3
July 1, 2016 - September 30, 2016
First Name
Elizabeth
Melissa
Jade
Derrick
Katherine
Karen
April
Betty
Lila
Kathleen
Jill
Kristi
Heather
Kathleen
Alexandria
Jason
Hua
Angela
Monica
Bernadette
Laura
Connie
LuAnne

Last Name
Bloch
Jewison
Lauber
Paulson
Anderson
Converse
Klein
Murphy
Heins
Johnson
Spoden
Dryden
Smieja
Leukam
Kelton
Kirchoff
Shen
Johnson
Halloran
Stephenson
Cassiday
Laing
Chandler

Department
Grrl - Cd - Ts
Eagle Bend/Staples Branch Services
Little Falls/Swanville Br Services
Little Falls/Swanville Br Services
Grrl - Cd - Ts
Little Falls/Swanville Br Services
Delano Branch Services
Little Falls/Swanville Br Services
Coldspring/Richmond Branch Services
Sc - Circulation
Coldspring/Richmond Branch Services
Sc - Circulation
Long Prairie Branch Services
Sauk Centre Branch Services
Grrl - Cd - Ts
Coldspring/Richmond Branch Services
Delano Branch Services
Eagle Bend/Staples Branch Services
Grey Eagle Branch Services
Grrl - Pr
Elk River Branch Services
Grrl - Ps
Sc - Patron Services

Supervisor
Getz, Christopher
Perish, Cathy
Bruggenthies, Cindy
Bruggenthies, Cindy
Getz, Christopher
Bruggenthies, Cindy
Plocher, Carol
Bruggenthies, Cindy
Kirchoff, Jason
Blotkamp, Eric
Kirchoff, Jason
Blotkamp, Eric
Potter, Nancy
Shay, Dawn
Getz, Christopher
Canter, Brandi
Plocher, Carol
Perish, Cathy
Shattuck, Jennifer
Henne, Julie
Hollerich, William
Mallo, Chris
Mallo, Chris

Staff Recognition Date
09/28/2015
09/28/2015
09/28/2015
09/28/2015
09/14/2015
09/14/2015
09/14/2015
09/14/2015
08/17/2015
08/17/2015
08/17/2015
09/23/2013
09/16/2013
08/20/2013
08/05/2013
07/08/2013
07/01/2013
09/06/2006
08/09/2006
09/17/2001
07/25/2001
09/30/1996
09/06/1996

Length of
Service
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
3
3
3
3
3
10
10
15
15
20
20

GRRL Bucks
$
5.00
$
5.00
$
5.00
$
5.00
$
5.00
$
5.00
$
5.00
$
5.00
$
5.00
$
5.00
$
5.00
$
8.00
$
8.00
$
8.00
$
8.00
$
8.00
$
8.00
$
15.00
$
15.00
$
20.00
$
20.00
$
25.00
$
25.00

Retirement
Date

Length of
Service

RETIREMENTS
First Name

Prepared 07.08.15

Last Name

Department

Supervisor

July-Sept 2016 Qtr 3

Hire Date

Retirement Gift
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Promotion Report
2016 Quarters 1 and 2
(January - June)

Last Name

First Name Hire Date

Canter

Brandi

Job Title Description

Location Description

Reports To Name

Job Change
Reason
Description

Promotion
Effective Date

Previous Job Title
Description

Previous Location Description

02/20/2001 Lead Patron Services Supervisor

Great River Regional Library

Pundsack, Karen

Promotion

05/23/2016

Patron Services Supervisor

Great River Regional Library

Ringsmuth Stolpman Beth

06/01/1998 Patron Services Specialist

Great River Regional Library

Pundsack, Karen

Promotion

04/25/2016

Patron Services Specialist

Great River Regional Library

Seeley

10/04/2007 Library Services Coordinator

Monticello

Canter, Brandi

Promotion

04/25/2016

Library Assistant

Buffalo

Sarah

BOT 07.19.16 Jan-Jun 2016
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New Hire Report
2016 Quarters 1 and 2
(January - June)

Last Name
Hansen
Lake
Olinger
Maxwell
Heikkila
Hansen
Puterbaugh
Schubert
Watkins
Pacyga
Grelson
Porter
Harju
Lisson
MacMillan
Phifer
Travis
Wing
Knutson
Nevala

First Name
Annie
Robert
Brenda
Jeanne
Chaz
Laura
Samuel
Kayla
Jennifer
Patricia
Patricia
Meghan
Lydia
JoAnn
Noelle
Rebekah
Kelly
Emma
Rachael
Kathryn

Hire Date
01/04/2016
01/04/2016
01/19/2016
02/02/2016
02/16/2016
03/14/2016
03/14/2016
03/14/2016
03/28/2016
04/25/2016
05/09/2016
05/09/2016
05/23/2016
05/23/2016
06/06/2016
06/06/2016
06/06/2016
06/09/2016
06/20/2016
06/20/2016

Job Title Description
Library Associate
Computer Systems Analyst
Payroll & Benefit Coordinator
Library Aide
Library Assistant
Library Assistant
Library Aide
Library Assistant
Library Assistant
Library Aide
Library Services Coordinator
Library Assistant
Library Aide
Circulation Aide
Circulation Assistant
Summer Aide
Circulation Assistant
Summer Aide
Technical Services Aide
Library Assistant

Home Department Description
Sc - Patron Services
Grrl-it
Grrl-hr
Buffalo Branch Services
Delano Branch Services
Little Falls/Swanville Br Services
Royalton Branch Services
Royalton Branch Services
Delano Branch Services
St. Michael Branch Services
Waite Park Branch Services
Monticello Branch Services
Cokato Branch Services
Sc - Circulation
Sc - Circulation
Sc - Patron Services
Sc - Circulation
Sc - Patron Services
Grrl - Cd - Ts
Buffalo Branch Services

BOT 07.19.16 Jan - June 2016

Reports To Name
Toland, Sandra
Roos, Jayme
Schmitz, Julie
Wittmann, Amy
Plocher, Carol
Bruggenthies, Cindy
Mueller, Linda
Mueller, Linda
Plocher, Carol
Scherber, Marla
McCormick, Ryan
Seeley, Sarah
Rieke, Sheila
Blotkamp, Eric
Strack, Sharon
Laing, Connie
Strack, Sharon
Kirst, Ariel
Getz, Christopher
Wittmann, Amy

Location Description
St. Cloud
Great River Regional Library
Great River Regional Library
Buffalo
Delano
Little Falls/Swanville
Royalton
Royalton
Delano
St. Michael
Waite Park
Monticello
Cokato
St. Cloud
St. Cloud
St. Cloud
St. Cloud
St. Cloud
Great River Regional Library
Buffalo

Page 1 of 1

Termination Report
2016 Quarters 1 and 2
(January - June)

Last Name
Timm
Killmer
Reeves
Boltz
Luken
Pelkey
Wills
Loken
Peterson
Patterson
Leahy
Wherry
Ackerson
Bratt
Welle
Somppi
Butkowski
MacGregor
Restani
Grelson

First Name
Suzanne
Jennifer
Michael
Meghan
Debra
Lisa
Molly
Megan
Heather
Marilyn
Daniel
Mary
Dennis
Megan
Victoria
Monica
Grace
Amanda
Julianne
Patricia

Termination Date
01/03/2016
02/03/2016
02/29/2016
03/21/2016
03/31/2016
03/31/2016
03/31/2016
04/07/2016
04/07/2016
04/09/2016
04/30/2016
05/05/2016
05/06/2016
05/18/2016
05/25/2016
05/26/2016
05/27/2016
05/28/2016
05/31/2016
06/15/2016

Job Title Description
Circulation Aide
Library Assistant
Library Aide
Library Aide
Library Services Coordinator
Library Assistant
Library Assistant
Distribution Aide
Circulation Aide
Library Services Coordinator
Computer Support Technician
Library Assistant
Driver
Library Aide
Circulation Assistant
Distribution Aide
Distribution Aide
Library Associate
Circulation Assistant
Library Services Coordinator

Location Description
St. Cloud
Cold Spring/Richmond
Cold Spring/Richmond
Cokato
Monticello
Upsala
Monticello
Great River Regional Library
St. Cloud
Waite Park
Great River Regional Library
Buffalo
Great River Regional Library
Becker
St. Cloud
Great River Regional Library
Great River Regional Library
St. Cloud
St. Cloud
Waite Park

BOT 07.19.16 Jan-Jun 2016

Reports To Name
Blotkamp, Eric
Kirchoff, Jason
Kirchoff, Jason
Rieke, Sheila
Canter, Brandi
Erickson, Wanda
Luken, Debra
Pekarek, Susan
Blotkamp, Eric
McCormick, Ryan
Roos, Jayme
Wittmann, Amy
Pekarek, Susan
Burkhardt, Jeannette
Strack, Sharon
Pekarek, Susan
Pekarek, Susan
Mallo, Chris
Strack, Sharon
McCormick, Ryan

Hire Date
08/17/2015
02/03/2014
12/22/2014
03/30/2015
03/13/1989
07/09/2007
10/14/2013
10/12/2015
09/28/2015
03/04/2008
10/26/2015
01/01/1995
12/12/2007
08/31/2015
09/23/2013
03/12/2014
06/09/2010
06/29/2015
11/09/2010
05/09/2016

Years of Service
0 year, 4 months
2 year, 0 month
1 year, 2 months
0 year, 11 months
27 year, 0 month
0 year, 8 months
2 year, 5 months
0 year, 5 months
0 year, 6 months
8 year, 1 month
0 year, 6 months
21 year, 4 months
8 year, 4 months
0 year, 8 months
2 year, 8 months
2 year, 2 months
5 year, 11 months
0 year, 10 months
0 year, 6 months
0 year, 1 month
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Exit Interview Summary
January 1 – June 30, 2016
Area of Question
What did you Enjoy
Most about your
Position?

What would you have
changed about the
positions?

Supervisor

Prepared by HR tjc

Summary of Responses
 The people and the work
 Working to get materials where they needed to be
 Working with books and talking to patrons
 The patrons, my staff and working with other LSCs
 The welcoming environment
 I loved leading teen programs and helping create decorations for the
Summer Reading Program.
 I loved the people I worked with. I liked the customer service aspect of my
position and the interaction of helping patrons. I loved providing kids with
storytimes and promoting early childhood literacy.
 Flexibility and abundance of hours – variety of duties
 The daily routine
 I liked the people that I worked with; I enjoyed the Library environment
and liked assisting people in solving their technology related issues.
 Driving, scenery, people at the branches and at headquarters.
 I loved the people that I worked with, both the staff and patrons.
 The hours that the library was open
 More hours
 More time to interact with patrons
 More variety
 More hours
 More hours
 Requirement of less hours so that I could maintain my sub status
 I would have liked to have been kept more busy when the daily routine
work was done.
 I would have liked to see the position become a full time position with
health insurance.
 More pay.
 More hours, more collaboration and better communication among
departments. I would have liked more opportunities to use my skills to
help the organization (event planning, reader’s advisory, social media
outreach etc).
 She was great
 He was always great and gave good feedback.
 Great
 He is great – very supportive and helpful. He has a positive, upbeat spirit
that I appreciate.
 Very understanding
 Amazing
 She’s the best. We had a great working relationship.
 She is knowledgeable and passionate about library work.
 Fantastic!
 She’s great at what she does and very friendly and communicates well.
 Working with my supervisor was one of the best parts of my job. He was
always available and would go out of his way to help you understand
things.
 Loved her, very caring and resourceful. We learned from each other.
 They were fantastic – excellent communicators, approachable, excellent
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Exit Interview Summary
January 1 – June 30, 2016

Co-workers
















Benefits Utilized

Benefits Needed

Wage Rates

Prepared by HR tjc





























at juggling schedules when we were short staffed and working within the
constraints of the 28-hour rule.
They were great.
Everyone was helpful with explaining things.
Great
My staff have always been efficient, competent and forward thinking.
They are passionate about providing library services to our patrons.
Other LSCs throughout the region have always been supportive and
friendly.
Very nice – enjoyable
I loved all of them.
My staff were wonderful. They are all dedicated, professional and care
about the library and the community.
Such a positive experience and work environment.
Fantastic!
Sweet, understanding and helpful.
They were always more than willing to help me learn and grow in my
work here.
Great, hardworking, helpful, not afraid to “pitch in”.
Amazing. They are some of the most dedicated, caring people I have ever
worked with.
None
PTO
PTO and PERA
PTO, PERA and Vision Insurance
At some point in time, I utilized them all.
PTO, Health Insurance, Dental Insurance and PERA
None
Vision
Vision and life insurance.
PTO, PERA, Deferred Compensation and Flexible spending.
PTO
What is offered seems standard
Dental insurance
I think GRRL does the best it can do.
Those provided are adequate
Existing ones are enough
Sick leave not related to PTO
Health insurance for more staff. More full time positions – this would
attract and keep high quality staff and cut down on the costs and time
associated with the high turnover rate. Aides should also receive the
same amount of paid holidays as the rest of the staff.
Acceptable
Good
Fair
Good
Good
Should be higher for Library Assistants and LSCs
All positions with the exception of the ADs are too low.
Good
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Exit Interview Summary
January 1 – June 30, 2016

Training




















Morale in Dept/Branch















Work Hours

Prepared by HR tjc













Fair
Good
Could be a bit higher
Too low for the responsibilities of the job.
Adequate as an assistant, too low for an aide.
Very thorough
Good
I would have like more one on one training rather than only the
computer.
Plenty of training is offered.
Great
In general, they were good.
Good training opportunities – almost too much.
Good
The on-the-job learn as you go training works well.
Great
More formal documented training to augment the good on the job
training that I received.
Good
I learned the most from my coworkers. Some of the online orientation
and training was helpful, but some of it was out of date and too time
consuming.
Very good – friendly
Great
Fair
Excellent
Great
Great atmosphere and a wonderful place to work.
Fabulous, but I spent a lot of time and effort to make it work for
everyone.
Good
Fair – unfilled positions put on added strain.
Great
High
Very high, lots of fun conversations.
Morale with regard to working with patrons and the service we provided
was quite high but it lowered every time a staff member left because we
knew they would have stayed if there were more positions with more
hours and healthcare benefits.
Limited
Good
Not enough
Good
Good
Would have liked more
Not enough
Good
Fine
Good
Not enough
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Exit Interview Summary
January 1 – June 30, 2016

 Good
 Would have liked more and would have volunteered for more committees

Working Conditions















Reasons for Leaving?















if not for the 28-hour rule.
Clean and comfortable
Great
Fine. Not enough space.
Good
Great
Just fine
Good
Good
Fine
Great
Very nice
Very good/excellent
Work station ergonomics were less than ideal. We had to deal with
repetitive stress pain from standing or sitting at desks that couldn’t be
raised or lowered.
Personal reasons
Relocated and got a new job
Not enough hours
Early retirement
Scheduling conflicts – (school/sports)
Personal reasons
Retirement
Started my own business
Moving out of the area
Took a different job
Took a new full time job with higher pay and health care benefits.
Retirement – another phase of life.
Full time job with benefits.

Responses Submitted
Library Services Coordinator
Library Assistant
Library Aide/Circulation Aide
Distribution Staff
Patron Services/Circulation Public Service
Administration / Office Support
Library Support Staff
Substitute Staff

Number of
Responses
2
3
3
1
2
0
1
1

Number of
Separations
3
3
4
3
2
1
1
3

Please Note:
The number of responses may vary from the number of separations for two (2) reasons:
1. GRRL does not require the completion of an Exit Interview Form by staff leaving the organization.
2. Responses are often received after an employee has left the organization. Therefore, some responses may
be reported in this reporting period but the actual separation occurred prior to this reporting period OR
some responses may not have been received as of the date this summary was prepared.
Prepared by HR tjc
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Item 10.1

2017 Budget Recommendation
Submitted by Karen Pundsack, Executive Director
Aron Murphy, Accounting Coordinator

BOARD ACTION REQUESTED
Information

Discussion

Approve/Accept

RECOMMENDATION
•

Approve 2017 Proposed Budget

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Supporting Documents Attached
•

2017 Proposed Budget

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Estimated Cost: see supporting documents
Budgeted:
Yes
No

Funding Source: various

ACTION
Passed

Failed

Tabled

Great River Regional Library
2017 Proposed Budget Summary

Operating Revenue Budget
Signatory Revenue
Non Signatory Revenue

2014 Actual
$

Operating Revenue Total

$

2015 Actual

6,388,900.00 $
2,193,698.62

2017 Proposed
Budget

2016 Budget

6,684,898.00 $
2,195,357.15

6,931,402.00 $
2,073,200.00

7,005,400.00
2,098,760.00

$
$

8,880,255.15 $
297,656.53 $
3.47%

9,004,602.00 $
124,346.85 $
1.40%

9,104,160.00
99,558.00
1.11%

6,536,235.50 $
467,917.59
91,673.68
52,890.88
879,999.26
16,114.56
116.43
211,681.50

6,612,862.85 $
504,147.00
83,717.13
50,113.23
922,704.92
9,455.14
(13.13)
210,316.38

7,249,900.00 $
516,900.00
76,000.00
52,800.00
880,000.00
11,000.00
2,002.00
216,000.00

7,291,500.00
525,500.00
89,500.00
58,500.00
880,000.00
10,000.00
1,000.00
248,160.00

8,582,598.62
Dollar Change
Percent Change

Operating Expenditure Budget
Personnel
Services & Contracts
Commodities
Vehicle
Library Materials
Equipment
Contingency
Automation

$

Operating Expenditure Total

$

8,256,629.40
Dollar Change
Percent Change

$
$

8,393,303.52 $
136,674.12 $
1.66%

9,004,602.00 $
611,298.48 $
7.28%

9,104,160.00
99,558.00
1.11%

Signatory Capital Revenue Total $

86,400.00
Dollar Change
Percent Change

$
$

90,402.00 $
4,002.00 $
4.63%

93,734.00 $
3,332.00 $
3.69%

94,734.00
1,000.00
1.07%

86,400.00

$

90,402.00

Capital Revenue Budget

Capital Expenditure Budget
Total Capital $

$

93,734.00
Dollar Change
Percent Change

$
$

Revenue Budget
Expenditure Budget
Balanced

$
$
$

94,734.00
1,000.00
1.07%

9,198,894.00
9,198,894.00
-

Great River Regional Library
2017 Proposed Budget

Operating Revenue Budget

2014 Actual

County
Benton
Morrison
Sherburne
Stearns
Todd
Wright

2015 Actual

492,767.00
453,707.00
1,236,823.00
2,070,394.00
315,785.00
1,819,424.00
Subtotal - Signatory $

Non-Signatory

$
$

2014 Actual

FY State Aid - RLBSS
St. Cloud Reimbursement
Miscellaneous Receipts
Interest
PERA Aid
ILL Delivery
Minitex Last Mile Grant
Staples
MnLink Gateway
Fund Development (Moved to Dedicated
Fund in 2016 and beyond)
Revenue Fund
Sub Total - Non Signatory $

Operating Revenue Total

6,388,900.00
Dollar Change
Percent Change

Change +/-

514,013.00
471,948.00
1,256,039.00
2,196,414.00
325,397.00
1,921,087.00

537,613.00
484,306.00
1,309,246.00
2,253,399.00
337,115.00
2,009,723.00

2,436.00
3,667.00
9,973.00
21,476.00
(4,224.00)
40,670.00

6,684,898.00 $
295,998.00 $
4.63%

6,931,402.00 $
246,504.00
3.69%

73,998.00

2015 Actual

2016 Budget

1,538,877.33
96,947.96
387,289.91
28,611.74
17,151.00
6,869.00
8,700.00

1,522,600.00
96,900.00
350,000.00
35,000.00
17,200.00
6,900.00
6,900.00

70,661.18
55,000.00

55,910.21
55,000.00

37,700.00

(27,000.00)

2,195,357.15 $
1,658.53 $
0.08%

2,073,200.00 $
(122,157.15)
-5.56%

25,560.00

2,193,698.62
Dollar Change
Percent Change

$
$

8,582,598.62
Dollar Change
Percent Change

2015 Actual
$
$

8,880,255.15 $
297,656.53 $
3.47%

2016 Budget

540,049.00
487,973.00
1,319,219.00
2,274,875.00
332,891.00
2,050,393.00
$
$

1,000.00
5,300.00
25,000.00
6,000.00
6,160.00
7,000.00
2,100.00

1,523,600.00
102,200.00
375,000.00
41,000.00
17,200.00
6,160.00
7,000.00
6,900.00
9,000.00
10,700.00
$
$

99,558.00

2,098,760.00
25,560.00
1.23%

2017 Proposed
Budget

Change +/-

9,004,602.00 $
124,346.85
1.40%

7,005,400.00
73,998.00
1.07%

2017 Proposed
Budget

Change +/-

1,507,258.47
95,012.54
402,894.52
30,151.91
17,151.00
6,869.00
8,700.00

2014 Actual
$

2016 Budget

2017 Proposed
Budget

$
$

9,104,160.00
99,558.00
1.11%

Great River Regional Library
2017 Proposed Budget

Capital Revenue Budget

2014 Actual

County
Benton
Morrison
Sherburne
Stearns
Todd
Wright

2015 Actual

6,664.00
6,136.00
16,726.00
27,998.00
4,271.00
24,605.00
Capital Revenue Total $

Operating & Capital Revenue
Total

86,400.00
Dollar Change
Percent Change

$
$

2014 Actual
$

8,668,998.62
Dollar Change
Percent Change

Change +/-

6,951.00
6,382.00
16,986.00
29,703.00
4,400.00
25,980.00

7,270.00
6,549.00
17,705.00
30,473.00
4,559.00
27,178.00

90,402.00 $
4,002.00 $
4.63%

93,734.00 $
3,332.00
3.69%

2015 Actual
$
$

2016 Budget

8,970,657.15 $
301,658.53 $
3.48%

2016 Budget

2017 Proposed
Budget

33.00
50.00
135.00
290.00
(57.00)
549.00
1,000.00

7,303.00
6,599.00
17,840.00
30,763.00
4,502.00
27,727.00
$
$

2017 Proposed
Budget

Change +/-

9,098,336.00 $
127,678.85
1.42%

100,558.00

94,734.00
1,000.00
1.07%

$
$

9,198,894.00
100,558.00
1.11%

Great River Regional Library
2017 Proposed Budget
Operating Expenditure Budget
4100 Personnel

2014 Actual

Subtotal Personnel

2015 Actual

2016 Budget

2017 Proposed
Budget

Change +/-

$

6,536,235.50

$

6,612,862.85

$

7,249,900.00

$

41,600.00

$

7,291,500.00

Total - Personnel $

6,536,235.50

$

6,612,862.85

$

7,249,900.00
Dollar Change
Percent Change

$

41,600.00

$
$

7,291,500.00
41,600.00
0.57%

4200 Services and Contracts
210 Regional Board Meetings
211 Staff Development Svcs. (Strat. Plan)
213 All Staff Day Training (Strat. Plan)
220 Library Memberships
235 Patron Contact Svcs.
240 GRRL Building Maint. (Contractual)
246 Insurance (Mandated)
248 Catalog Svcs.
250 Audit (Mandated)
253 Public Licensing Svcs.
260 Telephone Svcs.
265 Delivery Svcs.
271 Equip. Rental & Repair
280 Printing/Public Information
285 Recruitment Svcs.
288 Sales Tax
290 HRIS/Payroll Svcs. (Contractual)
291 Legal Svcs.
293 System Directors Fund
Total Services & Contracts $

2014 Actual

2015 Actual

3,710.38
17,309.04
2,678.00
63,309.67
60,000.00
37,675.00
84,919.93
14,050.00
3,450.00
10.21
1,944.93
7,426.58
31,467.10
121.82
2,819.09
103,440.92
27,544.17
6,040.75
467,917.59

2016 Budget

4,374.31
23,122.29
7,219.69
5,670.00
58,856.32
89,900.00
38,169.00
114,365.73
14,650.00
3,450.00
255.71
1,249.02
8,639.61
31,015.09
244.66
2,994.39
76,184.87
17,222.91
6,563.40
$

504,147.00

5,100.00
29,950.00
6,800.00
3,000.00
62,000.00
93,100.00
41,000.00
85,000.00
14,800.00
4,000.00
1,000.00
1,950.00
11,200.00
31,000.00
1,000.00
2,500.00
77,200.00
40,000.00
6,300.00
$

516,900.00
Dollar Change
Percent Change

2017 Proposed
Budget

Change +/(1,100.00)
(4,950.00)
500.00
3,000.00
(1,000.00)
9,000.00
800.00
1,400.00
(200.00)
1,000.00
(650.00)
(2,000.00)
500.00
7,000.00
(5,000.00)
300.00
$

8,600.00

4,000.00
25,000.00
7,300.00
6,000.00
61,000.00
102,100.00
41,000.00
85,800.00
16,200.00
3,800.00
2,000.00
1,300.00
9,200.00
31,000.00
1,000.00
3,000.00
84,200.00
35,000.00
6,600.00
$
$

525,500.00
8,600.00
1.66%

Operating Expenditure Budget
4300 Commodities

2014 Actual

310 Supplies
330 Postage

2015 Actual

65,972.04
23,217.02

340 Management Software Inactivate for
2015-Shifted $4000 to Auto Software
Total Commodities $

2,484.62
91,673.68

2016 Budget

62,818.95
20,898.18

$

83,717.13

Change +/-

60,000.00
16,000.00

-

8,500.00
5,000.00

$

76,000.00
Dollar Change
Percent Change

2017 Proposed
Budget
68,500.00
21,000.00

$

13,500.00

$
$

89,500.00
13,500.00
17.76%

Great River Regional Library
2017 Proposed Budget

4400 Vehicle

2014 Actual

420 Vehicle Gas
430 Vehicle Insurance
440 Vehicle Repair & Maintenance
450 Vehicle Tires & Miscellaneous
460 Vehicle Mileage
Total Vehicle $

4500 Library Materials
510 Print
520 Periodicals
540 Media
560 Electronic Svcs.

2015 Actual

27,606.18
3,321.00
9,205.59
1,150.41
11,607.70
52,890.88

$

2014 Actual

879,999.26

50,113.23

$

922,704.92

52,800.00
Dollar Change
Percent Change

2016 Budget

504,749.76
47,522.70
182,613.85
187,818.61
$

Change +/-

28,400.00
3,400.00
6,000.00
1,500.00
13,500.00

2015 Actual

509,336.87
48,211.35
174,081.05
148,369.99
Total Library Materials $

2016 Budget

25,382.91
3,107.00
4,580.67
1,257.83
15,784.82

3,100.00
(500.00)
3,100.00
$

880,000.00
Dollar Change
Percent Change

5,700.00

31,500.00
3,400.00
5,500.00
1,500.00
16,600.00
$
$

$

-

58,500.00
5,700.00
10.80%

2017 Proposed
Budget

Change +/-

530,000.00
40,000.00
210,000.00
100,000.00
$

2017 Proposed
Budget

530,000.00
40,000.00
210,000.00
100,000.00
$
$

880,000.00
0.00%

Operating Expenditure Budget
2014 Actual

4600 Equipment
610 Operating Equipment
630 Small Equipment

2015 Actual

13,564.79
2,549.77
Total Equipment $

16,114.56

$

2014 Actual

4700 Contingency
910 Contingency

116.43

9,455.14

$

11,000.00
Dollar Change
Percent Change

2016 Budget

(1,000.00)
$

(13.13) $

2,002.00
Dollar Change
Percent Change

8,000.00
2,000.00

(1,000.00) $
$

(1,002.00)
$

10,000.00
(1,000.00)
-9.09%

2017 Proposed
Budget

Change +/-

2,002.00

(13.13)
$

Change +/-

8,000.00
3,000.00

2015 Actual

116.43
Total Contingency $

2016 Budget

7,950.00
1,505.14

2017 Proposed
Budget

1,000.00

(1,002.00) $
$

1,000.00
(1,002.00)
-50.05%

Operating Expenditure Budget
4800 Automation

2014 Actual

932 Maintenance
933 Equipment
935 Professional Services
936 Software

2015 Actual

96,224.33
94,666.19
20,790.98
Total Automation $

211,681.50

2016 Budget

101,130.00
76,326.97
4,337.50
28,521.91
$

210,316.38

Change +/-

100,000.00
103,000.00
2,000.00
11,000.00
$

216,000.00
Dollar Change
Percent Change

2017 Proposed
Budget

32,160.00
$

32,160.00

132,160.00
103,000.00
2,000.00
11,000.00
$
$

248,160.00
32,160.00
14.89%

Great River Regional Library
2017 Proposed Budget
Total Operating Expenditure
Budget

$

8,256,629.40

$

8,393,303.52

$

9,004,602.00

$

99,558.00

$

Dollar Change
Percent Change

$

Revenue Budget
Expenditure Budget
Balanced

$
$
$

9,104,160.00
99,558.00
1.11%
9,104,160.00
9,104,160.00
-

Capital Expenditure Budget
5000 Capital

2014 Actual

710 Automation
720 Branch Development
730 Equipment
740 Vehicle

2015 Actual

76,400.00
10,000.00
Total Capital $

Total Operating & Capital
Expenditure Budget

$

2016 Budget

80,402.00
10,000.00

2017 Proposed
Budget

Change +/-

83,734.00
10,000.00

1,000.00
-

84,734.00
10,000.00

86,400.00

$

90,402.00

$

93,734.00
Dollar Change
Percent Change

$

1,000.00

$
$

94,734.00
1,000.00
1.07%

8,343,029.40

$

8,483,705.52

$

9,098,336.00
Dollar Change
Percent Change

$

100,558.00

$
$

9,198,894.00
100,558.00
1.11%

$
$

9,198,894.00
-

Revenue Budget
Balanced

2017 Signatory Share Factor Table

1.01067575
Formula:

$
1/3 Population
33%

1.11%
1/3 Registered Borrowers
33%

0.00%
0.98

1/3 Net Tax Capacity
33%

3%
0.01

1.010575

Operating
$ 7,005,400

County
Benton
Morrison
Sherburne
Stearns
Todd

Population
39518
32859
91223
153326
24266

% Population
Share
8.39%
6.97%
19.36%
32.54%
5.15%

Wright

129946

27.58%

471138
2014
33.33%

100%

Total
Weight

$ Population Share
$
195,866
162,861
452,135
759,940
120,271
644,060
$

2,335,133

Registered
Users
9410
8213
20291
37656
5287

% Users Share
8.29%
7.24%
17.88%
33.19%
4.66%

32597

28.73%

113454
1/1/2016
33.33%

100%

$ Users Share Net Tax Capacity
$
193,679 $
28,733,273
169,042
29,795,788
417,633
85,806,227
775,043
141,255,159
108,818
19,817,157
670,918
$

2,335,133 $

% Net Tax
Capacity
Share
6.45%
6.68%
19.25%
31.69%
4.45%

140,400,603

31.49%

445,808,207
2015
33.33%

100.00%

$ Net Tax Capacity
Share
$
150,504
156,070
449,451
739,891
103,802

% Total
Share
7.71%
6.97%
18.83%
32.47%
4.75%

735,415

29.27%

2,050,393

15.78

1.46%

100%

$ 7,005,400 $

14.87

1.57%

$

2,335,133

Budget
Shares
Per Capita
$ 540,049 $
13.67
487,973
14.85
1,319,219
14.46
2,274,875
14.84
332,891
13.72

Levy Rate
as share of
Tax
Capacity
1.88%
1.64%
1.54%
1.61%
1.68%

Capital
$
94,733

County
Benton
Morrison
Sherburne
Stearns
Todd
Wright
Total
County
Benton
Morrison
Sherburne
Stearns
Todd
Wright

% Population
Share
8.39%
6.97%
19.36%
32.54%
5.15%
27.58%

471138

100%

$ Population Share
$
2,649
2,202
6,114
10,277
1,626
8,710
$

31,578

2017 Operating 2017 Capital
$
540,049 $
7,303 $
487,973
6,599
1,319,219
17,840
2,274,875
30,763
332,891
4,502
2,050,393
27,727

2017 Total
547,351
494,571
1,337,059
2,305,638
337,393
2,078,121

Total $

Benton
Morrison
Sherburne
Stearns
Todd
Wright

Population
39518
32859
91223
153326
24266
129946

$
$
$
$
$
$

7,005,400 $

Base
(11,775.76)
(9,154.45)
(24,685.57)
(38,232.92)
(13,061.09)
(12,858.79)

$
$
$
$
$
$

94,733 $

(11,698.67)
(9,084.80)
(24,497.26)
(37,908.19)
(13,013.57)
(12,566.10)

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

% Users Share
8.29%
7.24%
17.88%
33.19%
4.66%
28.73%

113454

100%

County
Benton
Morrison
Sherburne
Stearns
Todd
Wright

7,100,132

Per $1000
77.09
69.66
188.31
324.73
47.52
292.69
1,000.00

Registered
Users
9410
8213
20291
37656
5287
32597

(11,390.31)
(8,806.17)
(23,744.00)
(36,609.26)
(12,823.49)
(11,395.35)

$

31,578 $

445,808,207

2016 Operating 2016 Capital
2016 Total
$
537,613 $
7,270 $
544,883
484,306
6,549
490,856
1,309,246
17,705
1,326,951
2,253,399
30,473
2,283,872
337,115
4,559
341,674
2,009,723
27,178
2,036,901

Total $

$
$
$
$
$
$

$ Users Share Net Tax Capacity
$
2,619 $
28,733,273
2,286
29,795,788
5,648
85,806,227
10,481
141,255,159
1,472
19,817,157
9,073
140,400,603

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

6,931,403 $

Per $5000
385.45
348.28
941.57
1,623.66
237.60
1,463.44
5,000.00

$
$
$
$
$
$

93,734 $

(11,004.85)
(8,457.89)
(22,802.43)
(34,985.61)
(12,585.90)
(9,931.92)

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

7,025,136

Per $10000
770.90
696.57
1,883.15
3,247.32
475.19
2,926.88
10,000.00

% Net Tax
Capacity
Share
6.45%
6.68%
19.25%
31.69%
4.45%
31.49%
100%
County
Benton
Morrison
Sherburne
Stearns
Todd
Wright

$ Net Tax Capacity
Share
$
2,035
2,111
6,078
10,005
1,404
9,945
$

% Total
Share
7.71%
6.97%
18.83%
32.47%
4.75%
29.27%

31,578

100%

Budget
Shares
Per Capita
$
7,303 $
0.18
6,599
0.20
17,840
0.20
30,763
0.20
4,502
0.19
27,727
0.21
$

94,733 $

Capital
Operating Change Change Total Change
$
2,435 $
33 $
2,468
3,666
49
3,716
9,974
135
10,108
21,476
290
21,766
(4,224)
(57)
(4,281)
40,670
550
41,220

Total $

73,997 $

999 $

74,996

0.20
Total %
Change
0.453%
0.757%
0.762%
0.953%
-1.253%
2.024%
1.068%

Levy Rate
as share of
Tax
Capacity
0.03%
0.02%
0.02%
0.02%
0.02%
0.02%
0.02%
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Item 10.2

Senior Library Aide Report
Submitted by Rachel Thomas, Patron Services Supervisor and
Brandi Canter, Lead Patron Services Supervisor

BOARD ACTION REQUESTED
Information

Discussion

Approve/Accept

RECOMMENDATION
•

Continue with Senior Library Aide position and if possible expand to other branches in
the future.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Supporting Documents Attached
•
•
•

•

The Senior Library Aide pilot project started in January 2016. A formal evaluation will be
conducted at the end of the year.
The project has been so successful already that we may want to expand the program
sooner than anticipated.
The goals included:
o Increase ability of public service staff to be available for higher usage times.
o Better match existing schedules to patron demands or increase open hours.
o Reduce substitute hours needed.
In addition, we wanted to create a stepping stone for aides who might want to move up
to direct public service positions

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Estimated Cost: $ NA

Funding Source:

ACTION
Passed

Failed

Tabled

Budgeted:

Yes

No
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The Senior Library Aide Pilot Program began in January 2016. Three experienced library aides were
selected to be senior library aides (SLA) in four branch locations. We anticipated the program would
provide a better customer service experience by allowing more flexible desk coverage in single-staffed
libraries and provide a growth opportunity for library aides.
As a mid-point, informal analysis for the project, we gathered feedback from senior library aides and
library service coordinators (LSC) to learn how the program is working in branches thus far. Comments
were almost universally positive and focused on success in areas of public service, operational efficiency,
and staff development.
Public Service
“I get to do a lot more customer service than when I was a library aide.” ~ Bryna Hendrickson, Senior
Library Aide – Paynesville
The main additional responsibility of a senior library aide is to provide service at the circulation desk.
Desk coverage might be while an LSC or library assistant takes a break or conducts a program. Staff
presenting programs now have the ability to spend more time interacting with attendees without being
pulled away by a ringing telephone or a patron waiting to checkout an item.
“GRRL patrons now receive better service. They do not have to wait for the LSC or the Library Assistant to
return to the desk, abandoning a program in progress, to conduct the circulation process.” ~ Wanda
Erickson, LSC - Upsala
The addition of a staff member available for basic direct patron services not only increases convenience
for our patrons, but it has the power to enrich their lives through extended time with other library staff.
This potential for more in-depth customer service creates a welcoming and helpful atmosphere.
“The LSC and the Branch Assistants are able to step away from the desk to do extended tech tutoring
with our customers. We’ve had 32 one-on-one sessions with customers since the beginning of the Senior
Aide program.” ~ Gretchen Vork, LSC - Paynesville
Operational Efficiency
“Getting to know the regulars, as well as any new faces at the branches I’m at, makes it easier for me to
help make sure that there are materials there that will suit everyone’s tastes – such as knowing when to
order in new items or to swap out ones that I know many of our patrons have already checked out.”
~ Stephanie Muggli, Senior Library Aide - Grey Eagle/Swanville
Coming to an understanding of patron activity through new responsibilities in patron services gives
senior library aides a new perspective on their work with library materials. There is a better
understanding of how aide work can affect a patron’s library experience in a positive manner by
something as simple as displaying materials that patrons will be interested in checking out.
Staffing is the main area in which we’ve seen operational efficiency. Hiring a sub to cover open shifts can
be difficult and not always possible. Also, it is inefficient to bring in a sub with a sole purpose of covering
a half hour meal break.
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“This program is beneficial in our small, single staff library. For various reasons we don’t always have the
ability to hire a sub for programs or we get caught in a long help session so people have to wait for
service. When we need a limited amount of help for a short period it gives us more flexibility.” ~ Cindy
Bruggenthies, LSC - Little Falls/Swanville
“With having the SLA on staff, we were able to add assistant shifts where they are needed most. For
example: Grey Eagle is quiet on Mondays so we took our assistant hours from Mondays and had longer
shifts on Wednesday and Fridays when it was busier.” ~ Jennifer Shattuck, LSC – Grey Eagle
Staff Development
Senior library aides have positive things to say about this program. They enjoy interacting with patrons,
they’ve learned a lot about Horizon, and they enjoy being able to assist their co-workers.
“I am much more satisfied with my position at GRRL. I can now interact with patrons at the circulation
desk.” ~ Taunja Warga, Senior Library Aide – Upsala
“I’ve been taught how to interact with patrons at the front desk as well as over the phone, and it has
been easier to answer questions someone might have while I’m out shelving or looking for items.” ~
Stephanie Muggli, Senior Library Aide - Grey Eagle/Swanville
“I really like learning new things” ~ Bryna Hendrickson, Senior Library Aide – Paynesville
Self-sufficiency, training on interacting with patrons and learning new aspects of the library are
empowering our staff to provide greater library service to our patrons.
Challenges
The only challenge documented in the feedback was with work flow. Some senior library aides have had
difficulty completing their regular tasks because of the time spent in more direct public service.
“On my short day where I work 3 hours it is hard to get the shipment checked in, box drop checked in,
and pull list done while also helping patrons at the circulation desk. I have talked to [my supervisor]
about this issue and we have prioritized my duties a little differently on those days. I am still working on
balancing my old duties with my new duties.” ~ Taunja Warga, Senior Library Aide – Upsala
In addition, it should be noted that this pilot program started with well trained and experienced aides.
Going forward we may have aides entering the position at varying levels of expertise and therefore
facing additional challenges. Further, anecdotal evidence suggests that the senior library aide position
can reduce the need for substitute staff; however, we have not been able to quantify how much has
been saved from the substitute pool. Having a senior library aide may also correlate with increased
circulation; however, given the small sample size we cannot be sure of this effect.
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Analysis of Circulation Limits
Submitted by Jami Trenam,
Associate Director – Collection Development

BOARD ACTION REQUESTED
Information

Discussion

Approve/Accept

RECOMMENDATION
There is no current data to indicate there is a correlation between patrons who heavily use the library
and patrons who accrue large outstanding balances; rather, patrons who check out large volumes of
materials tend to be power users who are responsible with library materials. Additionally, the materials
these patrons use are not in high demand by other borrowers. Because GRRL has a variety of policies
and procedures in place to reclaim lost materials, fines, and fees, I do not recommend establishing
borrowing limits at this time.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Supporting Documents Attached
Board member Randy Winscher, Morrison County Commissioner, expressed concern regarding GRRL’s
potential risk of loss as the library does not impose limits on the number of items patrons can borrow at
one time. This document provides an overview of GRRL’s current practices and an analysis of patron use
patterns.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Estimated Cost: n/a

Budgeted:

Yes

ACTION
Passed

Failed

Tabled

No
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Current Limits in Place
•
•

Patrons without proof of residency are limited to two items at a time.
GRRL’s computer system limits borrowing to 150 items per account. Staff may override this
limit at their discretion.

Current Methods in Place to Ensure Items are Returned to the Library
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Proof of residency is required for adult patrons. If patron does not have proof of address,
the library card is mailed to the patron as a way of verifying the address. The patron is
limited to checking out two items at a time until s/he presents the library card to staff.
Pre-overdue notices are emailed to patrons.
Notices are mailed to patrons when items are 10 days late. Patrons with materials over 10
days late are not permitted to check out additional items until items are returned and/or
balance is paid.
Items automatically age to a status of “lost” when 45 days late. Patrons are assessed
replacement charges as well as a $6 non-refundable processing fee.
Billing notices are mailed to patrons with balances of $15 or more.
Patrons with fines/lost materials are not permitted to checkout additional materials until
items are returned and/or balance is paid.
Patron accounts with outstanding balances of $25 are sent through a collection agency
process which includes skip tracing for bad addresses and phone numbers.
Credit reported* patron accounts with lost material costs in excess of $200 are submitted to
the Minnesota Department of Revenue’s Revenue Recapture program.

*Due to a change in laws related to credit reporting, the library’s collection agency, Unique National
Collections, will discontinue credit reporting patron accounts for outstanding fines/fees over $25 as of
June 2016.
Snapshot of Borrowing Activity
GRRL’s ILS captures patron activity in snapshots in time as this data is constantly changing multiple times
per day as items are checked out and returned. In May and July 2016 staff reviewed a snapshot of
patron activity. The average number of items out per account in both time frames was 6. While 6 items
is average, there is a wide spectrum of items out ranging from 1-322 items out per patron account.
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Items Out per Patron
May
number of
items
1 to 10
11 to 20
21 to 30
31 to 40
41 to 50
51 to 60
61 to 70
71 to 80
81 to 90
91 to 100
101+

July
number of
patrons
14363
1470
419
159
77
50
24
18
10
7
33

%

number of
items

86.33%
8.84%
2.52%
0.96%
0.46%
0.30%
0.14%
0.11%
0.06%
0.04%
0.20%

1 to 10
11 to 20
21 to 30
31 to 40
41 to 50
51 to 60
61 to 70
71 to 80
81 to 90
91 to 100
101+

number of
patrons
17793
1846
491
200
69
50
22
21
9
7
34

%
86.62%
8.99%
2.39%
0.97%
0.34%
0.24%
0.11%
0.10%
0.04%
0.03%
0.17%

Surprisingly, patrons with over 100 items out had a mix of items out on their accounts rather than one
exclusive type such as DVDs or music CDs. Additionally, these items were not generally in demand by
other patrons.

Average Number of Items Out by Collection – July 2016

Item type
Adult audiobook/kit
Adult book
Adult book club kit
Adult cd
Adult DVD/VHS
Juvenile audiobook/kit
Juvenile book
Juvenile book club kit
Juvenile CD
Juvenile DVD/VHS
Periodicals
*excludes ILL and staff-only items

Patrons
2,000
12,207
50
997
3,357

Items out
5,236
42,214
67
5,293
9,494

Avg items/ patron
2.62
3.46
1.34
5.31
2.83

916
8,974
12
198
1,378

1,863
52,637
13
513
3,401

2.03
5.87
1.08
2.59
2.47

251

838

3.34
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Relationship Between Items Out and Fines
Staff reviewed the fine history of patrons borrowing more than 100 items at a time. The vast majority of
accounts reflected a zero balance, or fines of less than $6 which suggests patrons who are heavy users
of the library tend to be responsible with materials and/or pay any accrued fines in a timely manner.
Staff also reviewed the existing accounts in the Revenue Recapture process to ascertain if there are use
patterns that correlate with large balances due. Of the 40 high-balance accounts analyzed, the average
number of items lost was 13.5, higher than the average number of items out per patron, but
significantly less than what one might expect.
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Item 10.4

Library Assessment Plan and
Related Policies
Submitted by Karen Pundsack, Executive Director
On behalf of the Library Assessment Committee
BOARD ACTION REQUESTED
Information

Discussion

Approve/Accept

RECOMMENDATION
•

Approve GRRL Library Assessment Plan and recommended changes to Library
Development policies.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Supporting Documents Attached
•
•
•
•

2016 Library Assessment Plan
Library Branch Agreement
Library Branch Non-Compliance Process Policy
Library Development Policy
o Addition: Minimum Level of Service
o Addition: Alternative Services
o Revision: New Libraries Policy
o Revision: Staffing Requirements
o Revision: Responsibilities of Great River Regional Library
o Revision: Contracts and Final Agreements
o Revision: Appendices

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Estimated Cost: $ N/A

Funding Source:

ACTION
Passed

Failed

Tabled

Budgeted:

Yes

No

Great River Regional Library

Library Assessment Plan
Draft 6/21/2016
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
FACILITY IMPROVEMENTS
The following libraries are in need of improvements due to accessibility, space or safety issues:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Becker
Cokato
Cold Spring
Eagle Bend

Howard Lake
Kimball
Sauk Centre
Waite Park

Further detail on each of these facilities is included in the Facilities Assessment.
ALTERNATIVE SERVICES
Enhanced library service is desired by some communities without libraries within the GRRL service area.
The alternative services identified could most feasibly be offered within the constraints of our existing
service model. Expansion of any library service would be dependent on the regional cost to add the
service and/or local funds to support the service long-term.
OPEN HOURS
Based on usage patterns and population increases, GRRL should increase open hours at Big Lake,
Clearwater, Delano, Pierz and Upsala when budget and staffing conditions permit. All changes to open
hours with budgetary impact will come through the annual GRRL budgeting process for approval by the
Board of Trustees.
EXPRESS CHECKOUTS
Expansion of Express Checkout at GRRL would increase patron access to public service staff for enhanced
customer service experiences and outreach to the community. Analysis of future Express Checkout sites
is included in the Express Checkout Expansion section.
POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
The Library Assessment Committee recommends the following changes and additions to the existing
Library Development Policy:
•

Revise 100 Service and Administration, Chapter 3C. Library Branch Agreement with proposed
language and require all cities to sign the new agreements to continue GRRL services in their
community. Cities would need to agree to the new Branch Agreement with 30 days of GRRL
Board approval or an agreed upon timeline.
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•
•
•

Add language to 100 Service and Administration, Chapter 3D. Library Development Policy, 3. New
Libraries to clarify requirements and process to adding a new GRRL branch library.
Add policy language to GRRL Service Policy to incorporate standards for minimum levels of
service and scale of services delivered.
Add policy language regarding Alternative Library Services to GRRL Library Development Policy.
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GREAT RIVER REGIONAL LIBRARY OVERVIEW

GRRL is a consolidated regional library. It operates 32 libraries in six counties in central Minnesota. GRRL
is responsible for all costs associated with the provision of library services. Cities are responsible for the
costs associated with buildings, insurances, utilities, and related building operations.
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GRRL OPEN HOURS COVERAGE
The following map shows coverage for a 15-minute drive time from all GRRL locations. This is the
standard GRRL has established in policy for distance between libraries. On this map red/dark orange
areas represent libraries open 40 hours or more. Orange/peach areas indicate libraries open 25-37 hours.
Yellow areas show libraries open 20-23 hours.
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BENTON COUNTY COVERAGE

This map shows coverage for a 15 minute drive time for the following GRRL locations:
Branch
Becker
Foley
Royalton
Waite Park

Open Hours
30
35
23
30

Branch
Clearwater
Pierz
St. Cloud

Open Hours
20
23
59
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MORRISON COUNTY COVERAGE

This map shows coverage for a 15-minute drive time for the following GRRL locations:
Branch
Little Falls
Royalton
Upsala

Open Hours
43
20
20

Branch
Pierz
Swanville

Open Hours
23
20
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SHERBURNE COUNTY COVERAGE

This map shows coverage for a 15-minute drive time for the following GRRL locations:
Branch
Becker
Clearwater
Elk River
St. Cloud

Open Hours
30
20
48
59

Branch
Big Lake
Foley
Monticello
St. Michael

Open Hours
25
35
43
43
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STEARNS COUNTY COVERAGE

This map shows coverage for a 15-minute drive time for the following GRRL locations:
Branch
Albany
Cold Spring
Melrose
Richmond
St. Cloud
Upsala

Open Hours
37
34
25
20
59
20

Branch
Belgrade
Kimball
Paynesville
Royalton
Sauk Centre
Waite Park

Open Hours
20
20
31
20
32
30
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TODD COUNTY COVERAGE

This map shows coverage for a 15-minute drive time for the following GRRL locations:
Branch
Eagle Bend
Long Prairie
Sauk Centre
Swanville

Open Hours
20
35
32
20

Branch
Grey Eagle
Melrose
Staples

Open Hours
20
25
35
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WRIGHT COUNTY COVERAGE

This map shows coverage for a 15-minute drive time for the following GRRL locations:
Branch
Annandale
Clearwater
Delano
Kimball
Rockford

Open Hours
25
20
40
20
31

Branch
Buffalo
Cokato
Howard Lake
Monticello
St. Michael

Open Hours
48
28
28
43
43
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BACKGROUND
The focus of the 1989 Branch Establishment Plan was to address how to add additional libraries to GRRL
in light of the discontinuation of bookmobile service. The document sought to assist in the determination
of communities in GRRL that would be able to feasibly establish branch libraries. This included the
additions of unaffiliated libraries in GRRL counties, such as Paynesville, Sauk Centre, and Staples.
The primary focus of the 2000 Branch Establishment Plan update was to include minimum responsibilities
and requirements for communities wishing to establish GRRL service. In 2008, the plan titled “Library
Services for the Future” provided an evaluation of the current library facilities and provided criteria for
evaluation of library services for the future.
The 2016 Library Assessment Plan builds on the foundation of previous GRRL library services plans. With
an eye toward the changing information environment and population trends, current services within
GRRL’s 32 communities will need to adapt.
Programming is a growing service for libraries, and space needs to provide this service have changed.
With dramatic changes in technology, patrons expect more self-service and virtual options. Options exist
today that were not available five years ago, such as library kiosks. These new methods of delivering
library service should be considered so GRRL can continue to provide Central Minnesota with exceptional
library service.
GOVERNING STATUTES
Minnesota Statute Chapter 134 Public and Multitype Libraries governs how public library service is
delivered. In order to be eligible for state library aid funding, including Regional Library Basic System
Support and Regional Library Telecommunications Aid, a library must be a part of a regional public library
system (Minn. Stat. § 134.34). Counties are required to provide financial support for public library
services (Minn. Stat. § 134.341). Cities and counties are required to provide a minimum level of financial
support for library operations which shall not be decreased below 90 percent of the amount provided in
2011 (Minn. Stat. § 134.341 Subd. 4).
CHALLENGES
The goal of the GRRL Board and Administration is to provide the best possible library services to its
residents with the dollars available. GRRL operates with less total revenue per capita than the statewide
average. In 2013, average statewide public library funding was $38.54 total revenue per capita compared
with GRRL’s $21.40, according to the most recent data from the Institute of Museum and Library
Services, the U.S. federal library agency.
Spreading limited dollars over a large geographic region has the effect of limiting overall library services
available. Staffing dollars comprise the bulk of GRRL expenditures, approximately 80 percent of operating
expenditures. The majority of GRRL operating revenue is received from the county signatories,
approximately 77 percent. City contributions are limited to coverage of the maintenance and upkeep of
the local library facility.
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Based on GRRL policy regarding criteria for reducing or discontinuing library services, challenges have
been identified in some of our current library facilities. Driven by population shifts, usage patterns have
changed significantly over time since some library sites were established. As a result, some buildings are
smaller than current library usage requires. Some facilities have a history of accessibility limitations or
maintenance issues.
Considerations of recommended library service area and alternative service models are based on current
policy, including 100 Service and Administration: 3D Library Development Policy, which includes
established standards for GRRL facilities, 100 Service and Administration: Criteria for Reducing or
Discontinuing Library Services and New Libraries requirements.
LIMITATIONS
This evaluation is a snapshot in time and reflects the current state of GRRL locations as of 2015.
Technological advances and community needs are changing the demands on our library facilities. What
residents will expect from library services in the future will continue to change as the information
environment changes.
ASSUMPTIONS
A guiding assumption of the current study is, GRRL will continue as a six-county consolidated public
library system. This system will aim to provide library service equitably to all county residents. The
current model of city responsibility for costs associated with buildings, insurances, utilities, and related
building operations is assumed to continue as is.
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DATA ANALYSIS
OPEN HOURS DETAIL
Criteria
Recommendations for adjusting library open hour schedules to meet changes in patron need throughout
the region are based on the following criteria:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Borrower numbers
Circulation per open hour
Staffing per open hour
Location of library in the county seat
Proximity to other libraries
Building size
Shared patron base with nearby libraries
Presence of an Express Checkout

Base levels
All libraries located in a county seat are open at least 35 hours weekly. All libraries are open a minimum
of 20 hours and four days weekly. All open hours occur between 9 a.m. - 9 p.m. Monday-Friday and 9
a.m. – 5 p.m. Saturday. Current open hour schedules fall into the following groupings:
Tier

Open Hours

Borrowers

Average Circulation/
Open Hour*

1

20-23

400-1,300

< 40

2

24-40

1,300-4,000

30-90

3

41-49

4,000-20,000

50-200

4

50 or more

20,000 or more

> 200

* Average Circulation/Open Hour ranges are based on actual 2016 open hours assigned to branches.

Criteria for increasing open hours
•
•
•
•
•

Ability to make changes within existing base budget
Sustained increases in circulation and borrower activity over 10-year period
Adequate facility size to support increased usage
Average circulation/open hour compared with libraries of similar size or service population
OR
Local funds available to increase hours with at least a 5-year commitment
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HISTORICAL OPEN HOURS ADJUSTMENTS
Adjustments to open hours took place in 2009 based on budgetary constraints. Additional adjustments in
2011-2013 were based on the Open Hours Workgroup recommendations:
Library

2008 weekly
open hours

Change

Year
changed

Current weekly
open hours

Reason for
change

Albany

41

Decrease 4

2009

37

Budgetary

Eagle Bend

25

Decrease 5

2009

20

Budgetary

Kimball

25

Decrease 5

2009

20

Budgetary

Melrose

28

Decrease 3

2009

25

Budgetary

Pierz

25

Decrease 2

2011

23

Little Falls

47

Decrease 4

2012

43

Monticello

40

Increase 3

2012

43

Big Lake

25

Increase 1

2012

26

Howard Lake

31

Decrease 3

2013

28

St. Michael

40

Increase 3

2013

43

Circulation/open
hour alignment
Circulation/open
hour alignment
Increasing usage;
circulation/open
hour alignment
Increasing usage;
circulation/open
hour alignment
Decreasing usage;
circulation/open
hour alignment
Increasing usage
circulation/open
hour alignment

CRITERIA FOR DECREASING OPEN HOURS
•
•
•

Sustained decrease in circulation and borrower activity over 10-year period
Budgetary needs
Inadequate facility space or condition

REDUCTION IN USAGE
Administration will monitor usage at all GRRL locations. If decreasing trends are noticed at any GRRL
location, GRRL administration will conduct a market analysis of the area to determine how GRRL services
fit with the need and desire of the community. If decreasing trends continue, a future open hour
reduction would be considered.
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Budget constraints and current policy regarding RLTA funding has limited adjustments in open hours to
no less than 20 hours weekly. If rules regarding receipt of this funding change, a decrease in hours would
be considered.
FACILITY SIZE
Some facilities are currently undersized, and would be unable to accommodate an increase in open
hours. Waite Park and Cold Spring performance indicators demonstrate a need for additional open hours
in these communities. The city of Cold Spring has been considering facility improvements. Should these
improvements take place, it is recommended that the open hours be increased in this location.
The Waite Park facility is also undersized for the amount of activity that takes place in this library.
PATRON FEEDBACK
Adjustments to existing schedules should be evaluated based on patron feedback. Several libraries,
including St. Michael, Grey Eagle and Waite Park, have had substantial patron and/or community
feedback indicating a need for different open hours. This has been identified as an action step in the
2016-2020 Strategic Plan.
Open Hour Survey results from August 2010 indicated most patrons prefer library schedules that offer a
variety of morning, afternoon and evening hours. At least 25 percent of survey respondents also
expressed interest in Sunday hours. This opinion was particularly strong for users of St. Cloud Public
Library. Feedback from Waite Park and Elk River community members also indicate an examination of
Sunday hours for these facilities would be warranted. Patron responses in the 2015 User/Non-user
Survey indicated consistent open hours and program schedules would improve access.
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FACILITY ASSESSMENTS

ALBANY

Location Statistics
Location

Date
Joined
GRRL

Date
Opened

Collection
Size

2015
Circulation

Total Floor
Space (Sq Ft.)

2015
Open
Hours

Public
Internet
Stations

1969
1960
18,312
71,210
3,500
37
4
Albany
Express Check Feasibility
Facility Highlights
Holds
Desk
Study
Separate Meeting/
Wiring
Self
Staff Work Area
Configuration
Rooms
Programming Space
Pick Up
Adequate but not
Space would be
ideal; No separate
Yes, shared with
sufficient to
office for the LSC.
None
Sufficient
Yes
city/city council.
add an express
Three staff computer
station.
workstations.

Public
Catalog
Stations
1

Is space
leased/rented?

Owned by city.

The library is located within the city offices facility. The library is a well-lighted, spacious, window filled space with great
visual sight lines from the check out desk. There is a small magazine reading area and a small children’s’ seating/table area.
The center of the library has available display table space. The only true programming space is the city council chambers. It
has an outdoor book drop. The staff area behind the checkout desk was recently enlarged when the desk was moved
forward and expanded. This creates space for two staff stations with plenty of room between them. The back staff area is a
long and very narrow space with a single staff station. It would be ideal to have more space there with two stations because
there are two aides and several volunteers who could utilize both stations at almost any time. The library was re-carpeted
and repainted in 2012. Open hours were reduced from 41 to 37 in this library in 2009 due to budgetary reasons. Circulation
in this location decreased by approximately 25 percent after this reduction.
Express Check Feasibility: Albany may be a good candidate for an express station. There is sufficient space and the library is
often single staffed.
Open Hours Adjustments: Past usage statistics indicate an increase in open hours would result in increased library activity in
Albany. Based on the needs in other areas, reinstating library hours at this location would not be a top priority.
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ANNANDALE

Location Statistics
Location

Date
Joined
GRRL

Date
Opened

Collection
Size

2015
Circulation

Total Floor
Space (Sq Ft.)

2015
Open
Hours

Public
Internet
Stations

Public
Catalog
Stations

Annandale

1969

1900

17,368

46,242

3,850

25

5

2

Express Check Feasibility
Holds
Desk
Wiring
Self Pick
Configuration
Up
Large, dual
level.

Sufficient

Yes

Facility Highlights
Staff Work Area

Study
Rooms

Separate Meeting/
Programming Space

Is space
leased/rented?

Sufficient but public
aide work area, semiprivate desk area for
LSC. Three staff
computer workstations.

None

Three flexible spaces.
Use controlled by city.

Owned by city.

The Annandale library facility is bright, light-filled and centrally located. Built in 2003, it is part of a joint-use facility with City Hall
and senior dining services and has excellent shared programming spaces. The collection and computer spaces are generally able
to meet the needs of the community. The circulation desk is spacious and well- organized, and there is a small, separate staff
work area. The Annandale Improvement Club, Annandale Friends of the Library, and city-appointed board all work to make sure
that any shelving and furniture needs are addressed. Issues with the roof required repairs in 2013 and 2014, but otherwise the
building is in good condition.
Express Check Feasibility: The Annandale library would be an ideal location for an Express Check – it has a large desk area and a
significant amount of single-staffing.
Open Hours Adjustments: None recommended at this time.
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BECKER

Location Statistics
Location

Date
Joined
GRRL

Date
Opened

Collection
Size

2015
Circulation

Total Floor
Space (Sq Ft.)

2015
Open
Hours

Public
Internet
Stations

Public
Catalog
Stations

Becker

1984

1984

17,260

66,319

3,500

30

4

2

Express Check Feasibility
Desk
Configuration

Wiring

Express station
installed in April
2015.

Sufficient

Facility Highlights
Holds
Self
Staff Work Area
Pick Up
Space behind the desk is
sufficient. There is also a
back room but the
Friends of the Library
Yes
use it for book sale
storage. Three staff
computer work stations.

Study
Rooms

Separate Meeting/
Programming Space

Is space
leased/rented?

None

Shared with
community center.

Owned by city.

The Becker library is part of the Becker Community Center. The facility was built in 1994. Overall the facility is in good repair;
however cosmetic updates such as new carpeting would be advised as soon as possible. Space for collection, seating, and
Internet computers is tight, and there is no further space for wiring additional public access computers. There is also limited
space for programming in the library proper – most programming occurs in the shared community space. Therefore, the library
often has to schedule its programming around various other groups’ schedules. The circulation desk is newly renovated,
spacious and efficient; however there is no separate staff or Friends work space. This has been remedied with use of
temporary walls to portion off some work area, but this reduces the amount of space available for the collection. One issue
which occasionally arises is that there is no separate entrance for the library, and the library can only be open when the
Community Center is. Because of this, Great River staff has had to close early on occasion to conform to the Community
Center’s holiday schedules.
Express Check Feasibility: Since its installation in April, usage numbers have continued to increase each month.
Open Hours Adjustments: None recommended at this time.
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BELGRADE

Location Statistics
Location

Date
Joined
GRRL

Date
Opened

Collection
Size

2015
Circulation

Total Floor
Space (Sq Ft.)

2015
Open
Hours

Public
Internet
Stations

Public
Catalog
Stations

Belgrade

1969

1927

8,105

17,461

1,789

20

3

1

Express Check Feasibility
Holds
Desk
Wiring
Self Pick
Configuration
Up
Minimally
adequate,
standing only.

Would
need to be
installed.

No, but
space
available.

Facility Highlights
Staff Work Area

Study
Rooms

Separate Meeting/
Programming Space

Is space
leased/rented?

Insufficient size and
publicly visible. Two
staff computer
workstations.

None

No

Leased

The Belgrade Library is a remodeled storefront with an open arrangement and good artificial lighting. There is a small work
area for staff, with one staff computer used for check-in set slightly behind a partial wall. There is no backroom office space for
staff. The carpeting is in good condition. The shelving is uniform in appearance and is generally lined up against the outer walls.
There is no programming space except for a large table in the middle of the room that is used for book club and other small
group meetings. The space is minimally adequate to meet current demand.
Express Check Feasibility: As a 20 hour library with mostly single-staffing, the Belgrade library would be a great location for an
Express Check. However, the city would need to provide additional wiring and a new cabinet/desk for the Express Check
placement as there is insufficient space on the desk.
Open Hours Adjustments: None recommended at this time.
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BIG LAKE

Location Statistics
Location

Date
Joined
GRRL

Date
Opened

Collection
Size

2015
Circulation

Total Floor
Space (Sq Ft.)

2015
Open
Hours

Public
Internet
Stations

Public
Catalog
Stations

Big Lake

1984

1984

24,632

78,578

2,750

26

6

2

Express Check Feasibility

Facility Highlights

Desk
Configuration

Wiring

Holds
Self
Staff Work Area
Pick Up

Adequate room.

Adequate

Yes

Private. Four staff
computer workstations.

Study
Rooms

Separate Meeting/
Programming Space

Is space
leased/rented?

1

One large room.

Owned by city.

In early 2008 the Big Lake Library moved to its current location in a multi-use commercial building. It is a good-sized space with
a fair amount of room for the current collection, ample space for public access computers and staff work areas, and a separate,
generously-sized programming area. The library is located across the street from an elementary school and next door to an
apartment complex, making it a busy and easy destination for children.
In 2011 GRRL provided the City of Big Lake with a space needs analysis for a new library facility that would serve the
community’s needs through 2030. The study was accepted by Hay Dobbs Architects and incorporated into a larger study of
municipal facility needs that they completed for the City. The study provided by GRRL estimated that the community of Big
Lake required a facility of approximately 11,000 square feet. In 2013, the City of Big Lake purchased the building where the
library is currently housed. As of 2015, the library and the police department occupy the entire building.
Open hours were increased from 25 to 26 in 2012 based on increasing activity in the new facility. This additional hour also
allowed the library to be open on a six-day rather than five-day weekly schedule.
Express Check Feasibility: An Express Check was installed in January 2016.
Open Hours Adjustments: Population growth and sustained increases in usage indicate a need for additional hours. Based on
the needs of the Big Lake community and Sherburne County, Big Lake should be a top priority for increased open hours. They
are currently able to increase 3 open hours without any increases in staff schedules, assuming continued growth in Express
Checkout activity.
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BUFFALO

Location Statistics
Location

Date
Joined
GRRL

Date
Opened

Collection
Size

2015
Circulation

Total Floor
Space (Sq Ft.)

2015
Open
Hours

Public
Internet
Stations

Public
Catalog
Stations

Buffalo

1969

1907

41,328

194,026

10,000

48

8

4

Express Check Feasibility

Facility Highlights

Desk
Configuration

Wiring

Holds
Self
Staff Work Area
Pick Up

Express station
installed in April
2010.

Sufficient

Yes

Large, with separate
office for LSC. Six staff
computer workstations.

Study
Rooms

Separate Meeting/
Programming Space

Is space
leased/rented?

4

No

Owned by city.

The Buffalo library is a stand-alone facility, situated on Buffalo Lake in downtown Buffalo. The building was built in 1973 and
renovated in 1995 and 2010. In the latest, renovation two meeting rooms were repurposed to increase collection and reading
space, and the entire building received an interior design and functionality update that included efficient lighting and HVAC
improvements. However, the renovation resulted in a reduction in programming and meeting room spaces. The library has
four study rooms available.
In spite of the increased amount of space available for the collection, the area is fairly crowded and will only become more so
as usage increases. Lack of a dedicated meeting room and programming space is an issue of concern for a facility that serves a
population as large as Buffalo. In addition, even though the library is bounded on two sides by parking lots, the number of
spaces available for Buffalo library patrons and staff is extremely limited as the lots are also used by the Wright County office
staff, local merchants and others. This too we expect to become more of a problem as library usage increases.
Express Check Feasibility: Buffalo’s express station usage is consistently above 40 percent each month.
Open Hours Adjustments: None recommended at this time.
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CLEARWATER

Location Statistics
Location

Date
Joined
GRRL

Date
Opened

Collection
Size

2015
Circulation

Total Floor
Space (Sq Ft.)

2015
Open
Hours

Public
Internet
Stations

Public
Catalog
Stations

Clearwater

2001

2001

14,722

36,377

3,750

20

4

1

Express Check Feasibility
Desk
Configuration
Would likely
require shifting
existing staff
station to back
work area.

Wiring

Sufficient

Facility Highlights
Holds
Self
Staff Work Area
Pick Up
Yes

Sufficient, but no office
for LSC. Three staff
computer workstations.

Study
Rooms

Separate Meeting/
Programming Space

Is space
leased/rented?

None

In the library, but only
space is only separated
by half a wall so there is
not much privacy.

Leased

The Stickney Crossing Library relocated to a much larger space in 2012. It is a convenient location in a shopping area with
excellent parking. The library is spacious and will allow for additional shelving if needed. The space also includes an area for
public meetings and programming. The facility is leased by the city. Small cosmetic touch ups such as new ceiling tiles are
needed as well. A crash bar on the rear exit would also increase security.
Express Check Feasibility: A station is planned for installation in 2016. A separate cabinet, near the desk, will be made to
house the station. Space, wiring and staff buy-in are already available.
Open Hours Adjustments: Circulation per open hour statistics indicate an increase in open hours would be warranted in
Clearwater. If successful, the installation of a new Express Checkout in 2016 has potential to increase open hours.
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COKATO

Location Statistics
Location

Date
Joined
GRRL

Date
Opened

Collection
Size

2015
Circulation

Total Floor
Space (Sq Ft.)

2015
Open
Hours

Public
Internet
Stations

Public
Catalog
Stations

Cokato

1976

1927

12,219

59,267

1927

28

2

1

Express Check Feasibility
Desk
Configuration

Wiring

Adequate,
seated
only.

Space
available

Facility Highlights
Holds
Self
Staff Work Area
Pick Up
Large, no private
Office. Three staff
Yes
computer work
stations.

Study
Rooms

Separate Meeting/
Programming Space

Is space
leased/rented?

None

Shared space with
city and museum.

Owned by city.

The Cokato library is in a joint use facility, sharing space with a museum/historical center and a large meeting room. In 2009
the Friends of the Cokato Area Library (FOCAL) invested in a study to renovate and expand the facility. GRRL provided a spaceneeds study showing need for a larger space to meet community needs. SEH Architects then developed floor plans and
drawings that were presented to the city in 2010. Two years later, the library was renovated with predominately cosmetic
updates that stayed within the existing footprint. While the library is now much brighter and more inviting, the building and
restrooms are still not adequately handicap accessible. The staff enjoys a large separate work/storage area, however, it is not
efficiently or ergonomically designed, and there is no separate office for the LSC.
Express Check Feasibility: The Cokato library would be an excellent location for an Express Check. Installation would require
some re-arranging on the circ desk, but there is wiring and room available.
Open Hours Adjustments: : None recommended at this time.
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COLD SPRING

Location Statistics
Location

Date
Joined
GRRL

Date
Opened

Collection
Size

2015
Circulation

Total Floor
Space (Sq Ft.)

2015
Open
Hours

Public
Internet
Stations

Public
Catalog
Stations

Cold Spring

1969

1969

11,687

82,244

1,768

34

2

1

Express Check Feasibility
Desk
Configuration

Wiring

Small, cramped,
dual level.

No

Facility Highlights
Holds
Self
Staff Work Area
Pick Up
Insufficient in size and
open to public. Three
Yes
staff computer
workstations.

Study
Rooms

Separate Meeting/
Programming Space

Is space
leased/rented?

None

Yes, shared with
city.

Owned by city.

The Cold Spring Library is significantly under-sized for its borrower numbers and circulation, and the city and Friends have been
looking for alternatives since at least 2005. In 2016, the city charged the planning commission with investigating alternatives
for the library. During this time period, GRRL has provided three (3) space needs studies – 2008, 2010 and 2016 – to assist the
city with planning a new facility.
The primary concern for the Cold Spring library is space which is inadequate for the collection, internet and catalog stations,
patron seating and staff work areas. Since it is a joint-use facility with the city, police and fire departments, there is shared
programming and meeting room space, which is generally sufficient. Parking is at times a concern as well, particularly for large
programs, as the parking lot is shared with the city and local businesses.
Express Check Feasibility: An Express Check would not be feasible in the current Cold Spring facility. The circulation desk is
small and cramped, and the traffic patterns between it, the exit/entrance, and the holds shelving are such that an Express
Check would likely add to congestion. In addition, in such cramped quarters it would be difficult to maintain adequate privacy
for Express Check and walk-up users.
Open Hours Adjustments: None recommended at this time, although if and when Cold Spring receives a new/expanded
library, there may be a need for additional open hours and/or additional morning hours.
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DELANO

Location Statistics
Location

Date
Joined
GRRL

Date
Opened

Collection
Size

2015
Circulation

Total Floor
Space (Sq Ft.)

2015
Open
Hours

Public
Internet
Stations

Public
Catalog
Stations

Delano

1969

1939

29,805

134,000

5,970

40

7

2

Express Check Feasibility
Holds
Desk
Wiring
Self
Staff Work Area
Configuration
Pick Up
Adequate size, both public
and private spaces, no
Large, dual
private office for LSC. Five
Yes
Yes
level.
staff computer
workstations.

Facility Highlights
Study
Rooms

Separate Meeting/
Programming Space

Is space
leased/rented?

1

1

Owned by city.

The Delano Library relocated to a remodeled bank building in 2004. Initially, some of the space was retained by the city for
storage. A further renovation in 2010 converted this space into small but efficient staff work areas and provided for a drive-up
book drop. One of the distinctive features of the space is the converted vault, now the teen area, which provides Delano with
possibly the most secure tornado shelter in the region. While the facility does meet current needs and is overall relatively
spacious, it is becoming cramped for adult print and media and there is little to no room for growth in other areas of the
collection without losing important activity space. Parking is sometimes insufficient during programs and at the height of
summer business.
Express Check Feasibility: Already onsite, but under-utilized. There is room on the desk to reposition to a more central
location.
Open Hours Adjustments: Community requests and business patterns suggest this branch would benefit from an additional
morning and more standard hours. Recommended change would be on Thursdays and Fridays: Thursday 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
(currently 1 p.m. to 8 p.m.) and Friday 2 p.m. to 6 p.m. (currently 1 p.m. to 6 p.m.). Through increased Express Checkout
utilization some additional open time may be possible. Remainder would require additional staffing allocations.
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EAGLE BEND

Location Statistics
Location

Date
Joined
GRRL

Date
Opened

Collection
Size

2015
Circulation

Total Floor
Space (Sq Ft.)

2015
Open
Hours

Public
Internet
Stations

Public
Catalog
Stations

Eagle Bend

1982

1982

10,775

21,305

2,800

20

4

1

Express Check Feasibility
Desk
Configuration

Wiring

Currently
insufficient
space.

Likely
insufficient
currently, but
city is always
open to
improvements.

Facility Highlights
Holds
Self
Staff Work Area
Pick Up

Yes

Cramped, but
workable. No office
for LSC. Two staff
computer
workstations.

Study
Rooms

Separate Meeting/
Programming Space

Is space
leased/rented?

None

No and building is
shared with the
museum making inlibrary usage sometimes
difficult as well.

Owned by city.

The Eagle Bend Library shares space with the local history museum. The library space is narrow and crowded and appears
dark, even though there is plenty of artificial light. The shelves are tall to utilize the limited floor space, giving the library its
shaded and dark appearance. There is a small office at the back shared with museum staff, which is more suited for use as a
coffee/break room. It has no staff computer. The area behind the desk contains two staff computers in a very small space
where all check-in and checkout is done. There is a table in the computer area for small group programming. Although not
ideal, the city does own a community meeting room across the street that the library can use for programming. Moving the
museum out and expanding into their space would provide much needed space for materials and programming. In 2013, the
doors and windows were replaced and an indoor book drop was added.
Due to budgetary reasons, open hours were reduced in this location from 25 to 20 in 2009.
The City of Eagle Bend has expressed a desire to expand the existing space through grant options. Future expansion and
improvement of the facility should be encouraged.
Express Check Feasibility: Current space would make a station difficult to install.
Open Hours Adjustments: None recommended at this time.
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ELK RIVER

Location Statistics
Location

Date
Joined
GRRL

Date
Opened

Collection
Size

2015
Circulation

Total Floor
Space (Sq Ft.)

2015
Open
Hours

Public
Internet
Stations

Public
Catalog
Stations

Elk River

1972

1921

46,201

283,030

16,500

48

12

5

Express Check Feasibility
Desk
Configuration
Large, seated
only.

Wiring

Yes

Facility Highlights
Holds
Self
Staff Work Area
Pick Up
Ample, private
office for LSC. Seven
Yes
staff computer
workstations.

Study
Rooms

Separate Meeting/
Programming Space

Is space
leased/rented?

3

One which can be
accessed after hours
without compromising
library security.

Owned by city.

The Elk River Library, at slightly over 16,500 square feet, was built in 2007 and is recognized as the first library in Minnesota to
receive Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification. The facility boasts excellent natural lighting in
almost every part of the building, and has well-differentiated spaces for adult, children and teen collections. There are also
three study rooms and a large programming / meeting room. Staff areas are large and efficiently designed as well. The original
plans include drawings for expansion if and when that is needed. The facility also has a well-sized parking lot that is usually
sufficient, although parking can be problematic during large programs or at the height of summer business.
Some of the mechanics of the building have begun to wear out or break, but in 2015 the city and the Elk River Library Board
developed a long-term Capital Investment Plan to ensure timely repairs and/or replacement of equipment. In addition, the
library suffers from unfortunately poor sound design: staff have expressed concerns about the difficulty maintaining patron
confidentiality at the desk, and patrons have sometimes complained about sound from the children’s area carrying too loudly
into the ‘quiet’ areas of the library.
Express Check Feasibility: Already onsite, but under-utilized. There is room on the desk to reposition to a more central
location.
Open Hours Adjustments: There has been consistent community desire for additional Sunday hours. In addition, it would be
good to adjust the schedule for consistent hours on Tuesday and Thursday to better meet community needs.
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FOLEY

Location Statistics
Location

Date
Joined
GRRL

Date
Opened

Collection
Size

2015
Circulation

Total Floor
Space (Sq Ft.)

2015
Open
Hours

Public
Internet
Stations

Public
Catalog
Stations

Foley

1974

1941

15,076

58,041

5,000

35

4

2

Express Check Feasibility
Desk
Configuration
Large, but
difficult to
reposition staff
stations.
Seated only.

Wiring

Need to
add.

Facility Highlights
Holds
Self
Staff Work Area
Pick Up
Yes

Ample size, private,
but no office for LSC.
Three staff computer
workstations.

Study
Rooms

Separate Meeting/
Programming Space

Is space
leased/rented?

None

Yes, shared
with city.

Owned by city.

The Foley Library is located in a multi-use facility that includes the city Hall and Police Station. The space is marginally adequate
for the collection, computers and some public seating, although there is not sufficient room for a dedicated Young Adult area,
and holds for all patrons must be kept in the Children’s area. There is no separate parking lot for the library; however, onstreet parking is generally sufficient for patron needs except during large programs.
Express Check Feasibility: The Foley library would be a good location for an Express Check because of the amount of singlestaffing and workable traffic flow. Because of built-ins on the circ desk, situating an Express Check on the desk might be a
challenge unless the second circ station was moved to the back work area.
Open Hours Adjustments: None recommended at this time.
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GREY EAGLE

Location Statistics
Location

Date
Joined
GRRL

Date
Opened

Collection
Size

2015
Circulation

Total Floor
Space (Sq Ft.)

2015
Open
Hours

Public
Internet
Stations

Public
Catalog
Stations

Grey Eagle

1993

1945

12,875

19,493

2,500

20

3

1

Express Check Feasibility
Desk
Configuration

Wiring

Inadequate
room.

Insufficient.
Would need
additional
wiring and
conduit.

Facility Highlights
Holds
Self
Staff Work Area
Pick Up
No

Public. Two staff
computer workstations.

Study
Rooms

Separate Meeting/
Programming Space

Is space
leased/rented?

None

Small room in the
back of the building.

Leased

This facility is housed in a converted store front with large windows. Additional lighting was added about two years ago. The
desk is in a location that provides great sight lines for the entire library. There is no staff work space other than what is
provided at the check-out desk. There are two staff computers; the back station is used for check-in. The shelving units are a
mix and match selection of varying colors. There is a small programming room in the back of the building and a good size
magazine reading/seating area at the front. The library is of an adequate size for current demand.
Express Check Feasibility: An Express Check could help the library staff because they are only open 20 hours, but successful
installation would take quite a bit of preparation.
Open Hours Adjustments: Shift 1 hour from Monday to Wednesday. Monday is their slowest day and Wednesday is their
busiest.
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HOWARD LAKE

Location Statistics
Location

Date
Joined
GRRL

Date
Opened

Howard
1969
1905
Lake
Express Check Feasibility
Desk
Configuration

Wiring

Extremely small,
cramped dual
level.

Need to
install.

Collection
Size

2015
Circulation

Total Floor
Space (Sq Ft.)

2015
Open
Hours

Public
Internet
Stations

Public
Catalog
Stations

12,920

44,042

1,200

28

3

1

Facility Highlights
Holds
Self
Staff Work Area
Pick Up
No

Insufficient,
semi-private. Three staff
computer workstations.

Study
Rooms

Separate Meeting/
Programming Space

Is space
leased/rented?

None

One shared with city,
senior center. Second
floor, no elevator
access.

Owned by city.

Howard Lake Library is located on the lower level of a community building built in 1982. The second level of the building
houses the city’s community center, which is also available to the library for programming space. In 2013, open hours were
reduced from 31 to 28 weekly open hours based on declining circulation per open hour.
The building is not adequately handicap accessible. While there is handicap parking and an accessible entrance at both the
library and community room levels, only a stairwell provides interior access between the two spaces. In addition, the library
bathrooms are accessed via a hallway with only 26 inches of clearance between the wall and a water fountain. The bathrooms
in the community room are fully accessible.
The space is attractive but small and meets only minimum needs for the current collection, requiring the Internet stations to
be located closely adjacent to the children’s play area, and requiring a mixed teen/adult collection space. There is no room for
expansion of either the collection or public access computers. An additional concern with the space is too little room for the
circulation desk and only a very tiny staff work space.
In 2011, the library experienced a significant problem with winter snow melt causing water seepage through one of the back
walls. The city completed major exterior structural work in 2012 to address drainage needs, including installation of a
completely new and upgraded drain tile system. Minor seepage again occurred after heavy summer rains in 2015, and the city
is investigating a fix.
In 2014, the city planning commission announced a vision of moving the Community Center into a historic building in
downtown Howard Lake, at which point the library could move into the larger upper floor. There is as yet no concrete plan or
timeline, however.
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Express Check Feasibility: Installing an Express Check would be difficult in the current Howard Lake facility. At this time there
does not seem to be a good location for self-pickup of holds, so all holds are kept behind the desk. The circulation desk area is
small and cramped, and there does not appear to be a good location for an off-desk Express Check without adding to the
already-congested traffic patterns around the desk. In addition, in such cramped quarters it would be difficult to maintain
adequate privacy for Express Check and walk-up users.
Open Hours Adjustments: None recommended at this time.
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KIMBALL

Location Statistics
Location

Date
Joined
GRRL

Date
Opened

Collection
Size

2015
Circulation

Total Floor
Space (Sq Ft.)

2015
Open
Hours

Public
Internet
Stations

Public
Catalog
Stations

Kimball

1969

1960

9,887

24,756

792

20

1

1

Express Check Feasibility
Desk
Configuration
Insufficient,
seated only.

Wiring

Yes

Facility Highlights
Holds
Self
Staff Work Area
Pick Up
Yes

Insufficient and
Public. Two staff
computer workstations.

Study
Rooms

Separate Meeting/
Programming Space

Is space
leased/rented?

None

Yes, shared use, but lack
of sound barrier causes
privacy and comfort
concerns.

Owned by city.

The Kimball library is a joint-use facility in a historical building, sharing space with the city hall and local historical society offices.
While the building is lovely from the outside, it has significant and persistent problems as a library space due to both insufficient size
and facility problems.
In 2010, the city requested and was provided with a GRRL library space needs study. Unfortunately, as of 2015, there are no
indications of any movement toward a new/renovated facility or that our ongoing concerns will be addressed in a meaningful way.
First, the facility is not sufficiently handicap accessible for either the library proper or restrooms. In addition, there is a significant
problem with sound control. As part of a renovation in 2009, two suspended ceilings over the library were removed. Now, in twothirds of the space there is approximately 10 feet of open air between the ceiling and the top of the wall separating the library from
the council chambers/meeting room. Because the space is large and has few soft surfaces, sound echoes badly. Privacy for patrons
and staff is seriously compromised, as is simple comfort.
GRRL has shared its concerns on numerous occasions with the city, and there have been attempts to reduce the use of the meeting
room during library open hours. These measures have not, however, been consistent or sufficient.
Additionally, there are concerns with air circulation in the building. A garage/workshop for city vehicles is located beneath the library,
and in the past, city staff sometimes left vehicles running there. Library staff and patrons complained about the smell of exhaust in
the building, and in several cases noted health concerns such as headaches and nausea. The city was notified of our concerns, and
they have told staff not to leave vehicles running in the garage. While we appreciate this step and agree it is a good short-term
solution, it has not addressed the structural issues with the facility.
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The space allotted to the collection is too small, forcing additional work for staff to aggressively weed the collection to stay within
the available shelving. In addition, the facility lacks adequate parking, shelving is locally-made and of non-standard sizes so that it
does not adequately fit the collection, and storage and staff work areas are inadequate.
Open hours were reduced from 25 to 20 in this library in 2009 due to budgetary reasons.
Express Check Feasibility: Installing an Express Check would be unfeasible in the current Kimball facility. The circulation desk area is
too small to add an Express Check on the desk without seriously compromising staff work flow. There does not appear to be a good
location for an off-desk Express Check without adding to the already-congested traffic patterns around the desk. In addition, in such
cramped quarters it would be difficult to maintain adequate privacy for Express Check and walk-up users.
Open Hours Adjustments: None recommended at this time.
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LITTLE FALLS

Location Statistics
Location

Date
Joined
GRRL

Date
Opened

Collection
Size

2015
Circulation

Total Floor
Space (Sq Ft.)

2015
Open
Hours

Public
Internet
Stations

Public
Catalog
Stations

Little Falls

1986

1904

36,102

122,677

14,000

43

5

4

Express Check Feasibility
Desk
Configuration

Wiring

Not enough
space currently.
A new desk is
being discussed.

Currently
insufficient. Also
potentially
difficult to add
given building’s
historical status.

Facility Highlights
Holds
Self
Staff Work Area
Pick Up

Yes

Sufficient. LSC has
separate office on
third floor. Five staff
computer
workstations.

Study
Rooms

Separate Meeting/
Programming Space

Is space
leased/rented?

1

Yes

Owned by city.

This is a beautiful original Carnegie Library that was remodeled in 1998 to meet accessibility needs, adding an elevator and a
ground floor entrance. It is four floors, making security an issue. Therefore a security video system is in place. The building has
good lighting, gorgeous woodwork and plenty of space. However, there is a shortage of shelving that has been addressed in
various, creative ways over the years. There is a small staff break room and a large staff work area close to the circulation desk.
This area has two staff stations where the check-in takes place. There is an additional office space on the 3rd floor for the
manager. The circulation area, with two work stations, is small and crowded because of the self-pickup of holds that requires
staff to access materials around one another, carts and delivery bags. The desk is necessarily always staffed by two people.
There are two meeting rooms, one quite large that can accommodate most events and one smaller room for groups of 1-6. A
relatively small parking lot means that parking is always an issue.
Open hours were reduced from 47 to 43 in 2012 to better align with the number of hours assigned to communities of similar
size and due to budgetary factors.
Express Check Feasibility: Although a new Circulation Desk is currently being discussed, the existing one does not have space
for an Express Check. Adding new wiring may also be difficult given the building’s historical status.
Open Hours Adjustments: None recommended at this time.
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LONG PRAIRIE

Location Statistics
Location

Date
Joined
GRRL

Date
Opened

Collection
Size

2015
Circulation

Total Floor
Space (Sq Ft.)

2015
Open
Hours

Public
Internet
Stations

Public
Catalog
Stations

Long Prairie

1974

1974

12,021

56,663

2,570

35

5

2

Express Check Feasibility

Facility Highlights

Desk
Configuration

Wiring

Holds
Self
Staff Work Area
Pick Up

Adequate

Yes

Yes

Public. Three staff
computer workstations.

Study
Rooms

Separate Meeting/
Programming Space

Is space
leased/rented?

None

0

Leased

This facility is adequately sized for the current demand. It was expanded in the early 2000s. There is light and space and three
staff stations behind a large checkout desk. There is a small reading area at the back of the library and two small programming
tables in the children’s area. The book drop is indoors, but accessed through a door on the outside of the library. This works
well enough. A large mural depicting life in Long Prairie and its history decorates one wall. There is no programming space
other than small table areas.
Express Check Feasibility: An Express Checkout may not be an immediate need in Long Prairie but it could easily go into place.
Should one be placed in the library, instructions and signage in multiple languages will need to be provided.
Open Hours Adjustments: None recommended at this time.
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MELROSE

Location Statistics
Location

Date
Joined
GRRL

Date
Opened

Collection
Size

2015
Circulation

Total Floor
Space (Sq Ft.)

2015
Open
Hours

Public
Internet
Stations

Public
Catalog
Stations

Melrose

1969

1969

16,326

88,571

2,850

25

3

2

Express Check Feasibility
Desk
Configuration

Wiring

Slightly
inadequate.

Yes. New
wiring as of
January
2016.

Facility Highlights
Holds
Self
Staff Work Area
Pick Up
Yes

Mostly public. Private
area is small. Three staff
computer workstations.

Study
Rooms

Separate Meeting/
Programming Space

Is space
leased/rented?

None

Two flexible spaces,
use controlled by city.

Owned by city.

This library is located in the same building as the city offices and the senior center. The library has its own space. It is open and
very light. There is a good sized workroom for check-in of material. There is an indoor book drop and a beautiful, whimsical
mural in the children’s area. The shelves are full and there is not much room for expansion. The library staff has access to two
community rooms for programming. There is a new circulation desk as of January 2016.
Open hours were reduced in Melrose in 2009 from 28 to 25 due to budgetary reasons.
Express Check Feasibility: With the new circulation desk, there is ample room for 2 computers and an Express Check. Should
an Express Check be placed in the library, instructions and signage in multiple languages will need to be provided.
Open Hours Adjustments: One additional open hour would create more consistency in closing times. This increase is possible
without any changes to staff hours.
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MONTICELLO

Location Statistics
Location

Date
Joined
GRRL

Date
Opened

Collection
Size

2015
Circulation

Total Floor
Space (Sq Ft.)

2015
Open
Hours

Public
Internet
Stations

Public
Catalog
Stations

Monticello

1973

1973

41,692

195,235

9,700

43

7

3

Express Check Feasibility
Holds
Desk
Wiring
Self
Staff Work Area
Configuration
Pick Up
Adequate,
dual level.

Yes

Yes

Ample, private
office for LSC. Six staff
computer workstations.

Facility Highlights
Study
Rooms

Separate Meeting/
Programming Space

Is space
leased/rented?

No, but
semiprivate
tables.

2

Owned by city.

The Monticello Library was moved into its current location, a renovated bank building, in 2005. It is a very busy library, serving
residents of both Wright and Sherburne Counties. Parking is generally sufficient except during large programs or at the height
of summer business.
The facility is generally in good repair; however, there are recurrent water leaks on the south side windows. There are clear
distinctions between the children’s, teen and adult areas, and comfortable reading areas for patrons. The space also provides
for a sizeable work and storage room for the Friends. The main staff work area is undersized, but the Library Services
Coordinator office is a good size. Another area that is undersized is the receiving room for the drive-up book drop. In 2011, the
Friends helped address this problem by providing an outside book drop next to the main entrance. There is a mid-sized, wellused programming space as well.
The library was given additional open hours in 2012. There is an increasing need for more collection area. It is recommended
that GRRL complete a space needs analysis so that the City of Monticello can plan for future needs.
Express Check Feasibility: Already onsite, but under-utilized. There is some room on and near the desk to reposition to a more
central location.
Open Hours Adjustments: Additional open hours at this location may be warranted, but should be evaluated in conjunction
with any adjustments made to the Big Lake Public Library schedule due to their close proximity.
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PAYNESVILLE

Location Statistics
Location

Date
Joined
GRRL

Date
Opened

Collection
Size

2015
Circulation

Total Floor
Space (Sq Ft.)

2015
Open
Hours

Public
Internet
Stations

Public
Catalog
Stations

Paynesville

1992

1908

11,099

48,479

2,896

31

3

2

Express Check Feasibility
Desk
Configuration

Wiring

Inadequate,
standing only.

Would need to
install
additional
conduits and
wiring.

Facility Highlights
Holds
Self
Staff Work Area
Pick Up
Insufficient to meet
needs, mostly public.
Very small back room.
Yes
Three staff computer
workstations.

Study
Rooms

Separate Meeting/
Programming Space

Is space
leased/rented?

One that is
too small
with poor
ventilation.

No

Owned by city.

The library is located in a remodeled storefront on the main city street. It is a busy library and is no longer meeting demand.
The check out desk is small, making it difficult for two people to be working there at one time. The staff work area is a small
and crowded room that is inadequate for check-in and collection management tasks, requiring staff to perform these tasks at
the front desk. Visibility from the desk is poor; mirrors are used to see the back of the library. There is a central area with
tables for small programming events. There is no lot for library parking, only parallel-street parking, so that it is insufficient
during busiest times and events.
Express Check Feasibility: Installing an Express Check would be difficult in the current Paynesville facility. The circulation desk
area is very small, and the only possible place to add an Express Check without significantly hampering staff effectiveness with
other tasks is on the lower part of the desk facing the children’s collection and Internet stations. The holds are kept on the
other side of the library. While it might be useful to have the Express Check near the children’s area, to do so in Paynesville
would likely create significant traffic flow problems and congestion around the desk area. There might be room for a standalone Express Check cabinet off the desk area, but this could have a negative impact on the small amount of space relegated to
programming and patron seating
Open Hours Adjustments: None recommended at this time.
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PIERZ

Location Statistics
Location

Date
Joined
GRRL

Date
Opened

Collection
Size

2015
Circulation

Total Floor
Space (Sq Ft.)

2015
Open
Hours

Public
Internet
Stations

Public
Catalog
Stations

Pierz

1971

1938

13,057

38,118

3,570

23

6

2

Express Check Feasibility
Desk
Configuration

Wiring

Adequate

Likely
insufficient but
the city is open
to
improvements.

Facility Highlights
Holds
Self
Staff Work Area
Pick Up
No

Public. Two staff
computer workstations.

Study
Rooms

Separate Meeting/
Programming Space

Is space
leased/rented?

None

No

Leased

Pierz moved into a new facility in December 2008. The move to this large space with good lighting and easy access was
welcome. The large circ desk has two staff stations but there is no back workroom for staff. There is a very comfortable reading
room and a small area at the back with large tables for programming. There is a teen reading area and a similar space in the
adult area. It is a leased space.
Due to budgetary reasons, open hours were reduced in 2011 from 25 to 23 weekly open hours. However, activity has
continued to increase significantly in the new location and reinstatement of these hours should be considered.
Express Check Feasibility: Pierz has been increasing in circulation and has limited staffing so an Express Check may be helpful.
However, they currently do not have the shelving space for self pickup of holds. It could be an interesting location to try an
Express Check without the self pickup of holds in place.
Open Hours Adjustments: Activity levels warrant an increase of two open hours if possible within budget. If successful in other
libraries, a Senior Library Aide position or Express Checkout station could allow for staffing adjustments and an expansion in
open hours.
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RICHMOND

Location Statistics
Location

Date
Joined
GRRL

Date
Opened

Collection
Size

2015
Circulation

Total Floor
Space (Sq Ft.)

2015
Open
Hours

Public
Internet
Stations

Public
Catalog
Stations

Richmond

1969

1962

5,746

18,752

1,440

20

3

1

Express Check Feasibility
Desk
Configuration

Wiring

Sufficient,
seated only.

Need to
install.

Facility Highlights
Holds
Self
Staff Work Area
Pick Up
Yes

Public and small. Two
staff computer
workstations.

Study
Rooms

Separate Meeting/
Programming Space

Is space
leased/rented?

None

No

Owned by city.

The building that houses the Richmond Library was built in 1998 mostly through donations and grants. While it is in generally
good repair, it is very small, and the lack of separate or sufficient space for storage and programming poses a sometimessignificant challenge for patrons and staff. There is also insufficient lighting for some of the space. The Friends provided funds
for a very attractive circulation desk area, which is needed since there is no separate staff work area.
Parking is on the street but is generally sufficient, except during programs. Because the library is on the border between
downtown and residential areas, many patrons are able to ride their bikes or walk to the library.
Express Check Feasibility: Wiring may be maxed-out in the conduits, making the addition of an Express Check expensive for
the city. Otherwise, the Richmond library would likely be an excellent location for an Express Check machine. While traffic
patterns are a bit snug near the entrance/circ desk/Internet station area, the amount of single-staffing would make it a good
location for an Express Check machine.
Open Hours Adjustments: None recommended at this time.
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ROCKFORD

Location Statistics
Location

Date
Joined
GRRL

Date
Opened

Collection
Size

2015
Circulation

Total Floor
Space (Sq Ft.)

2015
Open
Hours

Public
Internet
Stations

Public
Catalog
Stations

Rockford

1989

1947

21,442

68,399

3,900

31

4

2

Express Check Feasibility
Desk
Configuration

Wiring

Sufficient, seated
only. Numerous
built-ins limit
flexibility.

Yes

Facility Highlights
Holds
Self
Staff Work Area
Pick Up
Mostly public. Private
area lacks computer.
Yes
Three staff computer
workstations.

Study
Rooms

Separate Meeting/
Programming Space

Is space
leased/rented?

None

No

Owned by city.

The Rockford Library is a former fire station, remodeled in 2000. There is inadequate space for the current collection, resulting
in the need for staff to aggressively weed the physical collection in order to maintain its attractiveness. There is sufficient room
for public access computers and seating for patrons, although there is little room for future growth and, with no separate
programming space, the seating areas are typically taken over for story times and other programs. The space does provide
good work areas for staff, including a separate work/break room that could become more useful if wiring were added so that a
circ terminal could be placed there for check-in and collection management tasks.
The Friends have approached the city to provide better cover for the entrance to protect patrons and staff from the elements.
As of 2015, there are no concrete plans to move forward on this project. In 2014 and 2015, staff alerted GRRL and the city to
issues with mold in the building that were causing health concerns for both staff and patrons. The city moved quickly to
address these issues; however, this issue should be carefully monitored in the future.
As a result of significant spring rainfall in 2011 and 2014, concerns were raised about possible flooding of the library because it
is built on a flat area near the Crow River. However, in spite of the river cresting at the ‘major flood’ level in 2014, it did not top
the levee. The City of Rockford reinforced and improved the levee in 2009 and is vigilant in its maintenance, however this will
likely remain an area of concern for the library in its current location.
Express Check Feasibility: The built-ins on the circulation desk limit its flexibility, so any Express Check at the Rockford library
would likely need to be off-desk. Otherwise, the Rockford library would likely be an excellent location for an Express Check
machine. While traffic patterns are a bit snug near the entrance/circ desk/Internet station area, there could feasibly be space
for a stand-alone station near the holds if the city was able to run the wiring.
Open Hours Adjustments: None recommended at this time.
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ROYALTON

Location Statistics
Location

Date
Joined
GRRL

Date
Opened

Collection
Size

2015
Circulation

Total Floor
Space (Sq Ft.)

2015
Open
Hours

Public
Internet
Stations

Public
Catalog
Stations

Royalton

1969

1908

8,631

19,939

2,000

20

3

1

Express Check Feasibility
Holds
Desk
Wiring
Self
Staff Work Area
Configuration
Pick Up
Adequate

Yes

Yes

Public. Two staff
computer workstations.

Facility Highlights
Study
Rooms

Separate Meeting/
Programming Space

Is space
leased/rented?

None

No

Owned by city.

This library was moved in 2007. It shares space with the city offices, the museum and the police department. The library has its
own space within this facility. It is well lit and roomy enough for current demand. The circulation desk location allows limited
sight lines to certain parts of the library. There is no back staff workroom and virtually no storage space. Two staff computers
are at the circulation desk. The manager has planted the idea with the city to reposition the desk to meet safety and
accessibility issues. A small reading area doubles as a small programming area. The library has easy access to the city council
chambers for events.
Express Check Feasibility: Royalton would be an excellent location to add an Express Check. They are only open 20 hours, and
have limited staffing. An Express Check would allow them to plan programming when it is needed, rather than when they have
double staffing. They are well prepared with desk space and self pickup of holds.
Open Hours Adjustments: None recommended at this time.
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ST. CLOUD

Location Statistics
Location

Date
Joined
GRRL

Date
Opened

Collection
Size

2015
Circulation

Total Floor
Space (Sq Ft.)

2015
Open
Hours

St. Cloud

1969

1902

345,204

840,787

118,000

59

Express Check Feasibility
Desk Configuration
Furnishings near the
desk are sufficient.
Two express
stations are
currently in use.

Wiring

Sufficient

Public
Internet
Stations
61
2 print
release
stations

Public
Catalog
Stations
14

Facility Highlights
Holds
Self
Pick
Up

Staff Work Area

Yes

Private. Three staff
computer workstations.

Study
Rooms

Separate Meeting/
Programming Space

Is space
leased/rented?

16

Three meeting rooms.
One programming
space.

Owned by city.

The St. Cloud Public Library, built in 2008, has become a cornerstone of the St. Cloud community. The facility affords plentiful
parking as well as spaces for community meetings and library programs.
The library is meeting current demand, but may need to be re-evaluated in the future. Most notably the building should be
rewired so the generator can power the building in the event of a major outage to sustain continuity of operations for the
entire regional system. The audio-visual equipment in the community meeting rooms as well as the programming room is
slated for replacement in 2016. Other small improvements are also needed. Custodial staffing levels could be increased to
keep pace with the size and use of the building.
Express Check Feasibility: Express Check is already in place.
Open Hours Adjustments: There has been consistent community desire for additional Sunday hours.
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ST. MICHAEL

Location Statistics
Location

Date
Joined
GRRL

Date
Opened

Collection
Size

2015
Circulation

Total Floor
Space (Sq Ft.)

2015
Open
Hours

Public
Internet
Stations

Public
Catalog
Stations

St. Michael

1989

1989

39,010

170,915

9,375

43

6

3

Express Check Feasibility
Holds
Desk
Wiring
Self
Staff Work Area
Configuration
Pick Up
Ample room

Room for
growth

Yes

Private. Five staff
computer workstations.

Facility Highlights
Study
Rooms

Separate Meeting/
Programming Space

Is space
leased/rented?

2

One large room, use
controlled by city.

Owned by city.

The large, light-filled joint-use facility was completed in late 2010, housing City Hall and council chambers, the Crow River
Senior center and the library. The library space was a joint project, funded by the cities of St. Michael, Albertville and Hanover,
donations to the volunteer-driven Building It Together committee, and a Minnesota Public Library Accessibility and
Construction grant.
Additional open hours were given to St. Michael in 2013 in response to a significant increase in circulation following the move.
The community is growing quickly, and the library/city facility is located in a new development area that is expected to house
restaurants, businesses and medical facilities in the coming years. We expect that borrower numbers and circulation will
continue to rise. While the current footprint provides for beautiful and ample space for the existing collection, we do have
concerns that there is not enough space for growth to keep pace with what we expect from this library. There is, however,
significant room for growth of public access computers, and the staff work areas are large, spacious and well planned. A driveup book drop on the north side of the building is unprotected, and although it adds convenience for patrons it can be
problematic for staff.
The proximity of the library to the Senior Center has enabled dynamic collaboration with shared programs. While the
programming spaces are shared with other entities within the facility, the flexibility provided by the different sizes and types of
programming spaces is a huge asset.
Express Check Feasibility: St. Michael currently has one Express Check, but it is easily missed due to its placement. Signage
near the holds, as well as the Express Check could be added to promote usage.
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Open Hours Adjustments: Due to demands for library wireless and Internet services, consideration should be given to creating
a consistent opening schedule at this library. The library’s location in a joint-use facility creates difficulties when the library is
not open when patrons arrive. The city has requested we revise the open hours schedule to better address this demand.
Specifically, the lack of Thursday morning hours has been noticed. They are able to open earlier without changing weekly
allocated staff hours.
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SAUK CENTRE

Location Statistics
Location

Date
Joined
GRRL

Date
Opened

Collection
Size

2015
Circulation

Total Floor
Space (Sq Ft.)

2015
Open
Hours

Public
Internet
Stations

Public
Catalog
Stations

Sauk Centre

1990

1904

22,645

92,071

5,032

32

3

2

Express Check Feasibility

Facility Highlights

Desk
Configuration

Wiring

Holds
Self
Staff Work Area
Pick Up

Slightly
inadequate.

Difficult

No

Mostly public. Three
staff computer
workstations.

Study
Rooms

Separate Meeting/
Programming Space

Is space
leased/rented?

2

One programming
space.

Owned by city.

The library is in a remodeled Carnegie Library on the second floor. This level, accessible by stairs or an elevator, seems
adequate for the current demand. The space behind the circ desk holds two staff work stations. It feels cramped, especially
when the aide is doing check-in and the shelving of holds. The staff work area, behind a short wall, is small and does not
accommodate two employees. The manager is often using this space, so check-in is done at the circ desk. Wireless reception is
poor because of the make-up and thickness of the walls. The library was re-carpeted in 2012. It needs painting.
The lower floor houses a local history museum. A shared programming space, while large, is unattractive. Water damage has
been detected in the programming space. The city conducted an inspection and will be following the outlined
recommendations to eliminate future water intrusion. The bookdrop is loud and the city is researching options for an outside,
freestanding bookdrop.
Express Check Feasibility: Sauk Centre is not a good Express Checkout location for the immediate future. Quite a bit of
preparation would need to take place. Self pickup of holds would need to be established and PAC’s would need to be moved to
create room for an Express Check. Moving computers would be difficult because the wiring is poor due to the age and
construction of the building.
Open Hours Adjustments: None recommended at this time.
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STAPLES

Location Statistics
Location

Date
Joined
GRRL

Date
Opened

Collection
Size

2015
Circulation

Total Floor
Space (Sq Ft.)

2015
Open
Hours

Public
Internet
Stations

Public
Catalog
Stations

Staples

1997

1909

22,180

79,867

4,733

35

8

2

Express Check Feasibility
Desk
Configuration
Sufficient. An
express station
was placed in
Staples in January
2015.

Wiring

Sufficient

Facility Highlights
Holds
Self
Staff Work Area
Pick Up
Yes

Yes, sufficient, but no
private LSC office.
Three staff computer
workstations.

Study
Rooms

Separate Meeting/
Programming Space

Is space
leased/rented?

None

Yes, but shared with
city/city council.

Owned by city.

This is a new and beautiful facility; the library moved in 2010. It shares a building with the city offices. It is light and
accommodates needs currently. This is a busy library and they may soon grow out of their space. The circ desk is large with
ample space for two employees and a book drop. There is a workroom that, while once appearing large, is now filled with
activity. The Friends of the Library have filled the library space with artwork and fanciful children’s furniture and fixtures.
Programming and meetings take place in the adjacent city council chambers.
Express Check Feasibility: A station was installed in January of 2015 and is currently used more than any other station in GRRL
with usage at over 50 percent each month.
Open Hours Adjustments: None recommended at this time.
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SWANVILLE

Location Statistics
Location

Date
Joined
GRRL

Date
Opened

Collection
Size

2015
Circulation

Total Floor
Space (Sq Ft.)

2015
Open
Hours

Public
Internet
Stations

Public
Catalog
Stations

Swanville

1969

1957

5,966

6,970

879

20

2

1

Express Check Feasibility
Desk
Configuration

Wiring

Not enough space
on the current
Sufficient
desk to support an
express station.

Facility Highlights
Holds
Self
Staff Work Area
Pick Up
No

None. Two staff
computer
workstations.

Study
Rooms

Separate Meeting/
Programming Space

Is space
leased/rented?

None

Space is available in the
basement, but it is
uninviting.

Owned by city.

Swanville expanded in 2012. It added about 400 square feet and received new shelving to accommodate additional materials.
It is still small but it does serve the current level of demand from the community. There is a small reading area, but no
programming space. The library has access to a basement and to the Senior Center to meet this need, although neither
location is very conducive to library programming.
Express Check Feasibility: Low. Current space is not sufficient.
Open Hours Adjustments: This location is at the minimum-level of open hours to support Regional Library
Telecommunications Aid funding, 20 hours weekly. Circulation in this library has declined by more than 50 percent over the
past five years. If this trend continues, options for reducing services at this location should be considered.
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UPSALA

Location Statistics
Location

Date
Joined
GRRL

Date
Opened

Collection
Size

2015
Circulation

Total Floor
Space (Sq Ft.)

2015
Open
Hours

Public
Internet
Stations

Public
Catalog
Stations

Upsala

1988

1987

7,917

36,963

1,726

20

2

1

Express Check Feasibility
Holds
Desk
Wiring
Self Pick
Configuration
Up
Adequate

Sufficient

No

Facility Highlights
Staff Work Area

Study
Rooms

Separate Meeting/
Programming Space

Is space
leased/rented?

Public. Three staff
computer workstations.

None

No

Leased

The Upsala library moved in 2010 adding about 626 sq. ft. of space. The additional space has increased their materials
collection, meeting the needs of the community. A small work area is used by staff and volunteers. The library uses a variety of
facilities around the community for programming. The library is a leased space.
Express Check Feasibility: Upsala may be a good location for Express Check. The desk could be tight with the addition of an
Express Check, and there is not currently a good location to set up self pickup of holds. But in the future, with some changes,
Upsala could benefit from an Express Check due to their being open 20 hours with limited staffing.
Open Hours Adjustments: Circulation per open hour statistics indicate an increase in open hours would be warranted in
Upsala. If successful, the Senior Library Aide pilot could provide an expansion in open hours.
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WAITE PARK

Location Statistics
Location

Date
Joined
GRRL

Date
Opened

Collection
Size

2015
Circulation

Total Floor
Space (Sq Ft.)

2015
Open
Hours

Public
Internet
Stations

Public
Catalog
Stations

Waite Park

1969

1963

16,642

124,248

3,472

30

5

2

Express Check Feasibility
Desk
Configuration

Wiring

Express station
installed in
September 2013.

Sufficient

Facility Highlights
Holds
Self
Staff Work Area
Pick Up
Crowded, with no
private area for the LSC.
Yes
Four staff computer
workstations.

Study
Rooms

Separate Meeting/
Programming Space

Is space
leased/rented?

None

None

Owned by city.

The Waite Park library was remodeled and expanded in 2003. It has plentiful parking. The space is used to its fullest potential
yet struggles to meet the demands of a growing community. The use of the Waite Park branch did not decline despite the
opening of the new St. Cloud Public Library, and expansion or relocation is needed to keep up with circulation and use.
Additional wiring would be needed to support any additional technology. Building improvements and expansion are needed to
keep pace with patron demand. Additional room is needed for the collection and dedicated spaces for programming, meeting,
and studying are needed. Staff need a private staff work/break area.
This lack of space is very apparent when staff empty the bookdrop. The number of items in the bookdrop is too high to be
checked in by staff due to the cramped work area. As such, Waite Park sends 3-5 bags of items directly to St. Cloud for check in
each day.
A Reading Garden behind the library is scheduled for completion in 2016. This area will be available for outdoor library
programming as well as general patron use.
Express Check Feasibility: Waite Park has had a station for a long time but usage remains low. The station has recently been
relocated, which has helped, and staff continue working on ways to increase usage.
Open Hours Adjustments: More open hours are needed, but the current facility would not support increased activity.
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ALTERNATIVE SERVICE MODEL RECOMMENDATIONS
LOCAL MATERIAL DELIVERY/RETURN
RECOMMENDATION
Offer this extension of library service to communities with local funds to support the additional costs of
operation, including delivery and network connection. Develop a service agreement that outlines the
responsibilities for GRRL and the community and criteria for adding or discontinuing the service.
DESCRIPTION
Other library systems have used this model to
extend services to communities without
libraries. A locker system is a secure depository
for materials requested by library patrons. Hugo
public library installed a locker system serving
205 borrowers in 2011. The Hugo Library
Express operated with 2 day/week delivery using
a 40-locker unit. The service includes lockers and
a book return that are accessible 24 hours/7
days a week. Patrons are notified when their
items are available. A library computer kiosk for
ordering materials is located inside the city hall
and is available during regular business hours.
Book returns ranged between 125 and 900 items per month. Usage between the lockers and book return
seemed to correlate. The Hugo population is approximately 13,000. It is 10-15 minutes away from the
nearest libraries in Forest Lake and Mahtomedi.
Current hold and request levels at existing GRRL locations greatly exceed the capacity provided by a
locker system, even in the smallest libraries. A locker system and book return capacity would be limited
by the frequency of the delivery. This alternative service option would need to be evaluated regularly to
ensure demand would not outstrip the number of lockers for holds or book return space available.
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LOCKER SYSTEM INFORMATION

Capacity

40 to 160 compartments per controller*
(maximum of 8 units)

Pricing (estimated)

10 compartment unit with controller $14,500
40 compartment unit with controller $45,000
Could include more compartments if smaller sizes
are selected. Includes complete turnkey
installation.

Book return

$3,500-5,000

*Controller – The system which connects the library and the locker system allowing the library to set and reset codes for access.

Patron Benefit
•

More convenient access to library materials for residents without a library in their community.

Additional costs for this service model
●

●
●

Delivery time: Time will depend on location, whether it is close to a current delivery route, and
number of delivery days. Each stop will need to include time for loading and unloading lockers
and emptying book return. Washington County averages 15 minutes per stop.
Controller connection
Time to process incoming/outgoing delivery and returns – dependent on usage and number of
delivery days.

Other considerations
●
●
●
●
●

A notification system will need to be developed
Expired holds period for items at this location
Number of delivery days
Checkout period
Whether to offer other services – PAC or Internet station, wireless
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OTHER PHOTOS
VICTORIA

ANOKA
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GRANVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA

LIVERMORE, CALIFORNIA
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COMMUNITY MINI-LIBRARY
RECOMMENDATION
Offer this extension of library service to communities or organizations with local funds to support the
additional costs of operation, including delivery of materials. Develop a service agreement that outlines
the responsibilities for GRRL and the community or organization and criteria for adding or discontinuing
the service.
DESCRIPTION
GRRL staff transport a small collection of library materials to a municipality on a monthly basis. GRRL staff
loan these materials to the public over an agreed upon period of time. No GRRL library materials or
equipment are stored on site. This service is similar to East Central Regional Library Outreach Services
and Lake Agassiz Regional Library LINK sites.
Continuation of the service will be evaluated annually to gauge usage. If usage levels are not above 20
items per service hour, this service will be discontinued.
Patron Benefit
•

More convenient access to library materials for residents without a library in their community.

Criteria for establishing
●
●

●
●
●

Population - GRRL will consider establishing mini libraries in communities serving 700 or more.
This population will be determined by the latest census or state demographer's estimates.
Building Space - The municipality must provide an adequate building for the provision of this
service. It must be air conditioned in summer and heated in winter. It must be large enough to
provide adequate space for browsing library materials, staffing and checkout. Cities must provide
a telecommunications data line to connect with the GRRL catalog. The building must be
convenient to load and unload library materials. The building must meet all applicable ADA
criteria for accessibility. The community must provide suitable furniture or tables for display of
materials.
Location - The location must be in a centrally located public area in the community.
Drive Time - Consideration would be given to establishing such services if there were no GRRL
libraries or other outreach services within 15 minutes drive time from the community.
The city must provide Internet connectivity to allow for on-line circulation functions on site.

Criteria for discontinuing services
●
●

Circulation - GRRL will periodically evaluate usage in the community. Significant decreases in
usage over time may result in the discontinuation of services.
Staffing or budget limitations - GRRL reserves the right to discontinue such services if funding for
staff, library materials, technology or delivery services is no longer available to provide for them.
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●

A community mini library would be discontinued if a library were to be opened in that
community or within 15 minutes drive time of the community.

Additional costs for this service model
●

Staff time and travel: Expenses will depend on proximity to other libraries. Each stop will need to
include time for loading and unloading library materials. Estimated staffing needs per stop: 4
hours per month Library Assistant, 4 hours per month of Library Aide, and drive time (depending
on route).

Other considerations
•
•
•

Would patrons be allowed to request materials? If so, loan periods may need to be adjusted and
additional time allocated for processing materials.
What type of collection is desired by the community? Additional contributions by the community
may be required if popular materials are desired as part of the available collection.
Large demands for this service may require additional investment in library vehicles and potential
storage.
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DEPOSIT COLLECTION
RECOMMENDATION
Offer this extension of library service to communities or organizations with local funds to support the
additional costs of operation, including delivery of materials and security of the collection. Develop a
service agreement that outlines the responsibilities for GRRL and the institution and criteria for adding or
discontinuing the service.
DESCRIPTION
GRRL staff transport a small collection of library materials to an institution on a monthly basis. The
institution agrees to handle the loan of the materials on-site. The institution also accepts responsibility
for the loss or damage of the materials. This service is currently extended to a few existing institutions
based on previous arrangements. Senior living facilities are an example of an institution this model could
serve.
Patron Benefit
•

Access to library materials for residents without reliable transportation or means to travel to the
library, such as those living in senior living facilities.

Criteria for establishment
●
●
●

Preference will be given to establishing these collections in communities not currently served by
libraries or other outreach services.
Preference will be given to the establishment of these collections in facilities in which mobility or
disability of the residents is a barrier to accessing library services.
A committed staff person on-site to manage and monitor the collection and coordinate with
library staff.

Criteria for discontinuing services
●
●
●

Circulation - GRRL will evaluate usage periodically. Significant declines in usage over time may
result in service being discontinued
Staffing limitations or budget limitations - GRRL reserves the right to discontinue such services if
funding for staff, library materials, and delivery services is no longer available.
Loss of library materials - If library materials are not returned on a timely basis and/or become
lost, the library reserves the right to be compensated for the lost materials. If payment cannot be
made for these items, this service may be discontinued until payment has been made. Service
will be resumed upon receipt of complete payment.
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Additional costs for this service model
•

Staff time and travel: Expenses will depend on proximity to other libraries. Each stop will need to
include time for loading and unloading library materials. Estimated staffing required: 1 hour per
week Library Assistant; 1 hour per week Library Aide.

Other considerations
●
●

Would patrons be allowed to request materials? If so, loan periods may need to be adjusted and
additional time allocated for processing materials.
If onsite programming is desired, this enhanced service would require 2 hours Patron Services
Librarian time per program.
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LOCAL BOOK RETURN
RECOMMENDATION
Offer this extension of library service to communities with local funds and resources to support the
additional costs of operation, including delivery of materials. Develop a service agreement that outlines
the responsibilities for GRRL and the community and criteria for adding or discontinuing the service.
DESCRIPTION
Provide a local book return in cities without library facilities. Location would need to be visible and near
other public facilities that are regularly monitored by local city staff to ensure security of library
materials. Returns would be picked up by GRRL Distribution staff on a regular basis. Returns must be
placed for easy access for emptying materials and in an area protected from weather elements.
Continuation of the service will be evaluated annually to gauge usage. If usage levels are not above 100
items per pick up, this service will be discontinued.
BOOK RETURN INFORMATION
Book return

Estimated $3,500-5,000

Capacity

Approximately 200-500 books/media cases

Patron Benefit
•

More convenient return of library materials for residents without a library in their community.

Additional costs for this service model
•

Staff time and travel: Time will depend on location and whether it is close to a current delivery
route and number of delivery days. Each stop will need to include time for emptying book return.

Other considerations
●

Frequency of stops may impact loan periods and availability of materials for other patrons.
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E-BOOK DOWNLOAD STATION
RECOMMENDATION
Offer this extension of library service to communities with local funds and resources to support the
additional costs of operation. Develop a service agreement that outlines the responsibilities for GRRL and
the community and criteria for adding or discontinuing the service.
DESCRIPTION
Provide an OverDrive download station to allow easy access to the GRRL Digital Library collection.
Location would need to be visible and near other public facilities that are regularly monitored by local
city staff to ensure security of library materials.
DOWNLOAD STATION INFORMATION
Kiosk terminal

Estimated $9,000-$15,000

Connection

City would need to provide ethernet cable,
Internet connection and electrical wiring for the
station.

Software maintenance

Annual maintenance for the software is
estimated at $550.

Patron Benefit
•

More convenient access to electronic library materials for residents.

Additional costs for this service model
•

Due to demand on the regional Digital Library collection, local funding would need to be provided
annually to purchase additional content.

Other considerations
•

If GRRL expands to other ebook providers, they will not be supported on the Overdrive platform.
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POPULAR MATERIALS/TECHNOLOGY-FOCUSED LIBRARY
RECOMMENDATION
Test this model of library service in communities with existing libraries with a high rate of requested
materials and high levels of wireless and/or public Internet usage.
If tests prove successful, offer the extension of this library service to new communities with local funds
and resources to support the additional costs of operation, including the purchase of a new materialsonly collection. Develop a service agreement that outlines the responsibilities for GRRL and the
community and criteria for adding or discontinuing the service.
DESCRIPTION
Library would feature only a new materials collection – items that are less than 6 months old. These
materials would not be available for request to other libraries in the system until they have aged out of
the collection. At least one copy of each item in this collection would be available for request at other
libraries in the region. All items returned from other libraries would be transported and distributed back
to the original location.
Space and staffing would focus more on information and technology services, such as 1:1 computer
assistance, digital inclusion efforts, Digital Library assistance, and reader’s advisory. This model has been
successfully used in the Victoria Public Library in Carver County.
Patron Benefit
●
●

Better browsing experience and improved access for patrons served by the individual library.
Improved public access technology services, including basic computer assistance.

Additional costs for this service model
●

●
●
•

Additional wiring would be required in order to offer more technologically focused library
service. Additional equipment, such as scanners, computers, monitors or other devices would
need to be purchased.
Additional delivery time to process returns from other libraries and redistribute these materials.
Depending on technology services desired, additional training for staff or investment in support
may be required.
Cataloging for the items in this collection may require additional time due to their non-floating
status.

Other considerations
●

Patrons from other areas of the region who are accustomed to requesting materials from any
library in the system may be frustrated that the collection is unavailable for requests.
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OTHER PHOTOS
VICTORIA
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EXTENDED OPEN HOURS

Library

Big Lake

Current
weekly
open
hours

26

Clearwater 20

Delano

40

Recommended
change

Increase 6

Increase 3

Increase 3

Recommended
Reason for
weekly
recommendation
open hours

32

Average
circulation/ open
hour, 10-year
increase in
borrower numbers

23

Average
circulation/open
hour, 10-year
increase in
borrower numbers

43

Average
circulation/open
hour, 10-year
increase in
borrower numbers

Pierz

23

Increase 2

25

10-year increase in
circulation per
hour, 10-year
increase in
borrower numbers

Upsala

20

Increase 3

23

Average
circulation/open
hour

Funding Source
Est. 3 hours
through increased
Express Checkout
utilization.
Remainder would
require additional
staffing
allocations.
If successful, the
installation of a
new Express
Checkout in 2016
has potential to
increase staffing
availability for
additional open
hours.
Through
increased Express
Checkout
utilization some
additional open
time may be
possible.
Remainder would
require additional
staffing
allocations.
If successful in
other libraries, a
Senior Library
Aide position or
Express Checkout
station could
provide an
expansion in open
hours.
If successful, the
Senior Library
Aide pilot could
provide an
expansion in open
hours.
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Additional Notes
Increasing open hours at locations above base levels or adding options like Sunday hours could be
considered if locally funded. GRRL would need to create a new process and the city would need to agree
to provide ongoing funding for at least a five-year period. Expanded open hour services using this option
would be dependent on continuation of local funding.
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EXPRESS CHECKOUT EXPANSION
Express Checkouts have been used at GRRL and other library systems across the country to enhance
patron service. The goal for expansion of Express Checkout at GRRL is to increase patron access to public
service staff for enhanced customer service experiences and outreach to the community.
Libraries with Express Checkout stations include: Becker, Buffalo, Delano, Elk River, Monticello, St. Cloud,
St. Michael, Staples and Waite Park. In 2016, stations are being installed in Clearwater and Big Lake.
CRITERIA FOR FUTURE STATIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Building readiness
Self pick up of holds
Circulation over 100,000
Low staffing levels - enhance desk coverage
Staffing levels with potential for open hours increase
Percent of circulation attributed to hold activity

POTENTIAL NEXT LOCATIONS FOR EXPRESS CHECKOUT PLACEMENT
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Albany
Annandale
Cokato
Foley
Melrose
Rockford
Royalton

Analysis of Express Checkout feasibility for each location is included in the Facility Assessments.
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ALTERNATIVE SERVICES CONSIDERED BUT NOT RECOMMENDED
BOOKMOBILE
RECOMMENDATION
The long-term direct and indirect costs of offering this service would require substantial investment. The
service would have limited availability due to scheduling. Reinstatement of bookmobile service at GRRL is
not recommended.
BOOKMOBILE INFORMATION
Approximately 2,000 items, determined by length
and height of vehicle
$200,000-250,000

Capacity
Pricing (estimated)
Additional costs for this service model
●
●
●

Staff time: A best practice of other library systems with bookmobile service is at least two
employees scheduled for each open hour for security reasons.
Insurance and maintenance for the vehicle.
Mobile internet access to ILS

Other considerations
●
●
●
●
●

Length and height of vehicle limits collection size, and also is a factor in the type of driver’s
license required to operate the vehicle.
Safety standards for operating these types of vehicles are becoming more stringent.
Storage of the vehicle would need to be determined.
Vehicle would need to be replaced approximately every five years. Number of stops and amount
of usage would impact the replacement cycle.
Mobile Internet access may be poor in some parts of the region
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LIBRARY WITH LIMITED OPEN HOURS (LESS THAN 20)
RECOMMENDATION
Regional Library Telecommunications Aid supports network connectivity in all GRRL locations. This
funding requires operating libraries at least 20 hours weekly. The reduction in staffing costs, as a result of
reducing open hours in a library to less than 20 hours per week, does not offset the loss of this funding.
Reducing open hours in existing libraries below 20 hours weekly is not recommended.
Other considerations
●

Telecommunications costs for a library open less than 20 hours weekly could be reduced if a
lower quality DSL Internet connection would be acceptable. A past pilot project demonstrated
that cable and DSL internet connections are not sufficient to effectively run Horizon, the library’s
Integrated Library System which sustains basic operations.

AUTOMATED LIBRARY KIOSK
RECOMMENDATION
Estimated costs for a stand-alone library kiosk are $115,000-$200,000. With maximum holding capacity
of 800 items, the number of patrons this service would serve would be substantially fewer than even the
smallest branch. The long-term direct and indirect costs of offering this service would require substantial
investment. The addition of automated library kiosks is not recommended at this time.
Additional costs for this service model
●

●
●
●

Delivery time: Time will depend on location, whether it is close to a current delivery route, and
number of delivery days. Each stop would need to include time for loading and unloading the
kiosk and emptying the book return.
Network connection would need to be maintained.
Time to process incoming, outgoing delivery and returns – dependent on usage and number of
delivery days.
Maintenance for the system would cost an estimated $3,000-$4,000/year.

Other considerations
●
●

Location would need to visible and near other public facilities that are regularly monitored by
local city staff to ensure security of library materials.
Book return would need to be provided. This would require additional staff time for pick up and
delivery.
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MAIL-A-BOOK
RECOMMENDATION
Based on existing levels for requested materials, demands for this service would likely outstrip any
funding available. Meeting the needs of homebound patrons would be more sustainable through other
alternative services or partnerships with outside agencies. The reinstatement of Mail-a-Book service is
not recommended at this time. Should the need to expand outreach services continue to grow and
dedicated funding become available to add the service, this recommendation should be reconsidered in
the future.
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POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
REVISED BRANCH LIBRARY AGREEMENT
RECOMMENDATION
In order to ensure consistent levels of library service throughout the region, a revised branch agreement
is proposed. Several GRRL libraries have branch agreements that are out of date. The standard branch
agreement language currently in place has resulted in areas of confusion regarding city and GRRL
responsibilities. It is recommended the GRRL Board of Trustees pass the revision below and renegotiate
agreements with all cities for continued provision of library service.

Library Branch Agreement
THIS AGREEMENT, made and entered into this ________day of ______________, _______, by and
between the City of ________________, a municipal corporation, hereinafter collectively referred to as
“CITY,” and Great River Regional Library, a public regional library system established under Minnesota
Statutes, hereinafter referred to as “GRRL.”
WHEREAS, the _______________ City Council, by written action, has established a branch library of the
Great River Regional Library System in the City of _______________.
NOW, THEREFORE, the parties hereto wish to commit in writing the terms and conditions under which
the CITY, will be affiliated with GRRL, and in consideration of the premises, the parties do hereby agree
as follows.
1.

SERVICES. Throughout the term of this agreement GRRL agrees to provide basic system services
as defined in Minnesota Statute 134.001, Subdivision 5. These services shall include, but shall
not be limited to, communication among parties, resource sharing, delivery of materials,
reciprocal borrowing, and cooperative reference service. In addition, the following specific
services shall be provided:
A. Determination and development of services to be provided with input from citizens of the
communities.
B. Development and carrying out of all library policies. GRRL maintains uniform policies for all
library services and to minimize confusion no individual policies for the _____________ location
will be maintained.
C. GRRL administrative staff determines hours of service with input from local residents.
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D. The GRRL staff is responsible for selection of library materials for all GRRL libraries. All materials
purchased for any library are to be ordered through GRRL regardless of the source of funds.
Local citizens are encouraged to make suggestions for collection development and GRRL staff
will evaluate those recommendations utilizing the library's Collection Development Policy. Gift
materials, monetary donations, and equipment will be accepted under the provisions of GRRL
policies.
D.
Collection development – the GRRL staff is responsible for selection of library
materials for all GRRL branches. All books, magazines, cassettes, films, videos or other
materials purchased for any branch are to be ordered through headquarters regardless of the
source of funds.
These materials may be purchased locally in some instances. Local
citizens are encouraged to make suggestions for collection
development and
headquarters staff will try to follow their advice.
D.E.Personnel administration: GRRL is responsible for the selection, training and employment of all
branch personnel. The GRRL Board is responsible for maintaining a region-wide pay schedule
and personnel policy for all GRRL personnel. All decisions relating to promotion,
demotion, hiring or termination are the responsibility of GRRL.the regional
library.
E.F. GRRL will insure all building contents, including materials, which are owned by GRRL.
G. Miscellaneous services – telephone service, delivery service, purchase of essential operating
supplies and all other responsibilities not directly
associated with the provision and
maintenance of physical facilities. Services beyond established GRRL base-level services will be
the responsibility of the City.
H. H.
Automation equipment, software and licenses required to perform
assigned GRRL
functions. GRRL maintains a centralized integrated library automation system and is a MnLINK
participant. Computers are to be used for library purposes only. No hardware or software can
be added to any GRRL computer without the authorization of library administration.
I. All library Internet access will be provided through GRRL, to assure compliance with the state
and federal regulations and funding requirements. GRRL will provide an Internet connection to
operate the GRRL- sponsored integrated library system as well as public computing stations and
public wireless services.

2.

EQUIPMENT AND FURNISHINGS. In connection with the location of a branch library in the City
of ______________, the City of _____________ will provide appropriate equipment and
furnishings for the library as determined by GRRL policy. It is the understanding of the parties
hereto that the title to the said equipment and furnishings will remain with the CITY throughout
the term of this agreement. If during the term of the agreement the equipment and furnishings
shall be deemed to be obsolete or shall need replacing, then the original furnishings and
equipment shall be returned to the City of _______________ for sale or other disposition. In
the event that the equipment provided by the City of _______________ becomes inadequate
for the provision of library service, the CITY shall have ninety (90) days to provide acceptable
equipment before this agreement may be terminated.
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3.

LIBRARY FACILITY. Throughout the term of this agreement, the City of _______________ will
provide a facility to serve as the location of the GRRL branch library based on the standards as
outlined in GRRL policy.
All costs associated with operation and upkeep of the building, including, but not limited
to custodial services, utilities, insurance, and building maintenance will be paid for by the CITY
without offset or reimbursement to or from the GRRL funds or appropriations. The CITY, its
employees and agents, will be allowed to access the said building in order to provide janitorial
services and maintain the building. Janitorial and trash removal services will be provided on at
least a weekly basis. The CITY will make necessary arrangement to provide for all necessary
maintenance and repair of the buildings and grounds, including but not limited to raking, lawn
mowing and timely snow removal. The facility needs to meet the following requirements:
• Adequate air conditioning and heating.
• Adequate space to meet its service, operation and storage needs.
• Complies with local or state ADA parking requirements, whichever is greater.
• Complies with federal, state and local restroom requirements.
• Has an exterior book drop in a well lit area. If it empties into the interior of the library,
it must be contained in a fireproof room.
• New buildings or remodels are done in consultation with an architect with library
experience approved by GRRL.
• Size and space requirements are met as established through a GRRL space needs
analysis.
• Pass GRRL safety audit standards and meet library insurance carrier requirements.
• Complies with GRRL policies and includes GRRL branding for building identification
and internal signage.
• Interior space is well maintained to GRRL standards including walls, paint, wiring and
flooring.

4.

ADDITIONAL CITY RESPONSIBILITIES. In connection with the operation of a branch in the City of
________________, the CITY shall be responsible for the following:
A. The host location must meet maintenance of effort requirements throughout the term of
this agreement. Libraries must receive financial support sufficient to qualify for state and
federal aid;

B.

A. Development and interpretation of policies related to meeting room use
applicable);

(if

C.

B.
Support of special programming such as discussion groups, lectures, art
exhibits and children’s programming;

D.

C.
Support for provision of adequate funding for regional library service
programs with local, state, and federal authority;

E.

D.
Development of additional local funding (taxes, gifts, etc.) for
materials and equipment; and

supplementary
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F.

E.
Establishing “Rules of Behavior”, satisfactory to GRRL; this will be
enforced by the City or County Law Enforcement. GRRL will, upon
request,
provide examples of previously approved behavior codes.

G. Libraries must abide by the policies established by the GRRL Board of Trustees.
5.

FIRE AND EXTENDED COVERAGE INSURANCE. CITY as its sole cost and expense, shall keep the
building and all improvements appurtenant thereto, and all fixtures and equipment therein,
insured for the benefit of the CITY against loss or damage by fire and against such other risks as
are or shall be customarily covered with respect to buildings similar in construction, general
location, use, and occupancy, including, but not limited to, windstorm, hail, explosion,
vandalism, riot and civil commotion, damage from vehicles, smoke damage, and such other
damage as may be deemed necessary by the CITY.

6.

PERSONAL PROPERTY INSURANCE. GRRL shall maintain insurance coverage upon all personal
property owned by GRRL including library materials and equipment. The CITY shall maintain
insurance coverage upon all other personal property including that of the CITY or the personal
property of any others kept, stored, displayed (visual arts) or maintained on the _____________
Library premises against loss or damage by fire, windstorm, or other casualties for such amounts
as GRRL or the CITY may desire.

7.

GIFTS AND ENDOWMENTS. After the execution of this agreement, all property, except library
materials and equipment, given, granted, conveyed, donated, devised, or bequeathed to, or
otherwise acquired by the CITY shall vest in, and be held in the name of the City of
_____________. All library materials and equipment so acquired by the CITY will be handled in
accordance with the provisions outlined in the document EXPLANATION OF GRRL GIFT
MATERIAL POLICIES.of GRRL policy. .

8.

EMPLOYEES. GRRL will employ such individuals as it deems appropriate to provide the
necessary library services associated with operating the branch library. The salary, employment
schedule and job description for all employees will be established by GRRL. Any employees will
serve under the terms of the GRRL Personnel Rules and Policies. manual.

9.

TERMINATION OF AGREEMENT. This Agreement shall remain in full force and effect until
terminated by either party at the end of any GRRL fiscal year, by providing written notice of
resignation at least three (3) full calendar months prior to the end of such calendar year. If the
City fails to fulfill its obligations under this Agreement in a proper and timely manner, or
otherwise violates the terms of this Agreement, GRRL has the right to terminate this Agreement.
The GRRL Board of Trustees, at a regular meeting, by a two-thirds (2/3) vote of those present
and voting (assuming a quorum), may terminate the membership of any library in violation of
any requirements of this agreement, provided that notice of such meeting shall specifically state
that such termination shall be one of the items of business to be considered at the meeting.
If the agreement is terminated the City agrees to:
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a. Return all items borrowed from GRRL and from other Minnesota libraries
through statewide resource sharing networks.
b. Return all items borrowed from library customers as part of the regional reciprocal
borrowing services or as part of Minnesota’s Reciprocal Borrowing Compact.
c. Allow GRRL staff and Internet service provider to remove all telecommunications
equipment owned by GRRL but located on site.
d. Return all materials, equipment or other items received from GRRL for which the
ownership has not been transferred.
Cities terminating the agreement cannot re-apply for services until a minimum of three years
has passed from the date of termination. Termination does not relieve the party of any current
obligations, including state library maintenance of effort requirements. Cities that terminate
services can make no future claims against GRRL.

by 60 day written notice. Upon termination of this Agreement by either party, the operation of
the branch library will cease. Each party will be responsible for removing its property from the
facility. GRRL will remove its property from the branch facility within 30 days of the closing of
the branch location.
10.

NOTICES. All communications and notices required to be given or served hereunder shall be in
writing and shall be deemed to have been duly given or served if delivered in person or
deposited in the United States Mail, postage prepaid, for mailing by certified or registered mail,
return receipt requested, and addressed to a party to this agreement at the address hereafter
stated:
Executive Director
Great River Regional Library
405 1300 W St. Germain Street
St. Cloud, MN 56301

City Administrator
City of ___________________

11.

BINDING EFFECT. This agreement shall be binding on and shall inure to the benefit of the
parties hereto and to their assigns and successors in interest.

12.

AMENDMENT, MODIFICATION, AND WAIVER. No amendment, modification, or waiver of any
condition, provision, or term hereof shall be valid or of any effect unless made in writing, signed
by parties hereto and specifying with particularity the extent and nature of such amendment,
modification, or waiver. Any waiver by any party of any default of another party shall not affect
or impair any right arising from any subsequent default.

13.

SEVERABLE PROVISIONS. Each provision, section, sentence, clause, phrase, and work of this
agreement is intended to be severable. If any provision, section, sentence, clause, phrase, or
work hereof is illegal or invalid for any reason whatsoever, such illegality or invalidity shall not
affect the validity of the remainder of the agreement.
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14.

MINNESOTA LAW. This agreement shall be construed and enforced in accordance with the laws
of the State of Minnesota.

15.

ASSIGNMENT. Neither party may assign its interest hereunder without the express written
consent of the other party.

16.

ARBITRATION. At the mutual agreement of the parties, Aany claim or controversy arising out of
or relating to this agreement or the breach thereof may will be settled by arbitration in
accordance with the rules of the American Arbitration Association, and judgment on the award
granted by the arbitrator may be entered in any court having jurisdiction thereof.

This shall not be construed to prevent any party from seeking legal redress to enforce the provisions of
this agreement.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have caused this agreement to be executed the day and year
first above written.

CITY OF _______________________
_______________________________
__________________________
Mayor

Library Director

_______________________________
City Clerk
GREAT RIVER REGIONAL LIBRARY
__________________________
Library Executive Director
_______________________________
President, GRRL Board of Trustees
_______________________________
Secretary, GRRL Board of Trustees
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NEW BRANCH CONSIDERATION PROCESS
RECOMMENDATION
To clarify responsibilities of local cities and GRRL, the following steps are recommended as an addition
to current GRRL processes. These steps clarify the process for new branch .
STEPS REQUIRED FOR NEW BRANCH CONSIDERATION
1. City makes an official request by resolution for addition of a new branch location to the GRRL
Board.
2. Upon GRRL Board approval, GRRL management provides the City and the GRRL Board with a full
analysis of the requirements needed for new branch service, including start-up and ongoing
operational costs.
3. City takes official action by resolution to show it is prepared to meet the requirements outlined
for new branch service and presents its proposal to the GRRL Finance Committee for
consideration and recommendation to the full GRRL Board of Trustees.
4. The GRRL Board considers the proposal. Any new branch service ongoing operational costs are
incorporated into future GRRL budgets.
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NEW BRANCH LIBRARY REQUIREMENTS
RECOMMENDATION
To clarify responsibilities of local cities and GRRL, the following steps are recommended as an addition
to current GRRL 100 Service and Administration, Chapter 3D. Library Development Policy,3. New
Libraries:
Library buildings and their primary area of service must be within the following Minnesota
counties: Benton, Morrison, Sherburne, Stearns, Todd, and Wright.
The city wishing to add a new GRRL library location needs to meet all GRRL specifications for
community size, facility space and distance from other GRRL libraries as outlined in GRRL policy
and the GRRL Branch Agreement or other requirements set by the GRRL Board of Trustees.
Start-up costs for new library facilities are the responsibility of the host city to be provided
through local funds. These costs include but are not limited to:
• Library equipment and furnishings – funding for staff and public computers, network
equipment, copier, telephone, Express Checkout machine. Equipment must meet
minimum GRRL standards as outlined in policy to ensure compatibility with existing
systems.
• Opening Day Collection – Funding for a physical collection of a size adequate to meet
the size of the community. Per policy materials for a new collection would need to be 70
percent of the shelving capacity of the new facility. At least 75 percent of the materials
would be newly purchased with 25 percent being drawn from the existing GRRL
collection.
• Any other items needed to open the library and meet GRRL specifications as determined
by library administration and the GRRL Board.
The following services and related equipment will be provided as part of regional library
operations:
• Provision of basic telephone service and Internet connections
• Equipment maintenance
• Collection maintenance – including future purchases and de-acquisitions (weeding)
• Hiring and training of staff and determination of staffing levels
• Provision of programs and services
Furnishings and shelving purchased by the city must be approved by GRRL. Furnishings and
shelving will remain as property of the city that will bear the responsibility of maintaining the
facility and furnishings as outlined in the branch agreement. All purchased equipment will
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become the property of GRRL and must be approved by GRRL who will bear the responsibility of
maintaining library operations as outlined in the branch agreement.
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MINIMUM LEVEL OF SERVICE
RECOMMENDATION
To clarify responsibilities of local cities and GRRL, it is recommended to establish a minimum level of
library services provided by GRRL. The following minimum level of service is defined as the basic GRRL
library services delivered at every library throughout the region. The total amount of services delivered
will be dependent on facility space, population size of community and surrounding area, proximity to
other libraries, active registered borrowers, and patron demand.
Collection
•
•
•
•
•

Shared and Floating - The collection is shared and floats freely among all GRRL libraries.
Broad audience - Materials are purchased in a variety of formats representing a wide variety of
views and tastes.
Community driven - Patrons may suggest specific titles for purchase. Whenever possible,
Interlibrary Loan will be offered for items GRRL does not purchase.
Delivery - Delivery of requested material is provided on a regular basis.
Collection maintenance - Library materials are systematically evaluated to facilitate the repair or
withdrawal of damaged, unused or obsolete materials from the collection.

Technology
•
•
•
•
•

Wireless - Public wireless Internet is available for web browsing from most devices.
Internet station - Computer workstations with software are provided for public use.
Public Access Catalog - Computer workstations are restricted to library catalog use and accessing
library provided databases or services.
Copying - Copiers are available for patrons to use for a fee per page.
Printing from public computers - Patrons may print from GRRL computer workstations for a fee
per page.

Locally delivered public services
•
•
•

Information services - Reference, reader’s advisory and technology assistance provided inperson or over the phone.
Circulation services - Registration of library cards, check out and check in of library materials.
Automated telephone or email notification for requested materials.
Programming services - Programs for all ages: pre-k, school age, teen, and adult with a minimum
of 25 programs annually. A minimum of one outreach event per library community annually.
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Regionally delivered public services
Web-based
• Online catalog - The library catalog is maintained to reflect library holdings and facilitate
convenient 24/7 access to library materials.
• Digital Library - eBooks and eAudio materials are available through the library’s website.
• Virtual reference – Email reference available during library open hours. Chat reference available
24/7 through statewide AskMN consortium.
• Subscription Databases - Patrons have access to databases on various topics that are subscribed
to by GRRL or Electronic Library of Minnesota (ELM).
In-library
• Book-a-Librarian - Personalized face-to-face sessions with a librarian by scheduled appointment.
• Programming
• Arts & Cultural Heritage Programs (grant dependent)
• Summer Reading Program
• Winter Reading Program
• Marketing and publicizing programs and services
CRITERIA FOR SCALE OF SERVICES DELIVERED
The number of public and staff computer stations will be dependent on facility size and wiring capacity.
Additionally, total Internet usage, borrowers, and open hours will be used to determine the number of
stations assigned to a library. A minimum of one public access catalog, two public Internet station and
two staff computer work stations will be provided in each library.
The amount of programs, marketing and publicity will be dependent on the number of borrowers served
at each library and grouped by Tier.
Tier

Open Hours

Borrowers

Minimum annual
program levels

1

20-23

400-1,300

25

2

24-40

1,300-4,000

30

3

41-49

4,000-20,000

40

4

50 or more

20,000 or more

200
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BRANCH FACILITY NON-COMPLIANCE PROCESS
RECOMMENDATION
To clarify responsibilities of local cities and GRRL, the following steps are recommended if a GRRL facility
is in need of updates or out of compliance with GRRL standards:
1. GRRL management and local staff will notify city officials of facility branch agreement noncompliance issues, such as maintenance needs, wiring requirements, or safety concerns.
2. GRRL management and local staff will work with city officials to develop an action plan to
address identified issues.
3. All notifications and actions will be included in management and building reports to the GRRL
Board of Trustees.
4. If unsatisfactory response from the city, management will share concerns with the GRRL Board
and request approval of next steps for action. These steps will include:
•
•
•

An identified timeline for improvements based on safety, security and/or other issues.
Presentation of the city's response to management concerns (if any).
Proposed level/s of response if GRRL needs/expectations are not met.

If issues remain unresolved for an unsatisfactory amount of time, GRRL Board may vote to suspend
services as outlined in the GRRL Branch Agreement.
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ALTERNATIVE LIBRARY SERVICES
RECOMMENDATION
Great River Regional Library system has focused resources to deliver the highest quality patron
experience in the 32 libraries across six counties. These existing libraries are located within 15 minutes
driving distance to the majority of the residents in the area.
Access to library services is a GRRL Strategic Plan Service Priority. Enhanced library service is desired by
some communities without libraries within the service area. The alternative services identified here are
those that could most feasibly be offered within the constraints of the existing service model.
Expansion of any library service would be dependent on the regional cost to add the service and/or local
funds to support the service long-term. A community would need to demonstrate a desire for this type
of service. Methods to determine resident interest would include a survey of residents and current GRRL
library usage. Additionally, financial and political support from the community would be essential. Any
facilities or service points require approval of library administration and the GRRL Board. The facility or
service point would need to meet GRRL requirements and be maintained as long as the service was
delivered.
If a community wants to add library service using one of the described alternative services, priority
would be given to those with underserved communities as demonstrated by:
●
●
●
●

Local literacy rates
Percentage of registered borrowers
Access to public transportation
Number of homebound residents

Consideration would also be given to overall population size, proximity to existing library services, and
traffic patterns.
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July 19, 2016

Item 10.4.2

100 Service and Administration
Chapter 3 C. Library Branch Agreement
THIS AGREEMENT, made and entered into this ________day of ______________, _______, by and
between the City of ________________, a municipal corporation, hereinafter collectively referred to as
“CITY,” and Great River Regional Library, a public regional library system established under Minnesota
Statutes, hereinafter referred to as “GRRL.”
WHEREAS, the _______________ City Council, by written action, has established a branch library of the
Great River Regional Library System in the City of _______________.
NOW, THEREFORE, the parties hereto wish to commit in writing the terms and conditions under which
the CITY, will be affiliated with GRRL, and in consideration of the premises, the parties do hereby agree
as follows.
1.

SERVICES. Throughout the term of this agreement GRRL agrees to provide basic system services
as defined in Minnesota Statute 134.001, Subdivision 5. These services shall include, but shall
not be limited to, communication among parties, resource sharing, delivery of materials,
reciprocal borrowing, and cooperative reference service. In addition, the following specific
services shall be provided:
A. Determination and development of services to be provided with input from citizens of the
communities.
B. Development and carrying out of all library policies. GRRL maintains uniform policies for all
library services and to minimize confusion no individual policies for the _____________ location
will be maintained.
C. GRRL administrative staff determines hours of service with input from local residents.
D. The GRRL staff is responsible for selection of library materials for all GRRL libraries. All materials
purchased for any library are to be ordered through GRRL regardless of the source of funds.
Local citizens are encouraged to make suggestions for collection development and GRRL staff
will evaluate those recommendations utilizing the library's Collection Development Policy. Gift
materials, monetary donations, and equipment will be accepted under the provisions of GRRL
policies.
D.
Collection development – the GRRL staff is responsible for selection of library
materials for all GRRL branches. All books, magazines, cassettes, films, videos or other
materials purchased for any branch are to be ordered through headquarters regardless of the
source of funds.
These materials may be purchased locally in some instances. Local
citizens are encouraged to make suggestions for collection
development and
headquarters staff will try to follow their advice.

D.E.

Personnel administration: GRRL is responsible for the selection, training and
employment of all branch personnel. The GRRL Board is
responsible for maintaining a
1
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region-wide pay schedule and personnel
policy for all GRRL personnel. All decisions
relating to promotion, demotion, hiring or termination are the responsibility of GRRL.the
regional
library.

E.F. GRRL will insure all building contents, including materials, which are owned by GRRL.
G. Miscellaneous services – telephone service, delivery service, purchase of essential operating
supplies and all other responsibilities not directly
associated with the provision and
maintenance of physical facilities. Services beyond established GRRL base-level services will be
the responsibility of the City.
H. H.
Automation equipment, software and licenses required to perform
assigned GRRL
functions. GRRL maintains a centralized integrated library automation system and is a MnLINK
participant. Computers are to be used for library purposes only. No hardware or software can
be added to any GRRL computer without the authorization of library administration.
I. All library Internet access will be provided through GRRL, to assure compliance with the state
and federal regulations and funding requirements. GRRL will provide an Internet connection to
operate the GRRL- sponsored integrated library system as well as public computing stations and
public wireless services.
2.

EQUIPMENT AND FURNISHINGS. In connection with the location of a branch library in the City
of ______________, the City of _____________ will provide appropriate equipment and
furnishings for the library as determined by GRRL policy. It is the understanding of the parties
hereto that the title to the said equipment and furnishings will remain with the CITY throughout
the term of this agreement. If during the term of the agreement the equipment and furnishings
shall be deemed to be obsolete or shall need replacing, then the original furnishings and
equipment shall be returned to the City of _______________ for sale or other disposition. In
the event that the equipment provided by the City of _______________ becomes inadequate
for the provision of library service, the CITY shall have ninety (90) days to provide acceptable
equipment before this agreement may be terminated.

3.

LIBRARY FACILITY. Throughout the term of this agreement, the City of _______________ will
provide a facility to serve as the location of the GRRL branch library based on the standards as
outlined in GRRL policy.
All costs associated with operation and upkeep of the building, including, but not limited
to custodial services, utilities, insurance, and building maintenance will be paid for by the CITY
without offset or reimbursement to or from the GRRL funds or appropriations. The CITY, its
employees and agents, will be allowed to access the said building in order to provide janitorial
services and maintain the building. Janitorial and trash removal services will be provided on at
least a weekly basis. The CITY will make necessary arrangement to provide for all necessary
maintenance and repair of the buildings and grounds, including but not limited to raking, lawn
mowing and timely snow removal. The facility needs to meet the following requirements:
• Adequate air conditioning and heating.
• Adequate space to meet its service, operation and storage needs.
• Complies with local or state ADA parking requirements, whichever is greater.
• Complies with federal, state and local restroom requirements.
2
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Has an exterior book drop in a well lit area. If it empties into the interior of the library,
it must be contained in a fireproof room.
New buildings or remodels are done in consultation with an architect with library
experience approved by GRRL.
Size and space requirements are met as established through a GRRL space needs
analysis.
Pass GRRL safety audit standards and meet library insurance carrier requirements.
Complies with GRRL policies and includes GRRL branding for building identification
and internal signage.
Interior space is well maintained to GRRL standards including walls, paint, wiring and
flooring.

ADDITIONAL CITY RESPONSIBILITIES. In connection with the operation of a branch in the City of
________________, the CITY shall be responsible for the following:
A. The host location must meet maintenance of effort requirements throughout the term of
this agreement. Libraries must receive financial support sufficient to qualify for state and
federal aid;

B.

A. Development and interpretation of policies related to meeting room use
applicable);

(if

C.

B.
Support of special programming such as discussion groups, lectures, art
exhibits and children’s programming;

D.

C.
Support for provision of adequate funding for regional library service
programs with local, state, and federal authority;

E.

D.
Development of additional local funding (taxes, gifts, etc.) for
materials and equipment; and

supplementary

F.

E.
Establishing “Rules of Behavior”, satisfactory to GRRL; this will be
enforced by the City or County Law Enforcement. GRRL will, upon
request,
provide examples of previously approved behavior codes.

G. Libraries must abide by the policies established by the GRRL Board of Trustees.
5.

FIRE AND EXTENDED COVERAGE INSURANCE. CITY as its sole cost and expense, shall keep the
building and all improvements appurtenant thereto, and all fixtures and equipment therein,
insured for the benefit of the CITY against loss or damage by fire and against such other risks as
are or shall be customarily covered with respect to buildings similar in construction, general
location, use, and occupancy, including, but not limited to, windstorm, hail, explosion,
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vandalism, riot and civil commotion, damage from vehicles, smoke damage, and such other
damage as may be deemed necessary by the CITY.
6.

PERSONAL PROPERTY INSURANCE. GRRL shall maintain insurance coverage upon all personal
property owned by GRRL including library materials and equipment. The CITY shall maintain
insurance coverage upon all other personal property including that of the CITY or the personal
property of any others kept, stored, displayed (visual arts) or maintained on the _____________
Library premises against loss or damage by fire, windstorm, or other casualties for such amounts
as GRRL or the CITY may desire.

7.

GIFTS AND ENDOWMENTS. After the execution of this agreement, all property, except library
materials and equipment, given, granted, conveyed, donated, devised, or bequeathed to, or
otherwise acquired by the CITY shall vest in, and be held in the name of the City of
_____________. All library materials and equipment so acquired by the CITY will be handled in
accordance with the provisions outlined in the document EXPLANATION OF GRRL GIFT
MATERIAL POLICIES.of GRRL policy. .

8.

EMPLOYEES. GRRL will employ such individuals as it deems appropriate to provide the
necessary library services associated with operating the branch library. The salary, employment
schedule and job description for all employees will be established by GRRL. Any employees will
serve under the terms of the GRRL Personnel Rules and Policies. manual.

9.

TERMINATION OF AGREEMENT. This Agreement shall remain in full force and effect until
terminated by either party at the end of any GRRL fiscal year, by providing written notice of
resignation at least three (3) full calendar months prior to the end of such calendar year. If the
City fails to fulfill its obligations under this Agreement in a proper and timely manner, or
otherwise violates the terms of this Agreement, GRRL has the right to terminate this Agreement.
The GRRL Board of Trustees, at a regular meeting, by a two-thirds (2/3) vote of those present
and voting (assuming a quorum), may terminate the membership of any library in violation of
any requirements of this agreement, provided that notice of such meeting shall specifically state
that such termination shall be one of the items of business to be considered at the meeting.
If the agreement is terminated the City agrees to:
a. Return all items borrowed from GRRL and from other Minnesota libraries
through statewide resource sharing networks.
b. Return all items borrowed from library customers as part of the regional reciprocal
borrowing services or as part of Minnesota’s Reciprocal Borrowing Compact.
c. Allow GRRL staff and Internet service provider to remove all telecommunications
equipment owned by GRRL but located on site.
d. Return all materials, equipment or other items received from GRRL for which the
ownership has not been transferred.
Cities terminating the agreement cannot re-apply for services until a minimum of three years
has passed from the date of termination. Termination does not relieve the party of any current
obligations, including state library maintenance of effort requirements. Cities that terminate
services can make no future claims against GRRL.
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by 60 day written notice. Upon termination of this Agreement by either party, the operation of
the branch library will cease. Each party will be responsible for removing its property from the
facility. GRRL will remove its property from the branch facility within 30 days of the closing of
the branch location.
10.

NOTICES. All communications and notices required to be given or served hereunder shall be in
writing and shall be deemed to have been duly given or served if delivered in person or
deposited in the United States Mail, postage prepaid, for mailing by certified or registered mail,
return receipt requested, and addressed to a party to this agreement at the address hereafter
stated:
Executive Director
Great River Regional Library
405 1300 W St. Germain Street
St. Cloud, MN 56301

City Administrator
City of ___________________

11.

BINDING EFFECT. This agreement shall be binding on and shall inure to the benefit of the
parties hereto and to their assigns and successors in interest.

12.

AMENDMENT, MODIFICATION, AND WAIVER. No amendment, modification, or waiver of any
condition, provision, or term hereof shall be valid or of any effect unless made in writing, signed
by parties hereto and specifying with particularity the extent and nature of such amendment,
modification, or waiver. Any waiver by any party of any default of another party shall not affect
or impair any right arising from any subsequent default.

13.

SEVERABLE PROVISIONS. Each provision, section, sentence, clause, phrase, and work of this
agreement is intended to be severable. If any provision, section, sentence, clause, phrase, or
work hereof is illegal or invalid for any reason whatsoever, such illegality or invalidity shall not
affect the validity of the remainder of the agreement.

14.

MINNESOTA LAW. This agreement shall be construed and enforced in accordance with the laws
of the State of Minnesota.

15.

ASSIGNMENT. Neither party may assign its interest hereunder without the express written
consent of the other party.

16.

ARBITRATION. At the mutual agreement of the parties, Aany claim or controversy arising out of
or relating to this agreement or the breach thereof may will be settled by arbitration in
accordance with the rules of the American Arbitration Association, and judgment on the award
granted by the arbitrator may be entered in any court having jurisdiction thereof.

This shall not be construed to prevent any party from seeking legal redress to enforce the provisions of
this agreement.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have caused this agreement to be executed the day and year
first above written.

CITY OF _______________________
_______________________________
__________________________
Mayor

Library Director

_______________________________
City Clerk
GREAT RIVER REGIONAL LIBRARY
__________________________
Library Executive Director
_______________________________
President, GRRL Board of Trustees
_______________________________
Secretary, GRRL Board of Trustees
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100 Service and Administration
Chapter 3 C. Library Branch Agreement
THIS AGREEMENT, made and entered into this ________day of ______________, _______, by and
between the City of ________________, a municipal corporation, hereinafter collectively referred to as
“CITY,” and Great River Regional Library, a public regional library system established under Minnesota
Statutes, hereinafter referred to as “GRRL.”
WHEREAS, the _______________ City Council, by written action, has established a branch library of the
Great River Regional Library System in the City of _______________.
NOW, THEREFORE, the parties hereto wish to commit in writing the terms and conditions under which
the CITY, will be affiliated with GRRL, and in consideration of the premises, the parties do hereby agree
as follows.
1.

SERVICES. Throughout the term of this agreement GRRL agrees to provide basic system services
as defined in Minnesota Statute 134.001, Subdivision 5. These services shall include, but shall
not be limited to, communication among parties, resource sharing, delivery of materials,
reciprocal borrowing, and cooperative reference service. In addition, the following specific
services shall be provided:
A. Determination and development of services to be provided with input from citizens of the
communities.
B. Development and carrying out of all library policies. GRRL maintains uniform policies for all
library services and to minimize confusion no individual policies for the _____________ location
will be maintained.
C. GRRL administrative staff determines hours of service with input from local residents.
D. The GRRL staff is responsible for selection of library materials for all GRRL libraries. All materials
purchased for any library are to be ordered through GRRL regardless of the source of funds.
Local citizens are encouraged to make suggestions for collection development and GRRL staff
will evaluate those recommendations utilizing the library's Collection Development Policy. Gift
materials, monetary donations, and equipment will be accepted under the provisions of GRRL
policies.
E. Personnel administration: GRRL is responsible for the selection, training and employment of all
branch personnel. The GRRL Board is responsible for maintaining a region-wide pay schedule
and personnel policy for all GRRL personnel. All decisions relating to promotion, demotion,
hiring or termination are the responsibility of GRRL.
F. GRRL will insure all building contents, including materials, which are owned by GRRL.
G. Miscellaneous services – telephone service, delivery service, purchase of essential operating
supplies and all other responsibilities not directly associated with the provision and
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maintenance of physical facilities. Services beyond established GRRL base-level services will be
the responsibility of the City.
H. Automation equipment, software and licenses required to perform assigned GRRL functions.
GRRL maintains a centralized integrated library automation system and is a MnLINK participant.
Computers are to be used for library purposes only. No hardware or software can be added to
any GRRL computer without the authorization of library administration.
I. All library Internet access will be provided through GRRL, to assure compliance with the state
and federal regulations and funding requirements. GRRL will provide an Internet connection to
operate the GRRL- sponsored integrated library system as well as public computing stations and
public wireless services.
2.

EQUIPMENT AND FURNISHINGS. In connection with the location of a branch library in the City
of ______________, the City of _____________ will provide appropriate equipment and
furnishings for the library as determined by GRRL policy. It is the understanding of the parties
hereto that the title to the said equipment and furnishings will remain with the CITY throughout
the term of this agreement. If during the term of the agreement the equipment and furnishings
shall be deemed to be obsolete or shall need replacing, then the original furnishings and
equipment shall be returned to the City of _______________ for sale or other disposition. In
the event that the equipment provided by the City of _______________ becomes inadequate
for the provision of library service, the CITY shall have ninety (90) days to provide acceptable
equipment before this agreement may be terminated.

3.

LIBRARY FACILITY. Throughout the term of this agreement, the City of _______________ will
provide a facility to serve as the location of the GRRL branch library based on the standards as
outlined in GRRL policy.
All costs associated with operation and upkeep of the building, including, but not limited to
custodial services, utilities, insurance, and building maintenance will be paid for by the CITY
without offset or reimbursement to or from the GRRL funds or appropriations. The CITY, its
employees and agents, will be allowed to access the said building in order to provide janitorial
services and maintain the building. Janitorial and trash removal services will be provided on at
least a weekly basis. The CITY will make necessary arrangement to provide for all necessary
maintenance and repair of the buildings and grounds, including but not limited to raking, lawn
mowing and timely snow removal. The facility needs to meet the following requirements:
• Adequate air conditioning and heating.
• Adequate space to meet its service, operation and storage needs.
• Complies with local or state ADA parking requirements, whichever is greater.
• Complies with federal, state and local restroom requirements.
• Has an exterior book drop in a well lit area. If it empties into the interior of the library,
it must be contained in a fireproof room.
• New buildings or remodels are done in consultation with an architect with library
experience approved by GRRL.
• Size and space requirements are met as established through a GRRL space needs
analysis.
• Pass GRRL safety audit standards and meet library insurance carrier requirements.
• Complies with GRRL policies and includes GRRL branding for building identification
2
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and internal signage.
Interior space is well maintained to GRRL standards including walls, paint, wiring and
flooring.

ADDITIONAL CITY RESPONSIBILITIES. In connection with the operation of a branch in the City of
________________, the CITY shall be responsible for the following:
A. The host location must meet maintenance of effort requirements throughout the term of
this agreement. Libraries must receive financial support sufficient to qualify for state and
federal aid;
B. Development and interpretation of policies related to meeting room use (if applicable);
C. Support of special programming such as discussion groups, lectures, art exhibits and
children’s programming;
D. Support for provision of adequate funding for regional library service programs with local,
state, and federal authority;
E. Development of additional local funding (taxes, gifts, etc.) for supplementary materials and
equipment; and
F. Establishing “Rules of Behavior”, satisfactory to GRRL; this will be enforced by the City or
County Law Enforcement. GRRL will, upon request, provide examples of previously approved
behavior codes.
G. Libraries must abide by the policies established by the GRRL Board of Trustees.

5.

FIRE AND EXTENDED COVERAGE INSURANCE. CITY as its sole cost and expense, shall keep the
building and all improvements appurtenant thereto, and all fixtures and equipment therein,
insured for the benefit of the CITY against loss or damage by fire and against such other risks as
are or shall be customarily covered with respect to buildings similar in construction, general
location, use, and occupancy, including, but not limited to, windstorm, hail, explosion,
vandalism, riot and civil commotion, damage from vehicles, smoke damage, and such other
damage as may be deemed necessary by the CITY.

6.

PERSONAL PROPERTY INSURANCE. GRRL shall maintain insurance coverage upon all personal
property owned by GRRL including library materials and equipment. The CITY shall maintain
insurance coverage upon all other personal property including that of the CITY or the personal
property of any others kept, stored, displayed (visual arts) or maintained on the _____________
Library premises against loss or damage by fire, windstorm, or other casualties for such amounts
as GRRL or the CITY may desire.

7.

GIFTS AND ENDOWMENTS. After the execution of this agreement, all property, except library
materials and equipment, given, granted, conveyed, donated, devised, or bequeathed to, or
otherwise acquired by the CITY shall vest in, and be held in the name of the City of
_____________. All library materials and equipment so acquired by the CITY will be handled in
accordance with the provisions of GRRL policy.
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EMPLOYEES. GRRL will employ such individuals as it deems appropriate to provide the necessary
library services associated with operating the branch library. The salary, employment schedule
and job description for all employees will be established by GRRL. Any employees will serve
under the terms of the GRRL Personnel Rules and Policies.
TERMINATION OF AGREEMENT. This Agreement shall remain in full force and effect until
terminated by either party at the end of any GRRL fiscal year, by providing written notice of
resignation at least three (3) full calendar months prior to the end of such calendar year. If the
City fails to fulfill its obligations under this Agreement in a proper and timely manner, or
otherwise violates the terms of this Agreement, GRRL has the right to terminate this Agreement.
The GRRL Board of Trustees, at a regular meeting, by a two-thirds (2/3) vote of those present
and voting (assuming a quorum), may terminate the membership of any library in violation of
any requirements of this agreement, provided that notice of such meeting shall specifically state
that such termination shall be one of the items of business to be considered at the meeting.
If the agreement is terminated the City agrees to:
a. Return all items borrowed from GRRL and from other Minnesota libraries
through statewide resource sharing networks.
b. Return all items borrowed from library customers as part of the regional reciprocal
borrowing services or as part of Minnesota’s Reciprocal Borrowing Compact.
c. Allow GRRL staff and Internet service provider to remove all telecommunications
equipment owned by GRRL but located on site.
d. Return all materials, equipment or other items received from GRRL for which the
ownership has not been transferred.
Cities terminating the agreement cannot re-apply for services until a minimum of three years
has passed from the date of termination. Termination does not relieve the party of any current
obligations, including state library maintenance of effort requirements. Cities that terminate
services can make no future claims against GRRL.
Upon termination of this Agreement by either party, the operation of the branch library will
cease. Each party will be responsible for removing its property from the facility. GRRL will
remove its property from the branch facility within 30 days of the closing of the branch location.

10.

NOTICES. All communications and notices required to be given or served hereunder shall be in
writing and shall be deemed to have been duly given or served if delivered in person or
deposited in the United States Mail, postage prepaid, for mailing by certified or registered mail,
return receipt requested, and addressed to a party to this agreement at the address hereafter
stated:
Executive Director
Great River Regional Library
1300 W St. Germain Street
St. Cloud, MN 56301

City Administrator
City of ___________________
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11.

BINDING EFFECT. This agreement shall be binding on and shall inure to the benefit of the parties
hereto and to their assigns and successors in interest.

12.

AMENDMENT, MODIFICATION, AND WAIVER. No amendment, modification, or waiver of any
condition, provision, or term hereof shall be valid or of any effect unless made in writing, signed
by parties hereto and specifying with particularity the extent and nature of such amendment,
modification, or waiver. Any waiver by any party of any default of another party shall not affect
or impair any right arising from any subsequent default.

13.

SEVERABLE PROVISIONS. Each provision, section, sentence, clause, phrase, and work of this
agreement is intended to be severable. If any provision, section, sentence, clause, phrase, or
work hereof is illegal or invalid for any reason whatsoever, such illegality or invalidity shall not
affect the validity of the remainder of the agreement.

14.

MINNESOTA LAW. This agreement shall be construed and enforced in accordance with the laws
of the State of Minnesota.

15.

ASSIGNMENT. Neither party may assign its interest hereunder without the express written
consent of the other party.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have caused this agreement to be executed the day and year first
above written.
CITY OF _______________________
_______________________________
Mayor
_______________________________
City Clerk
GREAT RIVER REGIONAL LIBRARY
__________________________
Library Executive Director
_______________________________
President, GRRL Board of Trustees
_______________________________
Secretary, GRRL Board of Trustees
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100 Service and Administration
Chapter 3C.1 Branch Facility Non-Compliance Process
The following steps will be followed if a GRRL facility is in need of updates or out of compliance with
GRRL standards:
1. GRRL management and local staff will notify city officials of facility branch agreement noncompliance issues, such as maintenance needs, wiring requirements, or safety concerns.
2. GRRL management and local staff will work with city officials to develop an action plan to
address identified issues.
3. All notifications and actions will be included in management and building reports to the GRRL
Board of Trustees.
4. If unsatisfactory response from the city, management will share concerns with the GRRL Board
and request approval of next steps for action. These steps will include:
•
•
•

An identified timeline for improvements based on safety, security and/or other issues.
Presentation of the city's response to management concerns (if any).
Proposed level/s of response if GRRL needs/expectations are not met.

If issues remain unresolved for an unsatisfactory amount of time, GRRL Board may vote to suspend
services as outlined in the GRRL Branch Agreement.
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100 Service and Administration
Chapter 3D. Library Development Policy
I. INTRODUCTION
The GRRL Board determines whether and when new libraries will be added to the regional service area.
The board also works collaboratively with GRRL administration and local city government to determine if
the location of the library is best suited to meet the public service needs of the community. The GRRL
board utilizes the guidelines, standards and measurements within this document to determine where
libraries are located to best suit the needs of the region's library users. The priorities established within
this policy are to be reviewed every three years to determine if the conclusions incorporated into this
policy remain accurate.
Approved Date: 01/08/08
Effective Date:
Revised Date: 07/19/16
II. EVALUATION CRITERIA FOR NEW LIBRARIES
A. Population
GRRL will place a high priority on developing and/or increasing access to existing libraries (providing
additional open hours) in areas that serve the greatest number of people, have the greatest population
densities, and have the largest potential for population growth. State demographer's data will be used.
However, GRRL will also place a high priority on providing additional open hours in rural areas where
access to services is limited by libraries open fewer than 35 hours per week.
B. Open Hours at Adjacent Libraries
GRRL will place a high priority on providing additional open hours in current libraries in order to meet the
library needs of adjacent communities. GRRL will also place a high priority on developing open hours
schedules that are complementary to other libraries in geographic proximity in order to provide more
access to libraries in a particular area.
C. Drive Time
GRRL will place a high priority on library development in communities more than 15 minutes of drive time
from another GRRL library. An exception may be made if a community within that limit commits to
building a library significantly larger than those already existing in the area, or in the judgment of GRRL
administration and library board will serve a regional need at a reasonable cost to GRRL.
D. Public Service Staff per Library Open Hours
GRRL will place a high priority on providing additional public service staff in geographic areas served by
libraries with staffing levels significantly less than other areas of the region. Staffing solutions may include
providing additional staff in existing libraries as well as providing an additional facility in the geographic
area.
1
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E. Collection Per Capita
GRRL will place a high priority on providing additional library materials in geographic areas served by
libraries with collections per capita significantly less than others. Collection development solutions may
include encouraging communities to expand, renovate, or provide new facilities that meet the needs of
the geographic area. Another option is providing an additional library in the area.
F. Demographic Trends
GRRL will monitor and evaluate demographic trends in all parts of the region to better serve its
customers. Such data may include but not be limited to, age, income, family size, immigration trends, and
poverty data.
Approved Date: 01/08/08
Effective Date:
Revised Date: 07/19/16
III. MINIMUM LEVEL OF SERVICE
The following minimum level of service is defined as the basic GRRL library services delivered at every
library throughout the region. The total amount of services delivered will be dependent on facility space,
population size of community and surrounding area, proximity to other libraries, active registered
borrowers, and patron demand.
Collection
•
•
•
•
•

Shared and Floating - The collection is shared and floats freely among all GRRL libraries.
Broad audience - Materials are purchased in a variety of formats representing a wide variety of
views and tastes.
Community driven - Patrons may suggest specific titles for purchase. Whenever possible,
Interlibrary Loan will be offered for items GRRL does not purchase.
Delivery - Delivery of requested material is provided on a regular basis.
Collection maintenance - Library materials are systematically evaluated to facilitate the repair or
withdrawal of damaged, unused or obsolete materials from the collection.

Technology
•
•
•
•
•

Wireless - Public wireless Internet is available for web browsing from most devices.
Internet station - Computer workstations with software are provided for public use.
Public Access Catalog - Computer workstations are restricted to library catalog use and accessing
library provided databases or services.
Copying - Copiers are available for patrons to use for a fee per page.
Printing from public computers - Patrons may print from GRRL computer workstations for a fee
per page.

Locally dDelivered pPublic sServices

2
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Information services - Reference, reader’s advisory and technology assistance provided in-person
or over the phone.
Circulation services - Registration of library cards, check-out and check-in of library materials.
Automated telephone or email notification for requested materials.
Programming services - Programs for all ages: pre-k, school age, teen, and adult with a minimum
of 25 programs annually. A minimum of one outreach event per library community annually.

Regionally Ddelivered Ppublic Sservices
Web-based
• Online catalog - The library catalog is maintained to reflect library holdings and facilitate
convenient 24/7 access to library materials.
• Digital Library – e-books and e-audio materials are available through the library’s website.
• Virtual reference – Email reference available during library open hours. Chat reference available
24/7 through statewide AskMN consortium.
• Subscription Databases - Patrons have access to databases on various topics that are subscribed
to by GRRL or Electronic Library of Minnesota (ELM).
In-library
• Book-a-Librarian - Personalized face-to-face sessions with a librarian by scheduled appointment.
• Programming
• Arts & Cultural Heritage Programs (grant dependent)
• Summer Reading Program
• Winter Reading Program
• Marketing and publicizing programs and services
Criteria for Scale of Services Delivered
The number of public and staff computer stations will be dependent on facility size and wiring capacity.
Additionally, total Internet usage, borrowers, and open hours will be used to determine the number of
stations assigned to a library. A minimum of one public access catalog, two public Internet station and two
staff computer work stations will be provided in each library.
The amount of programs, marketing and publicity will be dependent on the number of borrowers served
at each library and grouped by Tier.
Tier

Open Hours

Borrowers

Minimum annual
program levels

1

20-23

400-1,300

25

2

24-40

1,300-4,000

30

3

41-49

4,000-20,000

40

4

50 or more

20,000 or more

200
3
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Approved Date: 7/19/2016
Effective Date:
Revised Date:

IV. ALTERNATIVE SERVICES
Great River Regional Library system has focused resources to deliver the highest quality patron
experience in 32 libraries across six counties. These existing libraries are located within 15 minutes driving
distance to the majority of the residents in the area.
Access to library services is a GRRL Strategic Plan Service Priority. Enhanced library service is desired by
some communities without libraries within the service area. The alternative services identified in the
Appendices are those that could most feasibly be offered within the constraints of the existing service
model.
Expansion of any library service would be dependent on the regional cost to add the service and/or local
funds to support the service long-term. A community would need to demonstrate a desire for this type of
service. Methods to determine resident interest would include a survey of residents and current GRRL
library usage. Additionally, financial and political support from the community would be essential. Any
facilities or service points require approval of library administration and the GRRL Board. The facility or
service point would need to meet GRRL requirements and be maintained as long as the service was
delivered.
If a community wants to add library service using one of the described alternative services, priority would
be given to those with underserved communities as demonstrated by:
●
●
●
●

Local literacy rates
Percentage of registered borrowers
Access to public transportation
Number of homebound residents

Consideration would also be given to overall population size, proximity to existing library services, and
traffic patterns. Addition of an alternative service model would require a service agreement outlining the
responsibilities for GRRL and the community or organization and include criteria for adding or
discontinuing services. The approval process would follow the New Library Consideration Process.
Models of GRRL alternative services available for consideration include Local Material Delivery/Return,
Community Mini-Library, Deposit Collection, Local Book Return and E-Book Download Station which are
described in detail in the Appendices.
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Approved Date: 7/19/2016
Effective Date:
Revised Date:

VIII. NEW LIBRARIES
Library buildings are the responsibility of the municipality to operate and maintain. They may be owned
or leased. Funding other than municipal tax receipts may be used to provide for those responsibilities, but
those costs must be guaranteed by city council resolution and city levy authority. All requirements under
MinnesotaN Statute 134.34 must be met (see appendix 8) must be met..

A. A. New Llibraries - Bbuilding Rrequirements*
1. The city wishing to add a new GRRL library location needs to meet all GRRL specifications for
community size, facility space and distance from other GRRL libraries as outlined in GRRL policy
and the GRRL Branch Agreement or other requirements set by the GRRL Board of Trustees.
1.2. Site: the library site shall provide maximum convenient access to the greatest number of people
in the community during the normal course of their daily activities by being located near the
center of highest density of daily activity and near high use facilities such as a post office, retail
stores, educational facilities, or in close proximity to government centers or community centers.
2.3. The municipality will provide adequate, safe, convenient and well-lighted parking areas for library
users and staff. Parking needs are based on population served. Convenient on and off street
parking shall be made available for library customers. The minimum number of parking spaces
may be determined by municipal zoning ordinances. Handicapped parking requirements of the
Americans With Disabilities Act must be met.
3.4. Minnesota provides no absolute numerical standards for public library size. However, a large
community population indicates a need for greater amounts of public service space to provide for
necessary collections and other services. Communities serving larger populations require libraries
with more floor space not only for larger collections, but also for additional seating, larger
program space and greater numbers of computers to access library information resources.
4.5. The library must be of adequate size to meet and implement the full range of library services that
are consistent with GRRL's long range plan and the standards within this document.
5.6. The library will have adequate space for adult, child, and family use, with all materials easily
accessible for library users of all ages. Furniture provided by the municipality must also include
design elements appropriate for children and patrons with disabilities. Furnishings and shelving
purchased by the city must be approved by GRRL. Furnishings and shelving will remain as property
of the city that will bear the responsibility of maintaining the facility and furnishings as outlined in
the branch agreement. All purchased equipment will become the property of GRRL and must be
approved by GRRL who will bear the responsibility of maintaining library operations as outlined in
the GRRL Branch Agreement.
6.7. The library building and furnishings must meet state and federal requirements for physical
accessibility, including the ADA Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities (ADAAG).
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7.8. In compliance with ADAAG, library signage must include directional signs and instructions for the

use of the collection, the catalog, and other library services in print, Braille, alternate formats and
languages other than English, as appropriate.
8.9. The library facility will support the implementation of current and future technologies. Installation
and repair of code compliant wiring within the facility is a municipal responsibility.
9.10.
The library entrance will be clearly visible and located on the side of the building that
most users approach.
10.11.
Interior lighting levels must comply with standards issued by the Illuminating Engineering
Society of North America.
11.12.
The library facility provides for the return of library materials when the library is closed.
After-hours book deposits must be easily accessible to staff and secure and protect library
materials from weather elements. It is highly recommended that after-hours book deposits store
materials inside the facility. They must also be easily accessible to people with disabilities.
12.13.
The municipality will provide appropriate floor covering throughout the building
(carpeting or other sound absorbing materials).
13.14.
The building will include appropriate ceiling treatments throughout (sound absorbing
materials).
14.15.
The building will include appropriate space for heating and cooling equipment, stairways,
janitorial, entryway, and other spaces determined by community needs, service program and
architectural design.
15.16.
Because of additional staffing costs associated with multi-level buildings, all new libraries
shall be constructed on one level of public service space. The space should be as open and as
flexible as possible.
16.17.
The building will include adequate heating and air conditioning.
17.18.
The building will include adequate electrical service, conduits and outlets necessary to
meet GRRL's needs.
18.19.
Library space must be utilized only as a library and not as a community meeting room, city
hall or any other purpose. Multi-use facilities are acceptable only if the library area has its own
designated space and is physically separated from other areas of the building with walls and doors
that can be locked and secured by library staff.
19.20.
Library shelving must be standard metal or wood shelving in 3' sections in a variety of
heights to accommodate children's, reference, audio-visual and other collections. All standard
shelving units will be furnished with adjustable shelves.
20.21.
The building must include convenient delivery access: the delivery access must be
accessible for deliveries of library materials from headquarters.
21.22.
The building must include an adequate private work area for staff off-desk tasks and
breaks.
BC. . New Llibraries - Access Rrequirements*
1. Library signage must be provided on main community thoroughfares as well as on the building.
Communities must also provide signage on the facility that includes the GRRL logo.
2. The standard range of library services must be available during every open hour.
3. Library hours must include a mixture of morning, afternoon, evening and weekend hours to
provide as much accessibility as possible for library users.
4. GRRL determines open hours schedules. Library open-hour schedules are arrived at by methods
that may include a survey of the community, as well as an evaluation of library hours of adjacent
library facilities to insure as much access for the public as possible.
6
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5. Libraries must be open a minimum of 20 hours per week, or the minimum number of hours
necessary to qualify for Regional Library Telecommunication Aid.
* These requirements are based on the Wisconsin Public Library Space Needs Standards document. They
are also referenced in Minnesota State Library’s Accessibility and Construction Grant guidelines.
CD. . New Llibraries - Other Ggeneral Rrequirements
Service Area
Library buildings and their primary area of service must be within the following Minnesota counties:
Benton, Morrison, Sherburne, Stearns, Todd, and Wright. The population served must be at least 5,000
based on the community and adjacent townships surrounding the community. The most recent
population statistics from the Office of the State Demographer will be used to determine compliance with
this requirement.
Start-up Ccosts
Start-up costs for new library facilities are the responsibility of the host city to be provided through local
funds. These costs include but are not limited to:
Library equipment and furnishings – funding for staff and public computers, network equipment,
copier, telephone, Express Checkout machine. Equipment must meet minimum GRRL standards as
outlined in policy to ensure compatibility with existing systems. Basic library equipment and operations
costs required: circulation terminals, public access catalogs, public computer stations, cabling, printers, a
copier, book carts and network equipment. Additionally, the costs for software license fees, printing,
maintenance contracts, telecommunications (usually provided by RLTA), and miscellaneous equipment
need to be covered. Considerations for space, wiring and equipment costs for self checkout stations are
strongly recommended for libraries with projected circulation figures over 12,000 items per month.
Projected costs will be calculated as part of a new library proposal and will be based on GRRL libraries of
similar size and population service area.
Opening Day Collection – Funding for a physical collection of a size adequate to meet the size of
the community. Library materials equivalent to 70 percent of capacity based on libraries of comparable
size in GRRL. The opening day collection will consist of 25 percent re-distributed older materials from
existing GRRL collection and 75 percent newly purchased materials. Projected costs will be calculated as
part of a new library proposal and will be based on current GRRL models of collection size and format.
Any other items needed to open the library and meet GRRL specifications as determined by library
administration and the GRRL Board.

Approved Date: 01/08/08
Effective Date:
Revised Date: 03/20/12, 07/19/16
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IV. STAFFING REQUIREMENTS
Library supervision and staffing levels are determined by the library's size, area population served, open
hours, and potential population and business growth.
Any new library established in the region requires staff additions not only at the new library, but also at
regional headquarters to meet increased demands for centrally provided information, materials and
services.
A. LIBRARY STAFF
The GRRL board initially sets and approves the number and level of staff at each new library.
All new libraries must be staffed to meet the staffing guidelines and criteria approved by the GRRL Board
of Trustees. Estimated staffing and open hours will be based on comparisons with other libraries serving
similar populations.
B. CENTRAL STAFF
Each new library requires support from headquarters staff in a number of areas. This section attempts to
show where additional support is needed and at what level when a library is added.
Patron Services staffLibrarian: Librarian -– 1/21 hour per week
Responsible for locating information to answer subject requests from branch customers. Provides Ask-aLibrarian and virtual reference services.
Collection Development Sstaff: ½ hour Librarian, ½ hour Clerk
Responds to direct calls from libraries for information or specific materials. Participates in selection,
weeding and other collection development activities. Process additional patron title requests. Additional
time would also be required to select materials for an Opening Day collection.
Driver/Delivery - To Be Determined
The number of hours necessary will be determined by the location of the library. A new library location
may add as few as 10 minutes to as much as 40 minutes to the total delivery drive time.
Technical Services Sstaff: 1 Technical Services Assistant hour, 1 Technical Services Clerk hour and 1
Technical Services Aide hour per week.
Processes materials purchased for new libraries; periodicals and supplies.
Temporary hours for Technical Services Clerk and Technical Services Assistant to catalog and process the
new library materials for the new library: 100 hours Technical Services Assistant, and 100 hours Technical
Services Clerk, and 100 hours Technical Services Aide..
Collection Development Assistant - 1 hour per week
To manage collection reports for the new location and associated collection related tasks.
Community Relations: Public Relations Assistant - 1 hour per week
Miscellaneous tasks associated with library communications including typesetting, laminating, copying
and filing.
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Patron Services Sstaff: Library Associate -– 1/21 hour per week
Assists in developing regional programming including Summer Reading Program and story telling
kits.filling requests for juvenile materials from libraries and develops programming resources for
implementation.
Information Technology Sstaff: Computer Support Technician - 3 hours per week
Assists in trouble-shooting all software and hardware problems. Installs computers. Upgrades software
programs. Installs new peripherals. Provides network maintenance.
Distribution Aide - 2 hours per week
Assists in processing holds for libraries and distribution of new library materials.
Circulation Aide - 1 hour per week
Searches for holds on St. Cloud Public Library shelves.
Administrative Sstaff: Accounting Specialist - 1 hour per week
Payroll and cash reporting
Human Resources: HR Generalist - 1 hour per week
Additional training needs
Approved Date: 01/08/08
Effective Date:
Revised Date: 03/15/11, 07/19/16
VI. RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE LOCAL CITY COUNCIL FOR LIBRARY OPERATIONS
1. Provision and maintenance of a building, furniture for staff and public areas, shelving and other
building equipment (including but not limited to circulation desk).
2. Provision and maintenance of heat, air conditioning, light, water and other utilities with the exception
of telephone service. All code compliant wiring is to be provided by the building owner or the
municipality.
3. Janitorial (cleaning) and trash removal services on at least a weekly basis. Larger facilities need more
frequent janitorial services.
4. Maintenance and repair of the building and grounds including raking, lawn mowing and snow removal
in a timely manner.
5. Cities must provide insurance on the building (if city owned) and city owned contents. The city must
also provide liability insurance coverage.
6. Development and interpretation of policies relating to meeting room use (if applicable).
7. Development of a Rules of Behavior Policy enforceable by local law enforcement.
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Approved Date: 01/08/08
Effective Date:
Revised Date: 07/19/16
VII. RESPONSIBILITIES OF GREAT RIVER REGIONAL LIBRARY
1. Determination and developmentDetermination, development, and provision of programs and services
to be provided with input from local residents of individual communities.
2. Development and carrying out of all library policies. GRRL maintains uniform service policies for all
libraries. To minimize confusion no individual service policies for particular locations will be maintained.
3. GRRL administrative staff determines hours of service with input from local residents.
4. Collection development: The GRRL staff is responsible for selection of library materials for all GRRL
libraries. All materials purchased for any library are to be ordered through GRRL regardless of the source
of funds. Local citizens are encouraged to make suggestions for collection development and GRRL staff
will evaluate those recommendations utilizing the library's Collection Development Policy. Gift materials
or monetary donations will be accepted under the provisions of GRRL's Collection Development Policy.
Collection maintenance including future purchases and de-acquisitions (weeding)
5. Personnel administration: GRRL is responsible for the selection, training and employment of all
personnel. The GRRL Board is responsible for maintaining a region-wide compensation schedule and
personnel policy applicable to GRRL employees. All decisions relating to staffing levels, promotion,
demotion, hiring or terminations are the responsibility of the regional library.
6. GRRL will insure all GRRL owned materials and equipment.
7. Miscellaneous services: GRRL provides basic telephone service (except building wiring), networking,
Internet connections and technology services, programming, delivery service, purchase of essential
operating supplies and all other responsibilities not directly associated with the provision and
maintenance of library buildings. Maintenance of GRRL-provided equipment.
8. GRRL will provide automation equipment, software and licenses required to perform assigned GRRL
functions.
9. Computers – GRRL computers are to be used for library purposes only. No software can be added to
any GRRL computer without the authorization of the Associate Director - Information Technology.
Approved Date: 01/08/08
Effective Date:
Revised Date: 03/20/12, 07/19/16
VIII. RENOVATED, RE-LOCATED or EXPANDED LIBRARIES
Local governments must work closely with GRRL when planning for renovation, expansion or relocating
libraries. GRRL administration and/or the GRRL Board must approve all renovation and relocation
projects. The GRRL board shall determine whether GRRL staff and materials will or will not be located in
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any building provided by the city. The GRRL board may choose not to provide service in a renovated or
relocated building if it does not meet the needs of the region.
Relocated libraries must meet the criteria established in this document under sections III A and B (New
Libraries).
When existing libraries are renovated or expanded, significantly increased usage is likely. Anticipating and
planning for increased staffing levels at these locations will require ongoing conversation with city
planners. GRRL's budget cycle requires that a budget for the following calendar year be set in July of the
preceding year. Budget planning for additional staff must be completed as part of the GRRL budget
process well in advance of any library's expansion, relocation or renovation.
Approved Date: 01/08/08
Effective Date:
Revised Date: 07/19/16
IXVIII. CONTRACTS AND FINAL AGREEMENTS
Using the criteria listed above, the following additional steps are required for the establishment of new
libraries.
The GRRL board has the final authority to approve the relocation or establishment of any new library.
New Llibrary Cconsideration Pprocess

1. The GRRL board has the final authority to approve the relocation or establishment of any new library.

1.
2.
3.

4.

2. Any city given authority by the GRRL Board to establish a new library shall pass a resolution
committing the funding needed to meet the expenses listed in RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE
LOCAL CITY COUNCIL FOR BRANCH OPERATION from city revenues. Other funding
sources may be used to meet these costs, but they must be backed by city resources under city levy
authority.
3. A signed contract must be in place prior to the establishment of a new library outlining
responsibilities of GRRL and the city. City makes an official request by resolution for addition of a
new branch location to the GRRL Board.
Upon GRRL Board approval, GRRL management provides the City and the GRRL Board with a full
analysis of the requirements needed for new branch service, including start-up and ongoing
operational costs.
Any city given authority by the GRRL Board to establish a new library shall pass a resolution
committing the funding needed to meet the expenses listed in GRRL policies V. New Libraries and
VI. Responsibilities of the Local City Council for Branch Operation from city revenues. Other
funding sources may be used to meet these costs, but they must be backed by city resources
under city levy authority. The city presents its proposal to the GRRL Finance Committee for
consideration and recommendation to the full GRRL Board of Trustees.
The GRRL Board considers the proposal. Any new branch service ongoing operational costs are
incorporated into future GRRL budgets.
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5. A signed contract must be in place prior to the establishment of a new library outlining
responsibilities of GRRL and the city.
Approved Date: 01/08/08
Effective Date:
Revised Date: 07/19/16
IX. Criteria for Reducing or Discontinuing Library Services
If it becomes necessary to reduce levels of service provided in the region, the following criteria will be
used to evaluate where potential cuts to library services may be made.
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

If possible, preference will be given to reductions in staff hours throughout the region prior to the
closure of any library.
Circulation - GRRL will evaluate circulation counts in the community in relation to number of
residents served. Significant decreases in usage over time may result in the discontinuation or
reduction of services.
Numbers of users - Registered borrower and checkout session information will be evaluated
regularly. Significant decreases in either number over time may result in the discontinuation or
reduction of services. Population in general may also be used as an evaluation factor.
Staffing or budget limitations - GRRL reserves the right to discontinue such services if funding for
staff, library materials, technology, delivery services and equipment are no longer available to
provide for it.
Local support - The commitment and ability of the city to provide and maintain an adequate
library building will be a factor in the decision to close a library or reduce services. Local support
factors can include:
1. Adequate budget to clean the library building on a regular basis
2. Prompt repair and maintenance of the building when needed
3. A record of local commitment to expand the library building if growth in services warrants
4. A record of meeting shelving and furniture needs
5. Prompt maintenance of grounds during and after snow
6. Adequate and prompt maintenance of outside grounds during the summer
Size of the library building - Inadequate size of the library building may be a factor in determining
if a library will be closed or services reduced.
Location - Driving time to other libraries will be a factor in determining if a library will be closed or
services reduced.
Program attendance - The number of people attending library programs will be a factor in
determining whether a library will be closed or services reduced.
No library may be reduced below 20 open hours per week due to RLTA (Regional Library
Telecommunication Aid) requirements.

Approved Date: 01/08/08
Effective Date:
Revised Date: 07/19/16
Appendix 1
Consolidated or Joint Use School/Academic Library Media Center/Public Library
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GRRL materials and services provided within school/academic settings. GRRL does not currently offer such
services. GRRL would follow guidelines established in Jointly Operated School and Public Library Services
in the Same Location: Co-Location: a guide to community based library services, a document published in
May 2000 by the staff of Library Development and Services.
Criteria for Eestablishment:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

GRRL will consider establishing such services in communities not served by a GRRL branch library.
Population: GRRL will consider establishing such services in communities serving 5,000 or more
people.
GRRL will consider establishing such services in communities not served by a community outreach
service.
The library must be more than 15 minutes from an existing library.
Location - must be convenient to the general public
Hours - hours of operation must be convenient to the general public. The public must have access
to the media center/library during hours of operation similar to other GRRL branch libraries in like
communities, not just during school hours.
Delivery - convenient and secure delivery access must be provided
Training - costs for staff training related to school or academic operations, equipment and
automated services will be the responsibility of the school.
Most school/academic and public library materials must be accessible for checkout to the general
public except general reference items that do not circulate.
Equipment - Funding for computers, routers and other automation services that would be jointly
used must be provided by the school. This would include any wiring costs.
Resources available - Funding reductions may have an impact on GRRL's ability to provide such
services.
Local Support - school administration and media center personnel must support the plan.
Joint planning - If possible, planning for joint school/public services should be accomplished prior
to the design and construction of new school media centers or academic library.
Staffing levels and areas of responsibility are to be negotiated.

Consolidated or Joint Use School Library Media Center/Public Library
Criteria for Rreducing or Ddiscontinuing Sservices
•

•
•

Circulation - GRRL will evaluate usage in the community in relation to number of residents served.
Numbers of borrowers will also be evaluated on an annual basis. Significant decreases in usage
over time may result in the reduction or discontinuation of services.
Staffing or budget limitations - GRRL reserves the right to discontinue such services if funding for
staff, library materials, technology or delivery services is no longer available.
Public Library service in a school or academic library would be discontinued if another library
were to be opened in that community or within 15 minutes of that library.

Appendix 2
DEPOSIT COLLECTIONS
GRRL staff transport a small collection of library materials to an institution on a monthly basis. The
institution agrees to handle the loan of the materials on-site. The institution also accepts responsibility for
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the loss or damage of the materials. This service is currently extended to a few existing institutions based
on previous arrangements. Senior living facilities are an example of an institution this model could serve.
Nursing Home/Care Center/Senior Housing - collections of library materials provided by GRRL. Each is
run by volunteers from within the care center.
Criteria for Eestablishment
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Preference will be given to establishing these collections in communities not currently served by
libraries.
Preference will be given to establishing these collections in communities that are not currently
served by other outreach services.
A committed staff person on-site to manage and monitor the collection and coordinate with
library staff.
Geographical balance - GRRL will attempt to establish these collections in a manner in which all
counties are represented in a proportional manner.
Special needs populations - preference will be given to the establishment of these collections in
facilities in which mobility or disability of the residents is a barrier to accessing library services.
Resources available - Funding or staffing reductions may have an impact on GRRL's ability to
provide these services.
Staffing needs: 1 hour per week at LA IILibrary Assistant level, 1 hour per week of Library Aide,
and driver time (depending on route). If onsite programming is desired, this enhanced service
would require 2 hours Patron Services Librarian time per program.
GRRL approved service agreement.

Nursing Home/Care Center/Senior Housing
Criteria for Ddiscontinuing Sservices
•
•
•

Circulation - GRRL will evaluate usage periodically. Significant declines in usage over time may
result in service being discontinued
Staffing limitations or budget limitations - GRRL reserves the right to discontinue such services if
funding for staff, library materials, and delivery services is no longer available.
Loss of library materials - If library materials are not returned on a timely basis and/or become
lost, the library reserves the right to be compensated for the lost materials. If payment cannot be
made for these items, this service may be discontinued until payment has been made. Service will
be resumed upon receipt of complete payment.

Appendix 3
COMMUNITY MINI-LIBRARIES
GRRL staff transport a small collection of library materials to a municipality on a monthly basis. GRRL staff
loan these materials to the public over a two hourspecific time period. No GRRL library materials or
equipment are stored on site.
Criteria for Eestablishmenting
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Preference will be given to establishing these collections in communities not currently served by
libraries.
Population - GRRL will consider establishing mini libraries in communities serving 700 or more.
This population will be determined by the latest census or state demographer's estimates.
Building Space - The municipality must provide an adequate building for the provision of this
service. It must be air conditioned in summer and heated in winter. It must be large enough to
provide adequate space for browsing library materials, staffing and checkout. Cities must provide
a telecommunications data line to connect with the GRRL catalog. The building must be
convenient to load and unload library materials. The building must meet all applicable ADA
criteria for accessibility. The community must provide suitable furniture or tables for display of
materials.
Location - The location must be in a centrally located public area in the community.
Drive Time - Consideration would be given to establishing such services if there were no GRRL
libraries or other outreach services within 15 minutes drive time from the community.
The city must provide Internet connectivity to allow for on-line circulation functions on site.
Resources available - Funding reductions may have an impact on GRRL's ability to provide these
services.
Staff time and travel: Time will depend on location and whether it is close to a current delivery
route or library as well as number of delivery days. Each stop will need to include time for packing
and unpacking materials.
Staffing required: 1 hour per week LA II ; 1 hour per week Library Aide.GRRL approved service
agreement.

Mini Library - Criteria for Ddiscontinuing Sservices
•
•
•
•

Circulation :- GRRL will periodically evaluate usage in the community. Significant decreases in
usage over time may result in the discontinuation of services.
Staffing or budget limitations: - GRRL reserves the right to discontinue such services if funding for
staff, library materials, technology or delivery services is no longer available to provide for them.
A community mini library would be discontinued if a library were to be opened in that community
or within 15 minutes drive time of the community.
Building: - GRRL may consider discontinuing such services if the facility were not able to meet the
requirements in this document.

Appendix 4
Jail Services
Materials provided upon request.
Criteria for Eestablishment
•

GRRL will provide donated paperbacks to jails upon request.

Appendix 5
Mail Services
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GRRL does not offer a Mail-A-Book program. GRRL encourages family members and/or caregivers to
arrange to pick up and return library materials for library customers who are homebound. However, some
library materials may be mailed to homebound GRRL customers who are unable to utilize the library's
services because of health related mobility issues. Library customers are responsible for return postage on
all library materials that are mailed.
Appendix 6
Bookmobile Service
GRRL does not offer bookmobile services.
Appendix 7
LOCAL MATERIALS DELIVERY/RETURN
A local materials delivery/return service would include a locker system used as a secure depository for
materials requested by library patrons with accompanying book return. The service lockers and book
return would be accessible 24 hours/7 days a week. Patrons are notified when their items are available.
Criteria for eEstablishment
•
•

•

•

•
•

Preference will be given to establishing this alternative service in communities not currently
served by libraries.
Funding: Communities with local funds and resources to support the additional costs of capital
and operation, including delivery of materials. A GRRL service agreement would be developed
outlining the responsibilities for GRRL and the community as well as criteria for adding or
discontinuing the service.
Staff time and travel: Time will depend on location and whether it is close to a current delivery
route as well as number of delivery days. Each stop will need to include time for emptying book
return.
Delivery time: Time will depend on location, whether it is close to a current delivery route, as well
as number of delivery days. Each stop will need to include time for loading and unloading lockers
and emptying book return.
Controller connection would be required.
Time to process incoming/outgoing delivery and returns – dependent on usage and number of
delivery days.

Criteria for Ddiscontinuing Sservices
•
•
•

Circulation: GRRL will periodically evaluate usage in the community. Significant decreases in usage
over time may result in the discontinuation of services.
Staffing or budget limitations: GRRL reserves the right to discontinue such services if funding for
staff, library materials, technology or delivery services is no longer available to provide for them.
Building: GRRL may consider discontinuing such services if the facility were not able to meet the
requirements in this document.
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Appendix 8
LOCAL BOOK RETURN
Provide a local book return in cities without library facilities. Location would need to be visible and near
other public facilities that are regularly monitored by local city staff to ensure security of library materials.
Returns would be picked up by GRRL Distribution staff on a regular basis. Returns must be placed for easy
access for emptying materials and in an area protected from weather elements.
Criteria for Eestablishment
•
•

•

Preference will be given to establishing this alternative service in communities not currently
served by libraries.
Funding - Communities with local funds and resources to support the additional costs of capital
and operation, including delivery of materials. A GRRL service agreement would be developed
outlining the responsibilities for GRRL and the community as well as criteria for adding or
discontinuing the service.
Staff time and travel: Time will depend on location and whether it is close to a current delivery
route as well as number of delivery days. Each stop will need to include time for emptying book
return.

Criteria for Ddiscontinuing Sservices
•

•
•

Circulation: GRRL will periodically evaluate usage in the community. Significant decreases in usage
over time may result in the discontinuation of services. Continuation of the service will be
evaluated annually to gauge usage. If usage levels are not above 100 items per pick up, this
service will be discontinued.
Staffing or budget limitations: GRRL reserves the right to discontinue such services if funding for
staff, library materials, technology or delivery services is no longer available to provide for them.
Building: GRRL may consider discontinuing such services if the facility were not able to meet the
requirements in this document.

Appendix 9
E-BOOK DOWNLOAD STATION
Provide an OverDrive download station to allow easy access to the GRRL Digital Library collection.
Location would need to be visible and near other public facilities that are regularly monitored by local city
staff to ensure security of library equipment.
Criteria for Eestablishment
Offer this extension of library service to communities with local funds and resources to support the
additional costs of operation. Develop a service agreement that outlines the responsibilities for GRRL and
the community and criteria for adding or discontinuing the service.
17
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Preference will be given to establishing these collections in communities not currently served by
libraries.
Funding: Communities with local funds and resources to support the additional costs of capital
and operation. A GRRL service agreement would be developed outlining the responsibilities for
GRRL and the community as well as criteria for adding or discontinuing the service.
Due to demand on the regional Digital Library collection, local funding would need to be provided
annually to purchase additional content.

Criteria for Ddiscontinuing Sservices
•
•
•
•

If GRRL expands to other e-book providers, they will not be supported on the Overdrive platform.
Circulation: GRRL will periodically evaluate usage in the community. Significant decreases in usage
over time may result in the discontinuation of services.
Staffing or budget limitations: GRRL reserves the right to discontinue such services if funding for
staff, library materials, technology or delivery services is no longer available to provide for them.
GRRL may consider discontinuing such services if the facility were not able to meet the
requirements in this document.

Appendix 7
NEW LIBRARY COLLECTIONS, EQUIPMENT AND OTHER REQUIREMENTS
GRRL will make a commitment to providing an adequate collection of new library materials and
equipment when an agreement is made to establish a new library.
Opening Day Minimum requirements:
•

Library materials equivalent to 70 percent of capacity based on libraries of comparable size in
GRRL. The opening day collection will consist of 25 percent re-distributed older materials from
existing GRRL collection and 75 percent newly purchased materials. Projected costs will be
calculated as part of a new library proposal and will be based on current GRRL models of
collection size and format.

•

Basic library equipment and operations costs required: circulation terminals, public access
catalogs, public computer stations, cabling, printers, a copier, book carts and network equipment.
Additionally, the costs for software license fees, printing, maintenance contracts,
telecommunications (usually provided by RLTA), and miscellaneous equipment need to be
covered. Considerations for space, wiring and equipment costs for self checkout stations are
strongly recommended for libraries with projected circulation figures over 12,000 items per
month. Projected costs will be calculated as part of a new library proposal and will be based on
GRRL libraries of similar size and population service area.

Approved Date: 01/08/08
Effective Date:
Revised Date: 3/15/11
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Appendix 8
134.34 REGIONAL LIBRARY BASIC SYSTEM SUPPORT GRANTS; REQUIREMENTS.
Subdivision 1. Local support levels. A regional library basic system support grant shall be made to any
regional public library system where there are at least three participating counties and where each
participating city and county is providing for public library service support the lesser of (a) an amount
equivalent to .82 percent of the adjusted net tax capacity of the taxable property of that city or county, as
determined by the commissioner of revenue for the second year preceding that calendar year in 1991 and
later years or (b) a per capita amount calculated under the provisions of this subdivision. The per capita
amount is established for calendar year 1993 as $7.62. In succeeding calendar years, the per capita
amount shall be increased by a percentage equal to one-half of the percentage by which the total state
adjusted net tax capacity of property as determined by the commissioner of revenue for the second year
preceding that calendar year increases over that total adjusted net tax capacity for the third year
preceding that calendar year.
The minimum level of support shall be certified annually to the participating cities and counties by the
Department of Education. A city which is a part of a regional public library system shall not be required to
provide this level of support if the property of that city is already taxable by the county for the support of
that regional public library system. In no event shall the Department of Education require any city or
county to provide a higher level of support than the level of support specified in this section in order for a
system to qualify for a regional library basic system support grant. This section shall not be construed to
prohibit a city or county from providing a higher level of support for public libraries than the level of
support specified in this section.
Subd. 2.[Repealed, 1992 c 499 art 10 s 4]
Subd. 3. Regional designation. Regional library basic system support grants shall be made only to those
regional public library systems officially designated by the commissioner of education as the appropriate
agency to strengthen, improve and promote public library services in the participating areas. The
commissioner of education shall designate no more than one such regional public library system located
entirely within any single development region existing under sections 462.381 to 462.398 or chapter 473.
Subd. 4. Limitation. A regional library basic system support grant shall not be made to a regional public
library system for a participating city or county which decreases the dollar amount provided for support
for operating purposes of public library service below the amount provided by it for the second preceding
year. This subdivision shall not apply to participating cities or counties where the adjusted net tax capacity
of that city or county has decreased, if the dollar amount of the reduction in support is not greater than
the dollar amount by which support would be decreased if the reduction in support were made in direct
proportion to the decrease in adjusted net tax capacity.
Approved Date: 01/08/08
Effective Date:
Revised Date:
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100 Service and Administration
Chapter 3D. Library Development Policy
I. INTRODUCTION
The GRRL Board determines whether and when new libraries will be added to the regional service area.
The board also works collaboratively with GRRL administration and local city government to determine if
the location of the library is best suited to meet the public service needs of the community. The GRRL
board utilizes the guidelines, standards and measurements within this document to determine where
libraries are located to best suit the needs of the region's library users. The priorities established within
this policy are to be reviewed every three years to determine if the conclusions incorporated into this
policy remain accurate.
Approved Date: 01/08/08
Effective Date:
Revised Date: 07/19/16
II. EVALUATION CRITERIA FOR NEW LIBRARIES
A. Population
GRRL will place a high priority on developing and/or increasing access to existing libraries (providing
additional open hours) in areas that serve the greatest number of people, have the greatest population
densities, and have the largest potential for population growth. State demographer's data will be used.
However, GRRL will also place a high priority on providing additional open hours in rural areas where
access to services is limited by libraries open fewer than 35 hours per week.
B. Open Hours at Adjacent Libraries
GRRL will place a high priority on providing additional open hours in current libraries in order to meet the
library needs of adjacent communities. GRRL will also place a high priority on developing open hours
schedules that are complementary to other libraries in geographic proximity in order to provide more
access to libraries in a particular area.
C. Drive Time
GRRL will place a high priority on library development in communities more than 15 minutes of drive time
from another GRRL library. An exception may be made if a community within that limit commits to
building a library significantly larger than those already existing in the area, or in the judgment of GRRL
administration and library board will serve a regional need at a reasonable cost to GRRL.
D. Public Service Staff per Library Open Hours
GRRL will place a high priority on providing additional public service staff in geographic areas served by
libraries with staffing levels significantly less than other areas of the region. Staffing solutions may include
providing additional staff in existing libraries as well as providing an additional facility in the geographic
area.
1
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E. Collection Per Capita
GRRL will place a high priority on providing additional library materials in geographic areas served by
libraries with collections per capita significantly less than others. Collection development solutions may
include encouraging communities to expand, renovate, or provide new facilities that meet the needs of
the geographic area. Another option is providing an additional library in the area.
F. Demographic Trends
GRRL will monitor and evaluate demographic trends in all parts of the region to better serve its
customers. Such data may include but not be limited to, age, income, family size, immigration trends, and
poverty data.
Approved Date: 01/08/08
Effective Date:
Revised Date: 07/19/16
III. MINIMUM LEVEL OF SERVICE
The following minimum level of service is defined as the basic GRRL library services delivered at every
library throughout the region. The total amount of services delivered will be dependent on facility space,
population size of community and surrounding area, proximity to other libraries, active registered
borrowers, and patron demand.
Collection
•
•
•
•
•

Shared and Floating - The collection is shared and floats freely among all GRRL libraries.
Broad audience - Materials are purchased in a variety of formats representing a wide variety of
views and tastes.
Community driven - Patrons may suggest specific titles for purchase. Whenever possible,
Interlibrary Loan will be offered for items GRRL does not purchase.
Delivery - Delivery of requested material is provided on a regular basis.
Collection maintenance - Library materials are systematically evaluated to facilitate the repair or
withdrawal of damaged, unused or obsolete materials from the collection.

Technology
•
•
•
•
•

Wireless - Public wireless Internet is available for web browsing from most devices.
Internet station - Computer workstations with software are provided for public use.
Public Access Catalog - Computer workstations are restricted to library catalog use and accessing
library provided databases or services.
Copying - Copiers are available for patrons to use for a fee per page.
Printing from public computers - Patrons may print from GRRL computer workstations for a fee
per page.

Locally Delivered Public Services

2
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Information services - Reference, reader’s advisory and technology assistance provided in-person
or over the phone.
Circulation services - Registration of library cards, check-out and check-in of library materials.
Automated telephone or email notification for requested materials.
Programming services - Programs for all ages: pre-k, school age, teen, and adult with a minimum
of 25 programs annually. A minimum of one outreach event per library community annually.

Regionally Delivered Public Services
Web-based
• Online catalog - The library catalog is maintained to reflect library holdings and facilitate
convenient 24/7 access to library materials.
• Digital Library – e-books and e-audio materials are available through the library’s website.
• Virtual reference – Email reference available during library open hours. Chat reference available
24/7 through statewide AskMN consortium.
• Subscription Databases - Patrons have access to databases on various topics that are subscribed
to by GRRL or Electronic Library of Minnesota (ELM).
In-library
• Book-a-Librarian - Personalized face-to-face sessions with a librarian by scheduled appointment.
• Programming
• Arts & Cultural Heritage Programs (grant dependent)
• Summer Reading Program
• Winter Reading Program
• Marketing and publicizing programs and services
Criteria for Scale of Services Delivered
The number of public and staff computer stations will be dependent on facility size and wiring capacity.
Additionally, total Internet usage, borrowers, and open hours will be used to determine the number of
stations assigned to a library. A minimum of one public access catalog, two public Internet station and two
staff computer work stations will be provided in each library.
The amount of programs, marketing and publicity will be dependent on the number of borrowers served
at each library and grouped by Tier.

Tier

Open Hours

Borrowers

Minimum annual
program levels

1

20-23

400-1,300

25

2

24-40

1,300-4,000

30

3

41-49

4,000-20,000

40

4

50 or more

20,000 or more

200

3
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Approved Date: 7/19/2016
Effective Date:
Revised Date:
IV. ALTERNATIVE SERVICES
Great River Regional Library system has focused resources to deliver the highest quality patron
experience in 32 libraries across six counties. These existing libraries are located within 15 minutes driving
distance to the majority of the residents in the area.
Access to library services is a GRRL Strategic Plan Service Priority. Enhanced library service is desired by
some communities without libraries within the service area. The alternative services identified in the
Appendices are those that could most feasibly be offered within the constraints of the existing service
model.
Expansion of any library service would be dependent on the regional cost to add the service and/or local
funds to support the service long-term. A community would need to demonstrate a desire for this type of
service. Methods to determine resident interest would include a survey of residents and current GRRL
library usage. Additionally, financial and political support from the community would be essential. Any
facilities or service points require approval of library administration and the GRRL Board. The facility or
service point would need to meet GRRL requirements and be maintained as long as the service was
delivered.
If a community wants to add library service using one of the described alternative services, priority would
be given to those with underserved communities as demonstrated by:
●
●
●
●

Local literacy rates
Percentage of registered borrowers
Access to public transportation
Number of homebound residents

Consideration would also be given to overall population size, proximity to existing library services, and
traffic patterns. Addition of an alternative service model would require a service agreement outlining the
responsibilities for GRRL and the community or organization and include criteria for adding or
discontinuing services. The approval process would follow the New Library Consideration Process.
Models of GRRL alternative services available for consideration include Local Material Delivery/Return,
Community Mini-Library, Deposit Collection, Local Book Return and E-Book Download Station which are
described in detail in the Appendices.
Approved Date: 7/19/2016
Effective Date:
Revised Date:
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V. NEW LIBRARIES
Library buildings are the responsibility of the municipality to operate and maintain. They may be owned
or leased. Funding other than municipal tax receipts may be used to provide for those responsibilities, but
those costs must be guaranteed by city council resolution and city levy authority. All requirements under
Minnesota Statute 134.34 must be met.
A. New Libraries - Building Requirements*
1. The city wishing to add a new GRRL library location needs to meet all GRRL specifications for
community size, facility space and distance from other GRRL libraries as outlined in GRRL policy
and the GRRL Branch Agreement or other requirements set by the GRRL Board of Trustees.
2. Site: the library site shall provide maximum convenient access to the greatest number of people
in the community during the normal course of their daily activities by being located near the
center of highest density of daily activity and near high use facilities such as a post office, retail
stores, educational facilities, or in close proximity to government centers or community centers.
3. The municipality will provide adequate, safe, convenient and well-lighted parking areas for library
users and staff. Parking needs are based on population served. Convenient on and off street
parking shall be made available for library customers. The minimum number of parking spaces
may be determined by municipal zoning ordinances. Handicapped parking requirements of the
Americans With Disabilities Act must be met.
4. Minnesota provides no absolute numerical standards for public library size. However, a large
community population indicates a need for greater amounts of public service space to provide for
necessary collections and other services. Communities serving larger populations require libraries
with more floor space not only for larger collections, but also for additional seating, larger
program space and greater numbers of computers to access library information resources.
5. The library must be of adequate size to meet and implement the full range of library services that
are consistent with GRRL's long range plan and the standards within this document.
6. The library will have adequate space for adult, child, and family use, with all materials easily
accessible for library users of all ages. Furniture provided by the municipality must also include
design elements appropriate for children and patrons with disabilities. Furnishings and shelving
purchased by the city must be approved by GRRL. Furnishings and shelving will remain as property
of the city that will bear the responsibility of maintaining the facility and furnishings as outlined in
the branch agreement. All purchased equipment will become the property of GRRL and must be
approved by GRRL who will bear the responsibility of maintaining library operations as outlined in
the GRRL Branch Agreement.
7. The library building and furnishings must meet state and federal requirements for physical
accessibility, including the ADA Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities (ADAAG).
8. In compliance with ADAAG, library signage must include directional signs and instructions for the
use of the collection, the catalog, and other library services in print, Braille, alternate formats and
languages other than English, as appropriate.
9. The library facility will support the implementation of current and future technologies. Installation
and repair of code compliant wiring within the facility is a municipal responsibility.
10. The library entrance will be clearly visible and located on the side of the building that most users
approach.
11. Interior lighting levels must comply with standards issued by the Illuminating Engineering Society
of North America.
12. The library facility provides for the return of library materials when the library is closed. Afterhours book deposits must be easily accessible to staff and secure and protect library materials
5
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from weather elements. It is highly recommended that after-hours book deposits store materials
inside the facility. They must also be easily accessible to people with disabilities.
The municipality will provide appropriate floor covering throughout the building (carpeting or
other sound absorbing materials).
The building will include appropriate ceiling treatments throughout (sound absorbing materials).
The building will include appropriate space for heating and cooling equipment, stairways,
janitorial, entryway, and other spaces determined by community needs, service program and
architectural design.
Because of additional staffing costs associated with multi-level buildings, all new libraries shall be
constructed on one level of public service space. The space should be as open and as flexible as
possible.
The building will include adequate heating and air conditioning.
The building will include adequate electrical service, conduits and outlets necessary to meet
GRRL's needs.
Library space must be utilized only as a library and not as a community meeting room, city hall or
any other purpose. Multi-use facilities are acceptable only if the library area has its own
designated space and is physically separated from other areas of the building with walls and doors
that can be locked and secured by library staff.
Library shelving must be standard metal or wood shelving in 3' sections in a variety of heights to
accommodate children's, reference, audio-visual and other collections. All standard shelving units
will be furnished with adjustable shelves.
The building must include convenient delivery access: the delivery access must be accessible for
deliveries of library materials from headquarters.
The building must include an adequate private work area for staff off-desk tasks and breaks.

C. New Libraries - Access Requirements*
1. Library signage must be provided on main community thoroughfares as well as on the building.
Communities must also provide signage on the facility that includes the GRRL logo.
2. The standard range of library services must be available during every open hour.
3. Library hours must include a mixture of morning, afternoon, evening and weekend hours to
provide as much accessibility as possible for library users.
4. GRRL determines open hours schedules. Library open-hour schedules are arrived at by methods
that may include a survey of the community, as well as an evaluation of library hours of adjacent
library facilities to insure as much access for the public as possible.
5. Libraries must be open a minimum of 20 hours per week, or the minimum number of hours
necessary to qualify for Regional Library Telecommunication Aid.
* These requirements are based on the Wisconsin Public Library Space Needs Standards document. They
are also referenced in Minnesota State Library’s Accessibility and Construction Grant guidelines.
D. New Libraries - Other General Requirements
Service Area
Library buildings and their primary area of service must be within the following Minnesota counties:
Benton, Morrison, Sherburne, Stearns, Todd, and Wright. The population served must be at least 5,000
based on the community and adjacent townships surrounding the community. The most recent
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population statistics from the Office of the State Demographer will be used to determine compliance with
this requirement.
Start-up Costs
Start-up costs for new library facilities are the responsibility of the host city to be provided through local
funds. These costs include but are not limited to:
Library equipment and furnishings – funding for staff and public computers, network equipment, copier,
telephone, Express Checkout machine. Equipment must meet minimum GRRL standards as outlined in
policy to ensure compatibility with existing systems. Basic library equipment and operations costs
required: circulation terminals, public access catalogs, public computer stations, cabling, printers, a
copier, book carts and network equipment. Additionally, the costs for software license fees, printing,
maintenance contracts, telecommunications (usually provided by RLTA), and miscellaneous equipment
need to be covered. Considerations for space, wiring and equipment costs for self checkout stations are
strongly recommended for libraries with projected circulation figures over 12,000 items per month.
Projected costs will be calculated as part of a new library proposal and will be based on GRRL libraries of
similar size and population service area.
Opening Day Collection – Funding for a physical collection of a size adequate to meet the size of the
community. Library materials equivalent to 70 percent of capacity based on libraries of comparable size in
GRRL. The opening day collection will consist of 25 percent re-distributed older materials from existing
GRRL collection and 75 percent newly purchased materials. Projected costs will be calculated as part of a
new library proposal and will be based on current GRRL models of collection size and format.
Any other items needed to open the library and meet GRRL specifications as determined by library
administration and the GRRL Board.
Approved Date: 01/08/08
Effective Date:
Revised Date: 03/20/12, 07/19/16
IV. STAFFING REQUIREMENTS
Library supervision and staffing levels are determined by the library's size, area population served, open
hours, and potential population and business growth.
Any new library established in the region requires staff additions not only at the new library, but also at
regional headquarters to meet increased demands for centrally provided information, materials and
services.
A. LIBRARY STAFF
The GRRL board initially sets and approves the number and level of staff at each new library.
All new libraries must be staffed to meet the staffing guidelines and criteria approved by the GRRL Board
of Trustees. Estimated staffing and open hours will be based on comparisons with other libraries serving
similar populations.
7
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B. CENTRAL STAFF
Each new library requires support from headquarters staff in a number of areas. This section attempts to
show where additional support is needed and at what level when a library is added.
Patron Services Librarian – ½ hour per week
Responsible for locating information to answer subject requests from branch customers. Provides Ask-aLibrarian and virtual reference services.
Collection Development Staff: Librarian – ½, Clerk – ½ hour
Responds to direct calls from libraries for information or specific materials. Participates in selection,
weeding and other collection development activities. Process additional patron title requests. Additional
time would also be required to select materials for an Opening Day collection.
Driver/Delivery: To Be Determined
The number of hours necessary will be determined by the location of the library. A new library location
may add as few as 10 minutes to as much as 40 minutes to the total delivery drive time.
Technical Services Staff: Technical Services Assistant – 1 hour, Technical Services Clerk – 1 hour and
Technical Services Aide – 1 hour per week.
Processes materials purchased for new libraries; periodicals and supplies.
Temporary hours for Technical Services Clerk and Technical Services Assistant to catalog and process the
new library materials for the new library: 100 hours Technical Services Assistant, 100 hours Technical
Services Clerk, and 100 hours Technical Services Aide.
Collection Development Assistant – 1 hour per week
To manage collection reports for the new location and associated collection related tasks.
Community Relations: Public Relations Assistant – 1 hour per week
Miscellaneous tasks associated with library communications including typesetting, laminating, copying
and filing.
Patron Services Staff: Library Associate – ½ hour per week
Assists in developing regional programming including Summer Reading Program and story telling kits.
Information Technology Staff: Computer Support Technician – 3 hours per week
Assists in trouble-shooting all software and hardware problems. Installs computers. Upgrades software
programs. Installs new peripherals. Provides network maintenance.
Distribution Aide – 2 hours per week
Assists in processing holds for libraries and distribution of new library materials.
Circulation Aide – 1 hour per week
Searches for holds on St. Cloud Public Library shelves.
Administrative Staff: Accounting Specialist – 1 hour per week
Payroll and cash reporting

8
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Human Resources: HR Generalist – 1 hour per week
Additional training needs
Approved Date: 01/08/08
Effective Date:
Revised Date: 03/15/11, 07/19/16
VI. RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE LOCAL CITY COUNCIL FOR LIBRARY OPERATIONS
1. Provision and maintenance of a building, furniture for staff and public areas, shelving and other
building equipment (including but not limited to circulation desk).
2. Provision and maintenance of heat, air conditioning, light, water and other utilities with the exception
of telephone service. All code compliant wiring is to be provided by the building owner or the
municipality.
3. Janitorial (cleaning) and trash removal services on at least a weekly basis. Larger facilities need more
frequent janitorial services.
4. Maintenance and repair of the building and grounds including raking, lawn mowing and snow removal
in a timely manner.
5. Cities must provide insurance on the building (if city owned) and city owned contents. The city must
also provide liability insurance coverage.
6. Development and interpretation of policies relating to meeting room use (if applicable).
7. Development of a Rules of Behavior Policy enforceable by local law enforcement.
Approved Date: 01/08/08
Effective Date:
Revised Date: 07/19/16
VII. RESPONSIBILITIES OF GREAT RIVER REGIONAL LIBRARY
1. Determination, development, and provision of programs and services to be provided with input from
local residents of individual communities.
2. Development and carrying out of all library policies. GRRL maintains uniform service policies for all
libraries. To minimize confusion no individual service policies for particular locations will be maintained.
3. GRRL administrative staff determines hours of service with input from local residents.
4. Collection development: The GRRL staff is responsible for selection of library materials for all GRRL
libraries. All materials purchased for any library are to be ordered through GRRL regardless of the source
of funds. Local citizens are encouraged to make suggestions for collection development and GRRL staff
will evaluate those recommendations utilizing the library's Collection Development Policy. Gift materials
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or monetary donations will be accepted under the provisions of GRRL's Collection Development Policy.
Collection maintenance including future purchases and de-acquisitions (weeding)
5. Personnel administration: GRRL is responsible for the selection, training and employment of all
personnel. The GRRL Board is responsible for maintaining a region-wide compensation schedule and
personnel policy applicable to GRRL employees. All decisions relating to staffing levels, promotion,
demotion, hiring or terminations are the responsibility of the regional library.
6. GRRL will insure all GRRL owned materials and equipment.
7. Miscellaneous services: GRRL provides basic telephone service (except building wiring), networking,
Internet connections and technology services, programming, delivery service, purchase of essential
operating supplies and all other responsibilities not directly associated with the provision and
maintenance of library buildings. Maintenance of GRRL-provided equipment.
8. GRRL will provide automation equipment, software and licenses required to perform assigned GRRL
functions.
9. Computers – GRRL computers are to be used for library purposes only. No software can be added to
any GRRL computer without the authorization of the Associate Director - Information Technology.
Approved Date: 01/08/08
Effective Date:
Revised Date: 03/20/12, 07/19/16
VIII. RENOVATED, RE-LOCATED or EXPANDED LIBRARIES
Local governments must work closely with GRRL when planning for renovation, expansion or relocating
libraries. GRRL administration and/or the GRRL Board must approve all renovation and relocation
projects. The GRRL board shall determine whether GRRL staff and materials will or will not be located in
any building provided by the city. The GRRL board may choose not to provide service in a renovated or
relocated building if it does not meet the needs of the region.
Relocated libraries must meet the criteria established in this document under sections III A and B (New
Libraries).
When existing libraries are renovated or expanded, significantly increased usage is likely. Anticipating and
planning for increased staffing levels at these locations will require ongoing conversation with city
planners. GRRL's budget cycle requires that a budget for the following calendar year be set in July of the
preceding year. Budget planning for additional staff must be completed as part of the GRRL budget
process well in advance of any library's expansion, relocation or renovation.
Approved Date: 01/08/08
Effective Date:
Revised Date: 07/19/16
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IX. CONTRACTS AND FINAL AGREEMENTS
Using the criteria listed above, the following additional steps are required for the establishment of new
libraries.
The GRRL board has the final authority to approve the relocation or establishment of any new library.
New Library Consideration Process
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

City makes an official request by resolution for addition of a new branch location to the GRRL
Board.
Upon GRRL Board approval, GRRL management provides the City and the GRRL Board with a full
analysis of the requirements needed for new branch service, including start-up and ongoing
operational costs.
Any city given authority by the GRRL Board to establish a new library shall pass a resolution
committing the funding needed to meet the expenses listed in GRRL policies V. New Libraries and
VI. Responsibilities of the Local City Council for Branch Operation from city revenues. Other
funding sources may be used to meet these costs, but they must be backed by city resources
under city levy authority. The city presents its proposal to the GRRL Finance Committee for
consideration and recommendation to the full GRRL Board of Trustees.
The GRRL Board considers the proposal. Any new branch service ongoing operational costs are
incorporated into future GRRL budgets.
A signed contract must be in place prior to the establishment of a new library outlining
responsibilities of GRRL and the city.

Approved Date: 01/08/08
Effective Date:
Revised Date: 07/19/16
X. Criteria for Reducing or Discontinuing Library Services
If it becomes necessary to reduce levels of service provided in the region, the following criteria will be
used to evaluate where potential cuts to library services may be made.
•
•

•

•

•

If possible, preference will be given to reductions in staff hours throughout the region prior to the
closure of any library.
Circulation - GRRL will evaluate circulation counts in the community in relation to number of
residents served. Significant decreases in usage over time may result in the discontinuation or
reduction of services.
Numbers of users - Registered borrower and checkout session information will be evaluated
regularly. Significant decreases in either number over time may result in the discontinuation or
reduction of services. Population in general may also be used as an evaluation factor.
Staffing or budget limitations - GRRL reserves the right to discontinue such services if funding for
staff, library materials, technology, delivery services and equipment are no longer available to
provide for it.
Local support - The commitment and ability of the city to provide and maintain an adequate
library building will be a factor in the decision to close a library or reduce services. Local support
factors can include:
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1. Adequate budget to clean the library building on a regular basis
2. Prompt repair and maintenance of the building when needed
3. A record of local commitment to expand the library building if growth in services warrants
4. A record of meeting shelving and furniture needs
5. Prompt maintenance of grounds during and after snow
6. Adequate and prompt maintenance of outside grounds during the summer
Size of the library building - Inadequate size of the library building may be a factor in determining
if a library will be closed or services reduced.
Location - Driving time to other libraries will be a factor in determining if a library will be closed or
services reduced.
Program attendance - The number of people attending library programs will be a factor in
determining whether a library will be closed or services reduced.
No library may be reduced below 20 open hours per week due to RLTA (Regional Library
Telecommunication Aid) requirements.

Approved Date: 01/08/08
Effective Date:
Revised Date: 07/19/16
Appendix 1
Consolidated or Joint Use School/Academic Library Media Center/Public Library
GRRL materials and services provided within school/academic settings. GRRL does not currently offer such
services. GRRL would follow guidelines established in Jointly Operated School and Public Library Services
in the Same Location: Co-Location: a guide to community based library services, a document published in
May 2000 by the staff of Library Development and Services.
Criteria for Establishment:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

GRRL will consider establishing such services in communities not served by a GRRL branch library.
Population: GRRL will consider establishing such services in communities serving 5,000 or more
people.
GRRL will consider establishing such services in communities not served by a community outreach
service.
The library must be more than 15 minutes from an existing library.
Location - must be convenient to the general public
Hours - hours of operation must be convenient to the general public. The public must have access
to the media center/library during hours of operation similar to other GRRL branch libraries in like
communities, not just during school hours.
Delivery - convenient and secure delivery access must be provided
Training - costs for staff training related to school or academic operations, equipment and
automated services will be the responsibility of the school.
Most school/academic and public library materials must be accessible for checkout to the general
public except general reference items that do not circulate.
Equipment - Funding for computers, routers and other automation services that would be jointly
used must be provided by the school. This would include any wiring costs.
Resources available - Funding reductions may have an impact on GRRL's ability to provide such
services.
12
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Local Support - school administration and media center personnel must support the plan.
Joint planning - If possible, planning for joint school/public services should be accomplished prior
to the design and construction of new school media centers or academic library.
Staffing levels and areas of responsibility are to be negotiated.

Criteria for Reducing or Discontinuing Services
•

•
•

Circulation - GRRL will evaluate usage in the community in relation to number of residents served.
Numbers of borrowers will also be evaluated on an annual basis. Significant decreases in usage
over time may result in the reduction or discontinuation of services.
Staffing or budget limitations - GRRL reserves the right to discontinue such services if funding for
staff, library materials, technology or delivery services is no longer available.
Public Library service in a school or academic library would be discontinued if another library
were to be opened in that community or within 15 minutes of that library.

Appendix 2
DEPOSIT COLLECTIONS
GRRL staff transport a small collection of library materials to an institution on a monthly basis. The
institution agrees to handle the loan of the materials on-site. The institution also accepts responsibility for
the loss or damage of the materials. This service is currently extended to a few existing institutions based
on previous arrangements. Senior living facilities are an example of an institution this model could serve.
Criteria for Establishment
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Preference will be given to establishing these collections in communities not currently served by
libraries.
Preference will be given to establishing these collections in communities that are not currently
served by other outreach services.
A committed staff person on-site to manage and monitor the collection and coordinate with
library staff.
Geographical balance - GRRL will attempt to establish these collections in a manner in which all
counties are represented in a proportional manner.
Special needs populations - preference will be given to the establishment of these collections in
facilities in which mobility or disability of the residents is a barrier to accessing library services.
Resources available - Funding or staffing reductions may have an impact on GRRL's ability to
provide these services.
Staffing needs: 1 hour per week at Library Assistant level, 1 hour per week of Library Aide, and
driver time (depending on route). If onsite programming is desired, this enhanced service would
require 2 hours Patron Services Librarian time per program.
GRRL approved service agreement.

Criteria for Discontinuing Services
•
•

Circulation - GRRL will evaluate usage periodically. Significant declines in usage over time may
result in service being discontinued
Staffing limitations or budget limitations - GRRL reserves the right to discontinue such services if
funding for staff, library materials, and delivery services is no longer available.
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Loss of library materials - If library materials are not returned on a timely basis and/or become
lost, the library reserves the right to be compensated for the lost materials. If payment cannot be
made for these items, this service may be discontinued until payment has been made. Service will
be resumed upon receipt of complete payment.

Appendix 3
COMMUNITY MINI-LIBRARIES
GRRL staff transport a small collection of library materials to a municipality on a monthly basis. GRRL staff
loan these materials to the public over a specific time period. No GRRL library materials or equipment are
stored on site.
Criteria for Establishment
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Preference will be given to establishing these collections in communities not currently served by
libraries.
Population - GRRL will consider establishing mini libraries in communities serving 700 or more.
This population will be determined by the latest census or state demographer's estimates.
Building Space - The municipality must provide an adequate building for the provision of this
service. It must be air conditioned in summer and heated in winter. It must be large enough to
provide adequate space for browsing library materials, staffing and checkout. Cities must provide
a telecommunications data line to connect with the GRRL catalog. The building must be
convenient to load and unload library materials. The building must meet all applicable ADA
criteria for accessibility. The community must provide suitable furniture or tables for display of
materials.
Location - The location must be in a centrally located public area in the community.
Drive Time - Consideration would be given to establishing such services if there were no GRRL
libraries or other outreach services within 15 minutes drive time from the community.
The city must provide Internet connectivity to allow for on-line circulation functions on site.
Resources available - Funding reductions may have an impact on GRRL's ability to provide these
services.
Staff time and travel: Time will depend on location and whether it is close to a current delivery
route or library as well as number of delivery days. Each stop will need to include time for packing
and unpacking materials.
GRRL approved service agreement.

Criteria for Discontinuing Services
•
•
•
•

Circulation: GRRL will periodically evaluate usage in the community. Significant decreases in usage
over time may result in the discontinuation of services.
Staffing or budget limitations: GRRL reserves the right to discontinue such services if funding for
staff, library materials, technology or delivery services is no longer available to provide for them.
A community mini library would be discontinued if a library were to be opened in that community
or within 15 minutes drive time of the community.
Building: GRRL may consider discontinuing such services if the facility were not able to meet the
requirements in this document.
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Appendix 4
Jail Services
Materials provided upon request.
Criteria for Establishment
•

GRRL will provide donated paperbacks to jails upon request.

Appendix 5
Mail Services
GRRL does not offer a Mail-A-Book program. GRRL encourages family members and/or caregivers to
arrange to pick up and return library materials for library customers who are homebound.
Appendix 6
Bookmobile Service
GRRL does not offer bookmobile services.
Appendix 7
LOCAL MATERIALS DELIVERY/RETURN
A local materials delivery/return service would include a locker system used as a secure depository for
materials requested by library patrons with accompanying book return. The service lockers and book
return would be accessible 24 hours/7 days a week. Patrons are notified when their items are available.
Criteria for Establishment
•
•

•

•

•
•

Preference will be given to establishing this alternative service in communities not currently
served by libraries.
Funding: Communities with local funds and resources to support the additional costs of capital
and operation, including delivery of materials. A GRRL service agreement would be developed
outlining the responsibilities for GRRL and the community as well as criteria for adding or
discontinuing the service.
Staff time and travel: Time will depend on location and whether it is close to a current delivery
route as well as number of delivery days. Each stop will need to include time for emptying book
return.
Delivery time: Time will depend on location, whether it is close to a current delivery route, as well
as number of delivery days. Each stop will need to include time for loading and unloading lockers
and emptying book return.
Controller connection would be required.
Time to process incoming/outgoing delivery and returns – dependent on usage and number of
delivery days.
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Criteria for Discontinuing Services
•
•
•

Circulation: GRRL will periodically evaluate usage in the community. Significant decreases in usage
over time may result in the discontinuation of services.
Staffing or budget limitations: GRRL reserves the right to discontinue such services if funding for
staff, library materials, technology or delivery services is no longer available to provide for them.
Building: GRRL may consider discontinuing such services if the facility were not able to meet the
requirements in this document.

Appendix 8
LOCAL BOOK RETURN
Provide a local book return in cities without library facilities. Location would need to be visible and near
other public facilities that are regularly monitored by local city staff to ensure security of library materials.
Returns would be picked up by GRRL Distribution staff on a regular basis. Returns must be placed for easy
access for emptying materials and in an area protected from weather elements.
Criteria for Establishment
•
•

•

Preference will be given to establishing this alternative service in communities not currently
served by libraries.
Funding - Communities with local funds and resources to support the additional costs of capital
and operation, including delivery of materials. A GRRL service agreement would be developed
outlining the responsibilities for GRRL and the community as well as criteria for adding or
discontinuing the service.
Staff time and travel: Time will depend on location and whether it is close to a current delivery
route as well as number of delivery days. Each stop will need to include time for emptying book
return.

Criteria for Discontinuing Services
•

•
•

Circulation: GRRL will periodically evaluate usage in the community. Significant decreases in usage
over time may result in the discontinuation of services. Continuation of the service will be
evaluated annually to gauge usage. If usage levels are not above 100 items per pick up, this
service will be discontinued.
Staffing or budget limitations: GRRL reserves the right to discontinue such services if funding for
staff, library materials, technology or delivery services is no longer available to provide for them.
Building: GRRL may consider discontinuing such services if the facility were not able to meet the
requirements in this document.
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Appendix 9
E-BOOK DOWNLOAD STATION
Provide an OverDrive download station to allow easy access to the GRRL Digital Library collection.
Location would need to be visible and near other public facilities that are regularly monitored by local city
staff to ensure security of library equipment.
Criteria for Establishment
Offer this extension of library service to communities with local funds and resources to support the
additional costs of operation. Develop a service agreement that outlines the responsibilities for GRRL and
the community and criteria for adding or discontinuing the service.
•
•

•

Preference will be given to establishing these collections in communities not currently served by
libraries.
Funding: Communities with local funds and resources to support the additional costs of capital
and operation. A GRRL service agreement would be developed outlining the responsibilities for
GRRL and the community as well as criteria for adding or discontinuing the service.
Due to demand on the regional Digital Library collection, local funding would need to be provided
annually to purchase additional content.

Criteria for Discontinuing Services
•
•
•
•

If GRRL expands to other e-book providers, they will not be supported on the Overdrive platform.
Circulation: GRRL will periodically evaluate usage in the community. Significant decreases in usage
over time may result in the discontinuation of services.
Staffing or budget limitations: GRRL reserves the right to discontinue such services if funding for
staff, library materials, technology or delivery services is no longer available to provide for them.
GRRL may consider discontinuing such services if the facility were not able to meet the
requirements in this document.
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Open Hours Adjustments
Submitted by Rachel Thomas, Patron Services Supervisor

BOARD ACTION REQUESTED
Information

Discussion

Approve/Accept

RECOMMENDATION
Adjust open hours in Grey Eagle and St. Michael. Grey Eagle’s total open hours will remain the same. St.
Michael’s total open hours will increase by 1 hour, with no change to staffing hours. The new hours will
be as follows:
Grey Eagle: Mon 10-4, Tue Closed, Wed 2-8, Thur Closed, Fri 1-6, Sat 10-1
St. Michael: Mon 10-8, Tue 10-6, Wed 10-8, Thur 10-6, Fri 12-5, Sat 10-1

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Supporting Documents Attached
•

Specific changes in open hours in Grey Eagle and St. Michael, and checkout data activity.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Estimated Cost: $ n/a

Funding Source:

ACTION
Passed

Failed

Tabled

Budgeted:

Yes

No
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Adjustment of Open Hours
Grey Eagle
The library has been seeing quieter Mondays and busier Wednesdays. To capitalize on the busier days,
an adjustment is being made to shorten Mondays from 10-5 to 10-4, and lengthen Wednesdays from 38 to 2-8. Checkout data was pulled from each season of 2015 to give a snapshot of library activity and
can be seen in the chart below. The lighter boxes indicate quieter times, and the darker boxes indicate
the busier times in the library.
1011Total
11am 12pm
Monday
189
149
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
318
341

121pm
199

12pm
147

233pm 4pm
121 127

215

226

455pm 6pm
229

307

482

480

277

346

408

677pm 8pm

319

319

235

St. Michael
The library has heard concerns and questions from patrons and the city administrator about the lack of
Thursday morning hours. Monday through Wednesday the library opens at 10 a.m. and Thursday the
library opens at 1 p.m. Patrons come by expecting the library to be open and are disappointed to find it
is not. Adjusting the hours on Thursday from 1-8, to 10-6 allows us to have consistent opening times and
also a closing time that is the same as Tuesday’s closing time. This change does result in a 1 hour
increase, but it can be covered with existing staff hours. Checkout data was pulled from each season of
2015 to give a snapshot of library activity and can be seen in the chart below. The lighter boxes indicate
quieter times, and the darker boxes indicate the busier times in the library.
1011121Total
11am 12pm 1pm 2pm
Monday
1343 1473 1183 1179
Tuesday
830 1297 969 1281
Wednesday
982 1341 994 955
Thursday
918
Friday
1005 876
Saturday
1234 1359 1557

23pm
1214
1073
1037
1326
1018

34pm
1313
1541
1199
1348
1158

45675pm 6pm 7pm 8pm
1616 1132 874 1094
1412 1465
1644 1163 1191 1167
1062 900 868 736
1439

